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Abstract:

This thesis aims to construct programs for automatically evaluating

geopolitical risks. This project will use machine learning, specifically sentiment

analysis, topic modeling and NER, to build new computer programs to evaluate

and assess not just scheduled and predictable geopolitical events, but also

unpredictable events. The gap in current literature this project intends to fill

is the ability to respond to these risk events in real time. Thus, this project’s

objective is to build programs that can digest the vast quantities of data generated

by Twitter / X, the data source chosen for this project, focusing on keywords

indicating a potential geopolitical event or crisis.

With the use of Twitter / X, I was able to find that information appeared

quicker through tweets than traditional news sources, thus I was able to identify

emerging geopolitical topics, in some cases, hours or days before they became

discussed in the mainstream media. I also achieved success with building a

geopolitical risk index program with sentiment analysis to relate the index to

the trends in the financial markets surrounding the start of the Ukraine War in

2022 at the daily level. Using Granger Causality, I found that the geopolitical

risk index I created from the emotions gleaned from the sentiment analysis of

the relevant tweets collected, contained predictive information of the movement

of various financial assets over time. In addition, with the NER program, I was

able to visualize the different geopolitical risks on a world map. While I managed

to create a program that created a geopolitical risk index at the real time level,

unfortunately, there was little relationship between the real time risk index and

the change in financial markets. In combination, the output of these various

programs allowed for the automatic evaluation of geopolitical risk.
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Chapter 1: Introduction

Geopolitical risk can be defined as “the risk associated with wars, terrorist

acts, and tensions between states that affect the normal and peaceful course of

international relations.” (Caldara et al. 2018, Pg. 2) [105]. These risks arise from

the outcome of international events that are either scheduled (such as a national

election or a G7 Summit) or unscheduled (such as Ukraine War or the Taliban’s

takeover of Afghanistan). However, the roots of geopolitics and geopolitical

risks, and how humanity responds to them lay much deeper. An example of

this is from the great American historian, Barbara Tuchman, who wrote many

books involving geopolitics. One of her most famous is A Distant Mirror: The

Calamitous 14th Century [426], which centers on French nobleman Enguerrand

VII de Coucy to examine the events of the 14th Century. Tuchman weaves massive

geopolitical events through Coucy’s life, such as the Hundred Years War between

France and England, the Papal Schism, and the rise of the Ottoman Empire.

Tuchman describes how the kingdoms of Europe navigated these troubled waters,

both successfully and unsuccessfully, providing clear insight into how important

geopolitics is, not only to the nobility of the time, but to everyone. This salient

point is further reinforced in another groundbreaking book by Tuchman, The

Guns of August [427]. This book focused on World War I, specifically, it provided

the background to the War, how and why it started, and the battles of the first

month of the War. Tuchman details how the War didn’t appear from nothing,

instead it was a multi-decade long failure of diplomacy which led to one of the

most violent wars the world had ever seen. France’s desire for revenge from the

Franco-Prussian war in the 1870’s, the German Empire’s want to expand its

border both locally in Europe and abroad, and the English King Edward VII

maneuverings to encircle the German Empire to prevent this. While the War

exploded in 1914 with a surprise attack from the Germans, it was clear to see
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the seeds of this massive geopolitical conflict were sown much earlier, leading to

40 million causalities by the war’s end.

In today’s world, the relentless pace of geopolitics has only increased.

As Mark Twain said, “History never repeats itself, but it does often rhyme”.

Similar to how in the 14th Century geopolitical tensions rose after the Black

Death, after COVID-19 geopolitical tensions are growing as well. Russia and

China’s current rhetoric mirrors the German Empire’s when they talk about

encirclement by the United States, NATO, and their allies in East Asia. The

rising geopolitical risk in the South China Sea, and the recent invasion of Ukraine

by Russia could be the opening acts of a new Cold War or even another World

War. Additionally, outside of these major issues, there are a few new, smaller

conflicts that might arise. As Dodds describes in his book: The New Border

Wars: The Conflicts That Will Define Our Future [161], there are plenty of other

sources for potential geopolitical hotspots. With climate change felt around

the world, areas previously inaccessible, such as the Himalayan glaciers, are

increasing tensions between India and Pakistan, and India and China, as the

three countries race to define their new borders as these glaciers receded. Building

off this smaller scale, Marshall details in Prisoners of Geography: Ten Maps That

Explain Everything About the World [298] how climate change is now opening

new trade routes in the Arctic. In the near future the United States, Canada,

Russia, and China will all compete for these routes further increasing geopolitical

risk. Furthermore, Space is not only the final frontier for human exploration,

but also geopolitics. In his follow-up book, The Power of Geography: Ten Maps

That Reveal the Future of Our World [299], Marshall explains the geopolitics

of Space and Space’s growing militarization. With everything from potential

Moon bases to anti-satellite weapons that could cut off communications for

entire countries, geopolitics could leave the planet for the first time. While this
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might sound like the realm of science fiction, in fact, famous geopolitical thinker,

George Friedman, describes a potential Space-based war. In his book The Next

100 years: a forecast for the 21st century [179] he details a potential conflict

between the United States, Turkey, and Japan in space in the 2050s based on

these countries current growth projections. With all these potential new conflicts

emerging in the coming years, it is necessary to follow geopolitics as the world

can utterly change on the actions of a few. Thus, getting information as early

as possible is imperative. This is where my chosen data source for my research

comes in: Twitter / X.

In our modern world, there are large amounts of data constantly gener-

ated making it virtually impossible to read and evaluate all the data at once.

As Grimmer and Stewart describe: “Human-based methods for making these

inferences are both time and resource intensive. Even after coding rules are

developed and coders are trained, manual methods require that coders read

each individual text. Automated methods can mitigate the cost of assigning

documents to categories, by limiting the amount of classification humans perform”

(Grimmer and Stewart, 2016, Pg. 8) [208]. Thus, developing automatic methods

to evaluate geopolitics is vital for extending the research in this space into real

time. Twitter / X provides that pathway to construct these methods. Founded in

2006, Twitter / X is a microblogging website that allows users to post messages,

called tweets, of initially 140 characters, now up to 260 characters (Shephard,

2023) [391]. Below is an example of a tweet from US President Joe Biden on a

recent missile attack launched by Iran towards Israel [85].
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Figure 1: An example of a tweet, I used US President Biden’s account as he is a public figure
posting a public tweet which follows the ethical guidelines. Additionally, since he is the US
President, he would mention geopolitics quite often and thus providing a good example of a
geopolitical tweet that I would collect.

While a tweet doesn’t contain an abundance of text, there is useful

information contained within it. Outside of the text itself, it also gives the

number of reposts (i.e. how many other people have retweeted this tweet), the

number of quote tweets (the number of people who have posted this tweet, with

their own comment added), the number of likes, and the number of bookmarks

(the number of people who have saved this tweet), the number of views, and the

username. While I will not be using these metrics in my research, they provide

pertinent data for other types of research, such as network analysis and the

spread of news [438]. However, for my research, outside of the text, I am most

interested in the time the tweet is posted. Discussed in more detail later on in

my thesis, having the time of the tweet will allow me to build timelines and

indices out of the Twitter text data which forms the basis of my analyses.

What makes Twitter / X beneficial to use in my research, in addition to

what has already been described, is that it has a global reach. Twitter / X has

approximately 450 million monthly active users and out of that approximately

57% of those are daily active users (Shephard, 2023). Additionally, while the

United States might have the highest number of active users, the next four
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countries (Japan, Brazil, India, and Indonesia) combined have approximate 60%

more total users than the United States (Branka, 2023) [95]. This diversity in the

userbase makes Twitter / X incredibly useful when trying to analyze geopolitical

risk on a global scale. However, it is not just the reach that makes Twitter /

X valuable, but it is the amount of data it produces which makes Twitter / X

indispensable. On average, as of 2023, Twitter / X users produce more than

829 million tweets a day. This is an incredible amount of data, and of course

not all of it would deal with geopolitics. Thus, Twitter / X has developed APIs

such as the Filter Stream API [421], which not only allow for users to both

obtain relevant tweets for their research, but also obtain these tweets in real

time. Twitter also has up to date news, as Sankaranarayanan describes: “This

is another reason that makes Twitter attractive for capturing breaking news,

as there is very little lag between the time that an event happens or is first

reported in the news media and the time at which it is the subject of a posting

on Twitter” (Sankaranarayanan, 2009, Pg. 2) [377]. This multi-functionality of

Twitter / X, plus its global reach, and ability to capture breaking news, made it

the ideal data source for my research.

Currently, there are a few commercial enterprises that work on the evalu-

ation of geopolitical risks similar to what I aim to do. BlackRock Geopolitical

Dashboard1 [9], Dow Jones Factiva2 [6], and the GDELT project3 [7], all focus on

providing analysis of current geopolitical risk trends to their clients by extracting

relevant geopolitical events out of the sea of news media that exists. The aim

of my thesis is to take these risk analyses a step further and build programs

that can react to geopolitical events in real time. The ability for governments

and NGOs to understand and act on these events, both known and unknown,
1https://www.blackrock.com/corporate/insights/blackrock-investment-institute/interact

ive-charts/geopolitical-risk-dashboard
2https://www.dowjones.com/professional/resources/factiva-content/news-you-can-use.
3https://www.gdeltproject.org
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instantaneously, would provide greater insight into the best way to manage the

changing landscape.

While the geopolitical research area is large, there are a few potential

outcomes I will investigate in this thesis:

• Evaluation of the current attempts to define and monitor geopolitical risk.

• Evaluation of data sources and NLP advances for an improved geopolitical

risk monitoring tool.

• Development of topic models for the monitoring of geopolitical risk.

• Methods to monitor for emergent geopolitical topics.

• Methods for associating topic-based geopolitical risk with selected metrics

for best predictive performance.

I aim to address these questions with a combination of sentiment analysis,

topic modeling, and named entity recognition to create a geopolitical risk analysis

profile that can automatically evaluate the data from Twitter / X.

The rest of this thesis is organized into the following chapters: Chapter

2 provides a literature review of the research that underpins my thesis from

an interdisciplinary framework. Chapter 3 describes one of the major computer

science methods I employed to build out my geopolitical risk evaluation: sentiment

analysis. Chapters 4 through 6 are various case studies that employed programs

and methods developed for analyzing geopolitical risk across various time intervals

and subject matters, including topic modeling. Chapter 7 focuses on named

entity recognition which was utilized for providing context and buttressing a few

information gaps from the other methods. Chapter 8 is discussion of my research

including limitations and future steps. Finally, Chapter 9 concludes.

The opening of The March of Folly [425], another of Tuchman’s classics,
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begins with one of the first geopolitical conflicts, The Trojan War. While most

of the Trojan War is within the mythical realm, what Tuchman expresses is

that in geopolitics, information is powerful. The Trojan princess, Cassandra, was

cursed with the ability of prophecy, but for no one to believe her. Thus, when she

foresaw the danger of the Trojan Horse, she could not effectively pass along this

information leading to the destruction of Troy. For my research, I aim to make

sure that people have geopolitical risks evaluated quickly, to obtain information,

so that they can stay ahead of potentially hazardous situations that can have

not only local impacts or regional impacts, but global ones as well.
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Chapter 2: Literature Review

This chapter focuses on a general literature review that describes the

history of the research that relates to my thesis. I have decided to leave the

literature review of bigger concepts such as sentiment analysis, named-entity

recognition, and topic modeling as sections within their own subsequent chapters

to leave this chapter as a more streamlined and focused discussion on how my

project grew out of these previous works. To this end, Section 2.1 is a general

record of the how major concepts of my thesis developed overtime. Section 2.2

takes a more interdisciplinary view of my project, looking into how different

researchers attempted to answer similar questions to my own thesis through

political science techniques. Section 2.3 brings the research back to computer

science with different attempts using social media, mainly Twitter / X, to analyze

data similar to how I do so in my research. Section 2.4 mentions research in

sentiment analysis, while Section 2.5 describes the beginnings of topic modeling,

and Section 2.6 details named entity recognition. Section 2.7 briefly discusses the

commercial attempts to evaluate geopolitical risks. Finally, Section 2.8 concludes

with an explanation of the research gaps that my project aims to fill.

Section 2.1: General Literature Review

The opening section of this chapter, I will describe some of the general

concepts that have underpinned my project. One of the main research areas

that buttresses my PhD thesis is Event Detection. Event Detection is a robust

field with many practical uses, allowing for earlier awareness of everything from

natural disasters to disease spreads, and, importantly, geopolitics [460]. As a

concept, it has been studied cross-disciplinary, in political science (discussed

in Section 2.2) and computer science, especially with the rise of social media

in the recent decades (discussed here and more in depth in Section 2.3). The
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earliest major study involving event detection I came across was conducted by

Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency (“DARPA”) in the mid to late

1990’s, Allan, et al [47]. Using a corpus of 16,000 news stories, the report focused

on four main tasks: “Segmentation” – how to break a large amount of data into

individual events; “Retrospective Event Detection” – how to find all the events

that happened in a past time frame; “On – line New Event Detection” – how

to identify when a new story emerges from incoming, continuous news articles;

and “Tracking” – how to follow a story over a time frame (Allan, et al. pg. 2).

Many early studies took these ideas further as with Yang, et al [456], who built

directly off Allen, et al., investigating the best data clustering and non-clustering

techniques at the time to do retrospective and on-line event detection (Yang,

et al, 1998, Pg. 7). While Gabrilovich, et al. [184] used novelty detection (a

way to determine if “a point is an outlier or not” (Roberts, 1999, Pg. 1) [365])

algorithms in their “Newsjunkie” system, to “analyze live newsfeeds and identify

articles that carry most novel information given a model of what the user has

read before” (Gabrilovich, et al. 2004, Pg. 7).

These early papers paved the way for further research. For example,

Iacobelli, et al, [239] developed a news analysis system “Tell Me More” which

built off Gabrilovich, et al. 2004, adding ways to show “what exactly is new

information in the articles presented” to user of their system. Further, Karkali,

et al, [258] included the inverse document frequency (“IDF”) measure in their

news event detection design. IDF is a measure of how rare a certain word is in

the full corpus of documents, an uncommon or novel word will have a higher

score and thus documents that have many novel words will have very high IDF

scores, which would be an indication of a new event (Karkali, et al, 2013, Pg. 6).

Going in a different direction from these studies, but still relevant to my research

was the inclusion of spatiotemporal factors to better determine the location of
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these events and not just the events themselves. Ho, et al [226] developed a

system to mine local news articles to determine their spatial attributes (place

name, town name, etc.) and their temporal attributes (time of day, month, year,

etc.) in combination with text analysis to provide early indicators to users about

potential events, both positive and negative, in their surrounding area (Ho, et al.

2012, Pg. 1 – 2). These news-related event detection works were foundational

to my research, but it was the inclusion of social media, specifically Twitter /

X, into this research that showed how dynamic this field has become in recent

years.

Atefeh and Khreich [62] state in their literature review paper on event

detection in both traditional news media and Twitter / X, that what makes using

Twitter / X beneficial is that: “unlike other media sources, Twitter messages

provide timely and fine-grained information about any kind of event, reflecting,

for instance, personal perspectives, social information, conversational aspects,

emotional reactions, and controversial opinions” (Atefeh and Khreich, 2015, Pg.

2). Several studies have left their mark on the changing landscape in event

detection. Metzler, et al [305] used Twitter / X to achieve retrospective event

detection across different categories such as “Crime” or “Energy” (Metzler, et al,

2012, Pg. 6). Alsaedi, et al, [50], on the other hand, developed a way to detect

on-line event detection using a real time Twitter / X Stream API to look for

disruptive events which they define as: “An event that interferes in the achieving

of the objective of an event or interrupts ordinary event routine. It may occur

over the course of one or several days, causing disorder, destabilizing securities

and may result in displacement or discontinuity” (Alsaedi, et al, 2015, Pg. 2).

While Agarwal, et al, 2021 [39] utilized Twitter / X to investigate the correlation

between local events they detected. In addition, Machine Learning techniques

have become prominent with many studies using decision trees, support vector
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machines (SVM), logistic regressions, and Naïve Bayes to tackle the issue of

“retrospective” and “specified” event detection [268, 270, 459]. However, despite

the growth of research, the best way to capture emerging topics through the use

of event detection and Twitter / X is still an open question.

There are numerous of benefits from using Twitter / X for event detection

due to its large diversity of sources and speed, but as Atefeh and Khreich explain:

“traditional text mining techniques are not suitable, because of the short length

of tweets, the large number of spelling and grammatical errors, and the frequent

use of informal and mixed language.” (Atefeh and Khreich, 2015, Pg. 1). Thus,

it is important to develop specific text data analysis systems when dealing with

Twitter / X. Thus, while event detection itself is an important factor of my

research, its combination with the concepts of text mining was equally vital.

Kochut, et al, 2017 [268] define text mining as “the task of extracting meaningful

information from text” (Kochut, et al, 2017. Pg. 1). This definition of text mining

is incredibly broad and covers many concepts, however, for this project I only

focus on a few: Sentiment Analysis, Natural Language Processing (“NLP”), and

Topic Modeling. These concepts have their own literature review sections later

in this chapter.

Finally, I briefly want to mention some of the most recent papers at the

time of writing, that make use of these concepts like I do. In their 2022 paper,

Smith and O’Hare [398] use sentiment analysis methods to analyze tweets from

major accounts such as CEOs of large companies and heads of state to see

if the changes in sentiment of the text of these accounts are correlated with

changes in stock prices. Herrera, et al., [222] “employs the hybridization of deep

learning models and investor sentiment to forecast the return and volatility of

renewable energy stocks. . . we highlight the significant contribution of investor

sentiment information for forecasting stock return and volatility of renewable
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energy companies” (Herrera, et al., 2022, Pg. 2), were they used Twitter / X

sentiment as a proxy investor sentiment. Additionally, Lehkonen et al., 2022 [283]

made use of Twitter / X and other news sources as well to develop a measure

to compare the “Media Tone” (Lehkonen et al., 2022, Pg. 2) for comparing the

changes in that tone to changes in the foreign exchange market which is one of the

many financial markets that I investigate in my Case Study Chapters. A working

paper by Adams, et al. [36] from 2023 also used Twitter / X to investigate how

sentiment changes around Federal Open Market Committee (“FOMC”) meetings.

Finally, while not as recent as the others, Nisar and Yeung [324] made use of

Twitter / X on a smaller scale local political event comparing reactions to local

elections on Twitter / X in the UK to the changes in the UK Stock market, the

FTSE 100. While my research delves more into global geopolitical events, this

study provided insight into how to handle political events on Twitter / X.

With the general literature review, I wanted to give a brief overview of

some of the concepts that will be appearing throughout my thesis. However, the

rest of this chapter will dig down into the specific research fields that helped

form the ideas for my project including political science, computer science, the

text mining concepts, and commercial enterprises.

Section 2.2: Political Science Literature Review

In the political science field, there has been a great deal of interest in the

analysis of geopolitical risk for decades. Schrodt and Gerner, 2012 [382] describe

the development seven major datasets containing various geopolitical events, with

one, the BCOW data set, reaching back to the early 19th Century (Schrodt and

Gerner, 2012, Pg. 9 -13). In addition to these datasets, there is the International

Crisis Behavior (ICB) Project [96, 245] started in 1975, which “undertook an

inquiry into the sources, processes, and outcomes of all military-security crises

since the end of World War I, within and outside protracted conflicts, and across
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all continents, cultures, and political and economic systems in the contemporary

era.” (James, et al. 2022). These datasets were foundational in various political

science studies [67, 105] in their various inquires.

However, outside of these datasets, there have been multiple studies

that have used various political risk indicators to make geopolitical inferences

and predictions. For example, Aisen and Veiga, 2005 [42] use various within

country “political, institutional, and economic variables” (Aisen and Veiga, 2005,

Pg. 5) as metrics of political instability to examine if inflation is affected by

the political instability. Another paper, Goldstone, et al., 2010 [202], built a

model to examine what factors matter most in predicting political instability.

They found that their “. . . new measure of regime type emerges as the most

powerful predictor of instability onsets, leading us to conclude that political

institutions, properly specified, and not economic conditions, demography, or

geography, are the most important predictors of the onset of political instability.”

(Goldstone, et al., 2010, Pg. 1). In addition to political instability, predicting

war and conflicts is a significant area of research in political science. Hegre

et al., 2013 [221] developed a model for predicting armed conflict throughout

the world from 2011 to 2050 based on “population size, infant mortality rates,

demographic composition, education levels, oil dependence, ethnic cleavages, and

neighborhood characteristics” (Hegre et al., 2013, Pg. 1). Using data from 1970

– 2009, in combination with these variables, Hegre et al, were able to produce

stunningly accurate results with eight countries (Ethiopia, India, Philippines,

Myanmar, Afghanistan, Sudan, Pakistan, Congo DRC) out of their predicted

top ten countries that will experience armed conflict, experiencing at least a

minor conflict by 2017 (defined as: “between 25 and 999 battle-related deaths

per year” (Hegre et al., 2013, Pg. 2)). The remaining top ten, Thailand and

Algeria, had a bloodless military coup in 2014, and had the president removed
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from office by protesters in 2019, respectively.

These papers provided a wider range of ideas about how to analyze

geopolitical data outside of pure computer analysis. Their techniques are more

statistical in nature using various data modeling structures such as gaussian

mixture models (GMM) [42], conditional logistic regressions [202], and dy-

namic multinomial logit model [221]. However, out of the political science field,

Chadefaux [111], Baker, et al [67], and Caldara and Iacoviello [105] provided

a methodology that I have made the most use of, providing a foundation to

expand my research.

While all three papers employ similar methods, I will start with Chadefaux,

2014 [111]. In his paper, Chadefaux gathered news articles at weekly intervals

throughout the 20th century from 1902 to 2001, using keywords to identify

countries and potential war words (Chadefaux, 2014, Pg. 3 – 4). Gathering these

articles allowed Chadefaux to identify the trends and frequency in news reports

that reference conflicts. In a simple count analysis (Chadefaux, 2014, Pg. 4 – 5),

Chadefaux found that “a visible upward trend appears at least three to five years

before large wars, and two to four years before minor wars. Unsurprisingly, I also

find that the number of conflict-related news items is much higher within the

year that precedes the outbreak of war than at other times, for wars of any scale

or type” (Chadefaux, 2014, Pg. 5). Further, Chadefaux was able to show using

multinomial logits, that using these conflict news stories provide some predictive

capabilities when trying to assess when a war will break out, especially if the

war was interstate (i.e. between countries) (Chadefaux, 2014, Pg. 9). This kind

of retrospective study in war and geopolitics was a crucial building block for my

research. While not automatic, this study was able to show this sort of event

detection using keywords, can be applied to a geopolitical framework.

Building on this news frequency concept further, Baker, et al, 2016 [67]
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expand this research by building “a new index of economic policy uncertainty

(EPU) based on newspaper coverage frequency” (Baker et al., 2016, Pg. 1). While

more focused on economics and policy decisions rather than geopolitics, Baker et

al., created their overall index, the EPU, by searching for articles since 1985 with

at least one keyword each category of “uncertainty, the economy, and policy”.

(Baker et al., 2016, Pg. 7). To further investigate specific categories, such as

health care or national security, they added category specific keywords for the

article to have in addition to the EPU keywords (Baker et al., 2016, Pg. 9 –

11). Using these categories, Baker et al. also constructed EPU indices for other

countries to compare them to the United States (Baker et al., 2016, Pg. 12 – 13).

One of their main analyses was investigating the relationship for the EPU index

to trends in “firm-level stock price volatility, investment rates, and employment

growth” which showed how uncertainty shocks, defined by the EPU index, are

correlated to negative economic effects (Baker et al., 2016, Pg. 41). By expanding

their research to cover multiple topics, Baker et al. laid the framework for my

research which has a focus on analyzing multiple geopolitical topics. Additionally,

Baker et al. showed that it is possible to connect changes in policy news articles

identified with keywords to changes in different economic sectors. Additionally,

Baker, et al, put forth a version of the EPU index that is updated daily (Baker

et al., 2016, Pg. 9). This daily update, which was on a smaller time frame than

Chadefaux’s weekly update, showed that it is possible to gain usable insights

despite the shorter time frame.

Caldara and Iacoviello, 2022 [105] took the work of Baker et al. further

still by creating a risk index similar to the EPU, but focusing on geopolitics

which provided some of the most crucial insights on how to best construct

my project. Caldara and Iacoviello constructed their index through reviewing

newspapers articles like Chadefaux and Baker, et al (Caldara and Iacoviello, 2018,
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Pg. 7). However, the difference is that they investigated six different geopolitical

categories: “Geopolitical Threats”, “Nuclear Threats”, “War Threats”, “Terrorist

Threats”, “War Acts”, “Terrorist Acts” (Caldara and Iacoviello, 2018, Pg. 33).

These six categories formed their overall geopolitical risk index (GPR), but

Caldara and Iacoviello found that geopolitical threats and geopolitical acts have

differing effects and decided to split their index into two separate indices, the

geopolitical threats index (GPT) and the geopolitical acts index (GPA) (Caldara

and Iacoviello, 2018, Pg. 9). Using these three indices, Caldara and Iacoviello

were able to show that “exogenous changes in geopolitical risks depress economic

activity and stock returns in advanced economies, most notably in the United

States. Importantly, these adverse effects are sparked by heightened threats of

adverse geopolitical events, rather than their realization” (Caldara and Iacoviello,

2018, Pg. 27).

Their GPR index captured the changes in geopolitical risks, and Caldara

and Iacoviello were able to show how the increases in GPR index predicted lower

stock returns (Caldara and Iacoviello, 2022). Specifically, they found that after

the US stock market reopened after 9/11, that transportation stocks decreased

by 13%, while precious metal commodities increased by 7.4% (Caldara and

Iacoviello, 2022). For longer term affects, such as a major war, Caldara and

Iacoviello showed through vector autoregressions that increases in their GPR

index increased financial uncertainty and caused declines in the US stock market

and Oil price lasting two years.

The results of the Caldara and Iacoviello paper provided clarity into how

best to develop a wide-ranging geopolitical risk monitoring programs and the

potential outcomes of the changes in geopolitical landscape. Furthermore, the

genesis for the geopolitical topics generation described later in Section 2.5 came

out of the findings of Caldara and Iacoviello.
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These political science papers provided a solid theoretical background for

my programs, but to achieve the automatic evaluation portion of my programs, I

needed to explore how others had handled this concept in the computer science

field.

Section 2.3: Computer Science Literature Review

Since the late 1990’s, research into the tasks laid out in Allan, et al., [47]

has greatly expanded. With the creation of Twitter / X in 2006, computer science

researchers have moved from analyzing news articles to gathering millions of

tweets that are constantly updated containing thousands of events. So much

research has been done that one review paper written in 2019, Saeed, et al.,

on event detection techniques using Twitter / X had over 100 references [371].

Twitter / X studies have investigated a wide variety of topics over differing

time scales. For example, Diakopoulos, et al, [156] examined tweets relating to

one U.S. State of Union by President Barack Obama in 2010 determining how

viewers felt about the different topics discussed in the address. While Bollen,

et al, [91] used sentiment analysis to explore the relationship between public

mood determined by tweets gathered over a four-month period in 2008 correlates

to “cultural, social, economic, and political events” (Bollen, et al, 2011, Pg. 8)

and economic markets such as “[U.S.] stock market and crude oil price indices”

(Bollen, et al, 2011, Pg. 8). Furthermore, Beykikhoshk, et al, 2015, [83] harvested

and assessed over 11 million tweets over a 13-month period to learn more about

the Autism community (Beykikhoshk, et al, 2015, Pg. 1 and Pg. 4). However,

one of the major areas of Twitter / X research, is health sciences which have

been using Twitter / X for more than a decade.

Even before the start of COVID-19, many studies investigated the spread

of diseases through tweets [113, 125, 140]. Culotta [140] studied the correlation

between flu rates and posts on Twitter / X referencing flu symptoms. While
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Chandrasekaran, et al, [113] studied the quality of information surrounding the

Zika virus shared on social media, including Twitter / X. However, it was Chew

and Eysenbach’s [125] investigation into the spread of H1N1 (also known as swine

flu) that yielded a valuable guide for my research. By gathering tweets that used

keywords relating to swine flu (Chew and Eysenbach, 2010, Pg. 1), similar to the

political science index studies [67, 105, 111]. Chew and Eysenbach found that

“sharp increases in absolute H1N1-related tweet volume coincided with major

H1N1 news event” (Chew and Eysenbach, 2010, Pg. 8). Using sentiment analysis

in combination with the tweet trends, they were able to find insights into the

type of messages being spread regarding swine flu (Chew and Eysenbach, 2010,

Pg. 7 – 8). One of the most important takeaways from Chew and Esyenbach

research was their determination “tweets can be used for near real-time content

and sentiment analysis. . . allowing health authorities to become aware of and

respond to real or perceived concerns raised by the public” (Chew and Eysenbach,

2010, Pg. 12). Thus, this paper provided an excellent example of how tweets

could be used to evaluate real time data, making it possible to do the automatic

evaluation required for my project.

This is just a small sample of the plethora of studies that make use of

Twitter / X, however, there are a subsection of studies that contained valuable

information regarding the methodology structure for the thesis. Many studies

constructed various systems to help analyze the tweets to detect events more

efficiently. Like the political science studies of Chadefaux [111], Baker, et al,

[67], Caldara and Iacoviello [105], they focus on news. However, thanks to

Twitter / X, these studies have access to a greater number of sources with

greater speed. For example, the system developed by Sankaranarayanan, et

al, TwitterStand [377] focused on using Twitter / X to detect breaking news

events faster than using traditional news sources. In addition, they use “Natural
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Language Processing (NLP), namely Part-Of-Speech (POS) tagging and Named-

Entity Recognition (NER)” (Sankaranarayanan, et al, 2009, Pg. 8) to extract a

location mentioned in the tweet text to help identify the location of an event.

TwitterStand focused more on wide ranging news events such as the Iranian 2009

Election (Sankaranarayanan, et al, 2009, Pg. 9) to traffic accidents in Los Angeles

(Sankaranarayanan, et al, 2009, Pg. 7). In contrast, EvenTweet [31] created by

Abdelheq, et al., while followed a similar methodology to Sankaranarayanan,

et al, but focused on event detection on what they define as “localized events

(e.g., festivals, road jams, football matches)” (Abdelheq, et al., 2013, Pg. 2).

To find these localized events, Abdelheq, et al, acquired various keywords that

correspond to a local spatial area (Abdelheq, et al., 2013, Pg. 2). By including a

temporal shifter to their system, Abeldheq et al. were able to track the emergence

of these events and the popularity of them over time (Abdelheq, et al., 2013,

Pg. 2). Additionally, the system developed by Valkanas, et al, TwInsight [434],

included an emotional analysis feature to understand how people felt about the

event (Valkanas, et al, 2013, Pg. 5). While all these systems examine different

events and data, the core methodology is generally the same. The tweets are

collected through a real-time Twitter / X API [31, 377, 434], looking for specific

keywords, the tweets are then processed with various text mining techniques

[31, 377] to find different inferences based on what the studies are looking for

(i.e., sentiment analysis [308], location [31, 377, 434], or event described [31, 377,

434]). Finally, the results of the analyses are visualized.

While the studies above were some of the early studies that provided a

proof of concept of event detection on Twitter / X, my thesis also relied on the

research and systems that have arisen since then. While my project follows a

similar methodology as these previous studies [31, 377, 434], there are a few

additions as well. The program I created collects tweets through a real-time
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Twitter / X API [31, 434]. Specifically, I implemented the Filter Stream API.

This API allows the user to input key words and a language, such as English

or Spanish, to collect tweets in real time that are in the stated language and

contain the key words. This method of data collection was used by other studies

such as Metzler, 2012 [305], and Culotta, 2010 [140] both use key words in their

studies to gather tweets. My thesis will use this API find the tweets that used the

geopolitical topic key words I am investigating. These tweets are then analyzed

looking to capture a sentiment of a tweet like Rajput, et al [351] did for recent

COVID tweets and how Rill, et al [362] did in their PoliTwi system, which

focused on political tweets surrounding the German parliamentary election in

2013 (Rill, et al, 2014, Pg. 1). This will allow for to better understanding of the

context of how the geopolitical events are discussed. Furthermore, my program

will be able to geolocate where the events are taking place by using the words

described in the tweets like Marcus, et al., 2011 [296] use in their TwitInfo system.

While many of these studies use various data clustering techniques to identify

the events discussed on Twitter / X, I will be including topic modeling over time

(described in Chapter 5) to further improve upon these previous systems.

Lastly, my programs were also developed through the works that did not

build data analysis systems, but I found were helpful in building out my own

programs: Abouzahra and Tan [33], Rajput, et al [351], and Yu, W, et al [459].

Abouzahra and Tan, and Rajput, et al, both focus on one specific event, the 2015

Zika virus epidemic[33] and 2020 Coronavirus pandemic [351], respectively, using

Twitter / X data to track the growth of the viruses. Abouzahra and Tan, used

Twitter / X to track the mentions of Zika over time and across countries, they

also use both Spanish and English tweets to track the Zika virus. This study

provided a starting point for building out my research into multilingual analysis,

which many of previous systems lacked. Differing from Abouzahra and Tan,
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Rajput, et al., applied sentiment analysis to their tweet data set which provided

insight into how to best apply sentiment analysis with tweets. While my research

focuses on the automatic evaluation of geopolitical risk, one of main the ideas

that underpins this concept is the ability to identify emerging geopolitical topics.

A paper to do so was Yu, W., et al., 2017 [459]. They used term frequencies in

combination with graph theory to identify multiple emerging events discussed

on Twitter / X. While this is ultimately different from how I plan to use topic

modeling over time to identify the emerging topics, it was fundamental to my

thinking into how to best identify the emerging geopolitical events and potential

risk. Thus, currently, my programs can handle more topics than in Abouzahra

and Tan, 2021, and Rajput, et al, 2020 while having more specificity than Yu,

W., et al., 2017 by focusing on geopolitics.

Section 2.4: Sentiment Analysis Literature Review

One of the most important text mining concepts used in my research

is sentiment analysis. Sentiment analysis, as described by Vohra and Teraiya

[437], “is the automated mining of attitudes, opinions, and emotions from text,

speech, and database sources through Natural Language Processing. Sentiment

analysis involves classifying opinions in text into categories like "positive" or

"negative” or "neutral". It is often referred to as subjectivity analysis, opinion

mining, and appraisal extraction” (Vohra and Teraiya, 2013, Pg. 1). First used

as a way to analyze customer responses on online reviews as it was “useful to

product manufacturers because they want to know any new positive or negative

comments on their products whenever they are available” (Hu and Bing, 2004,

Pg. 9) [234]. However, since then, it has grown to analyze all sorts of text and

research areas, such as Mitchell, et al, [308] employing sentiment analysis on

tweets to determine happiness across the U.S. With the advent of review websites

and social media, there was a flood of text data that no one person could possibly
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read and analyze to gain insight into what everyone was saying. With sentiment

analysis, that became possible. Sentiment analysis is now used in everything from

understanding how customers feel about different car companies [392], to applying

sentiment analysis tweets to predict stock market changes [309]. Alsaedi, et al

[50] implemented sentiment analysis as a metric in their event detection system.

Some researchers even apply machine learning and deep learning techniques

such as “Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs), Recurrent Neural Networks

(RNNs), and Long-Short Memory networks (LSTMs)” (Komban, 2022) [270].

There are three main ways to do sentiment analysis: 1) a dictionary /

lexicon of words with values that is applied to the text to get a sentiment score;

2) using machine learning such as RNNs and Transformers which I will discuss

later; 3) a hybrid of the two, an example of which can be found in Ng, 2022 [320].

The growth of sentiment analysis within text mining and its inclusion in my

research produced fruitful results. I present a deeper discussion of these concepts

in Chapter 3.

Section 2.5: Topic Modeling Literature Review

The next text mining concept is topic modeling, which Kochut, et al,

defined as “a probabilistic model is used to determine a soft clustering, in which

every document has a probability distribution over all the clusters as opposed

to hard clustering of documents. In topic models each topic can be represented

as probability distributions over words and each documents is expressed as

probability distribution over topics” (Kochut, et al, 2017, Pg. 3). In plain English,

topic modeling analyzes the documents of interest, in my case tweets, and builds

topics based on words in the document corpus that have the greatest relationship

to each other. Then it assigns each document differing probabilities for each

topic. The highest probability associated with topic for a document is the topic

the document most likely discusses. Thus, if you have a continuous data set over
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time, such as patient – psychologist meeting transcripts such as in Chaoua, et al

[114], or a collection of tweets captured a specified time period as Saha, et al

[372], it is possible to graph the changes in topics over time based on the new

documents that enter my programs and the changing probabilities.

This section briefly describes the development of topic modeling, specif-

ically looking into Topic Tracking over Time, Latent Dirichlet Allocation and

Dynamic Topic Modeling. These ideas formed the backbone of my research into

the development of tracking geopolitical topics and finding the emergence of

topics which were two of my research aims. This chapter provides the background

for topic modeling methods that I employ in Case Study 2 in Chapter 5, which

contains the main analysis and application of the multilingual geopolitical topics

that provide greater context for my evaluation of geopolitical risk.

Section 2.5.1: Topic Tracking over Time

The roots of topic tracking over time from news and social media lay

in the mid to late 1990s with Allen, et al [47] funded study aimed at using

various methods to “ (1) segmenting a stream of data, especially recognized

speech, into distinct stories; (2) identifying those news stories that are the first

to discuss a new event occurring in the news; and (3) given a small number of

sample news stories about an event, finding all following stories in the stream.”

(Allan, et al, 1998, Pg. 1). The idea is straight forward, with a time series of text

data, for example, news articles, is it possible to identify emerging stories given

the methods at the time? Partners in the study: CMU, UMASS, and Dragon

Systems, tried to different ways based off clustering algorithms to group the

different news articles into topics while looking into emerging and fading topics

with success (Allan, et al, 1998, Pg. 11 - 13). However, since then, new methods

for identifying topics with increased computational power have been applied to

this research field [89, 138, 237, 445]. One of the most popular methods that
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have been employed, and the one my research uses, is topic modeling, specifically

Latent Dirichlet Allocation (“LDA”) [90].

Section 2.5.2: Latent Dirichlet Allocation

Topic modeling is similar process to clustering, but uses text data, where

each document in the corpus (the set of documents) is sorted into groups of

related documents which form the topics [274]. Topic modeling “can be considered

as a fuzzy classification because it provides a soft degree of belonging of the

documents to a specific topic” (Amara, 2021, Pg. 6) [54]. This means that one

document can belong to multiple topics. LDA extends this concept. As defined

by Blei, et al., “LDA is a three-level hierarchical Bayesian model, in which each

item of a collection is modeled as a finite mixture over an underlying set of topics.

Each topic is, in turn, modeled as an infinite mixture over an underlying set of

topic probabilities. In the context of text modeling, the topic probabilities provide

an explicit representation of a document.” (Blei, et al., 2003, Pg. 1) [90]. In other

words, LDA uses an expectation maximization (“EM”) process with Dirichlet

– Multinomial conjugate priors based off the algorithmic hyperparameters set

for number of topics, and the alpha and beta of the Dirichlet representing the

document – topic density and the word – topic density respectively [256].Using

the hyperparameters as a start for the EM process, LDA updates the probabilities

of each word in the corpus belonging to each topic and the probabilities each

document in the corpus belonging to each topic. Once the EM process converges,

the LDA will have optimal values for the probability of the words in each topic

and the probability of which topic each document most belongs too, which allows

for interpretation of the topics based of the words that make up each topic, thus

“discovering the hidden themes in the collection [documents]” (Kulshrestha, 2019)

[274]. Additionally, as discussed by Ranaei, et al. [352] “one of the prominent

advantage[s] of LDA. . . is its focus on the context” (Ranaei, 2020, Pg. 24). Figure
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2 from Blei, et al, 2003 displays graphically a hierarchical Bayes process which

LDA is:

Figure 2: This is representation of the LDA model, α and β are described above. θ is the
proportion per tweet (how much of a tweet is represented by each topic), z is the topic

assignment per word (the probability of each word belongs to each topic), w is the observed
word, N is the number of words, M is the number of tweets. α and β are corpus level

variables, θ is a tweet level variable, and z and w are word level variables (Adapted from Blei,
et al., 2003, Pg. 20, [90] and further description from SenthilPerumal [386])

While this is a powerful method to find topics in documents, the major

drawback to LDA for my research is that it is “static” (Blei and Lafferty, 2006,

Pg. 2) [89]. This means that it evaluates all the documents in corpus at once and

not designed to evaluate the data chronologically, which posed a problem for my

analysis. Luckily, they are several methods that extend LDA for this capability.

Section 2.5.3: Dynamic Topic Modeling

Dynamic Topic Modeling [89] is one such method which “developed

sequential topic models for discrete data by using Gaussian time series on the

natural parameters of the multinomial topics and logistic normal topic proportion

models” (Blei and Lafferty, 2006, Pg. 6). By using a normal logistic distribution

over the Dirichlet distribution, Dynamic Topic Modeling allows for developments
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of topics over time, and thus one can see when topics emerged. However, the issue

with using the normal logistic distribution is that the normal logistic distribution

is not conjugate with multinomial distribution. This non-conjunction prevents

the use of the Expectation Maximization updating feature of the traditional LDA

method, as developing a posterior inference distribution for the EM algorithm

is now intractable, i.e., the distribution of the posterior inference cannot be

evaluated with finite numerical operations, thus making it impossible to get

stable probabilities. To get around this issue, Blei and Lafferty make use of

variational approximation methods. As Blei and Lafferty describe: “The idea

behind variational methods is to optimize the free parameters of a distribution

over the latent variables so that the distribution is close in Kullback-Liebler (KL)

divergence to the true posterior; this distribution can then be used as a substitute

for the true posterior” (Blei and Lafferty, 2006, Pg. 3). This Kullback-Liebler

divergence is a measure of the difference between two distributions, thus when

this value is minimized between a solvable approximate distribution and the

intractable true posterior distribution, it is possible to substitute the approximate

distribution for the true distribution allowing for the Dynamic Topic Modeling

algorithm to continue. This process is also shown in Figure 3, graphically:
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Figure 3: This is a graphical depiction of the variational version of the Dynamic Topic Model
across three-time intervals. θ, z, w, and N are all the same as in Figure 2. A is now the

number of tweets. K is number of topics hyperparameter. α is now mean parameter of the
logistic normal distribution at each time interval, while β is the multinomial distribution

parameters for each topic, which are now able to evolve over time. α̂ and β̂ are the variational
approximation outputs (Adapted from Blei and Lafferty, 2006, Pgs. 2 – 3) [89].

While this is a fruitful method for evaluating topic modeling over time, it

unfortunately did not merge as seamlessly and effectively with the rest of my

programs as I found through exhaustive experimentation, thus I had to turn

to additional methods. One method I tested was to run the LDA algorithm

over each time frame, labeling topics that are created and comparing them to

the previous time frames to track the emergence topics over time. While this

manual application would work, it would mean that my program were not exactly

automatic, thus I turned to a different process used by Besaw [82]. Besaw used
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weights for the different topics that are created and showing how the topics

emerge and change over time. I incorporated this into my program and will go

more in depth in the Methodology section of Case Study 2 in Chapter 5.

Section 2.6: Natural Language Processing Literature Review

Another key concept was NLP defined as a “sub-field of computer science,

artificial intelligence and linguistics which aims at understanding of natural

language using computers” (Kochut, et al, 2017, Pg. 2). There have been a

great number of breakthroughs in the field over the last decade, including BERT

[155] developed by Devlin, et al, which has become the gold standard in NLP

tasks, including NER. Due to BERT’s performance speeds and relative ease in

fine-tuning for varying NLP tasks, it became one of the go-to processes for NLP.

For example, it is now used in classifying multilingual texts [408] or Gonzalez, et

al, who built their TWilBert system [204] off the BERT architecture for text

classification of Spanish tweets.

Within NLP is the process known as NER, which Kochut, et al, explain

as “the task of named entity recognition is to locate and classify named entities

in free text into predefined categories such as person, organization, location,

etc.” (Kochut, et al, 2017, Pg. 2). For my research, I was able to find locations

mentioned within tweets, adding more context to the geopolitical risks that were

identified. I will go into more detail in Chapter 7 on NER and how it was used

in my research, but here I will describe how a few studies used NER in a similar

way to my research. Iacobelli, et al [239] used two different NER systems on

their news articles to make the identification of named-entities more robust to

give better indications of new information entering their system (Iacobelli, et

al, 2010, Pg. 3 – 5). On the other hand, Alsaedi, et al [50] was more focused on

getting the geographic information out of the tweets to help define the event

identified by their system which creates data clusters out of tweets (Alsaedi, et
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al, 2015, Pg. 3 – 4).

While I did not make use of this system in my own research, a powerful

NER model that should be mentioned in the Literature Review is the Edinburgh

Geoparser [43, 44]. Issues with other NER systems, specifically with geoparsers

is the issue of finding the right location. If there are multiple locations with the

same name (for example, San Francisco exists in both the U.S. and Venezuela),

a geoparser will only choose one location to return the coordinates for. This

is detrimental for my research, as a geopolitical risk could be tagged in the

wrong location on a map giving the wrong impression for the geopolitical risk.

The Edinburgh Geoparser, however, can mitigate this issue with two methods.

First, the user can specify a region that the text is based in, for example, if

you set the geographic region to just the United States, then you will get all

the San Franciscos in the United States rather than the whole world. The other

method is setting a time for when the text was published or posted, this allows

for easy verification as a quick search can verify if the text is referring to the

right location based on the time that it happened. Additionally the Edinburgh

Geoparser can process multiple text files, allowing for creation of maps with

the full data displayed at once. Ultimately, I chose to use a different method,

described in more detail in the Chapter 7, for a few reasons. First, the geoparser

only works for English language texts, which would mean that to incorporate the

Edinburgh geoparser into my program, I would first have to translate all the text

data into English which could lead to translation errors which would decrease

accuracy. Second, the translation would significantly slow down my programs,

especially in the real time analysis. Thus while the Edinburgh Geoparser is useful,

I needed to implement a different method.
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Section 2.7: Commercial Literature Review

With a good understanding of geopolitical concepts through the political

science research and ideas about how to best implement my risk evaluation

programs through investigating research in computer science, I turned to attempts

outside of academia. There were a few private institutions that have developed

similar geopolitical risk indicators such as BlackRock, Dow Jones, and GDELT.

BlackRock’s Geopolitical Dashboard Report is comprehensive, containing a

global risk indicator, top ten risks, and how these risks effect various markets

such as bonds and currencies with brief breakdowns of a few of these risks, and

a calendar of upcoming known geopolitical risks [9]. Dow Jones Factiva can

provide reports that are tailored to their client’s needs [6], “using more than 8,800

premium content sources and licensed third-party publishers to help businesses

mine the universe of insights within the Dow Jones ecosystem” (dowjones.com).

With their data sources Factiva states that the “content set can be read by

text-mining or machine-learning systems for signals pertaining to risk or new

revenue opportunities” (dowjones.com). GDELT, on the other hand, can process

thousands of documents and news sources and search for hundreds of events,

updating every 15 minutes [7]. GDELT has global coverage looking into news

media from across the globe with translations and looking at historical data

going back to the 1800s (gdeltproject.org). These three enterprises are incredibly

powerful solutions to the issues surrounding the analysis of geopolitical risks

however, they also leave gaps available for my project to fill.

Section 2.8: Gaps in Research

There are a few research areas I have identified that have been under-

studied that my project aims to address. One sector that has room to grow is

multilingual analysis. As Saeed, 2019 [371] explains:
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“We observed a research gap concerning multilingual content.
Chierichetti et al. proposed an approach which is language indepen-
dent. It focuses on non-textual features such as time and retweet.
Other approaches, such as . . . model the tweets as a bag-of-words
and rely on burstiness. Such methods ignore the multilingual
semantics. Hence, there is a need for robust techniques that can
effectively work for multiple languages.” (Saeed, 2019, Pg. 29).

There is currently an abundance of multilingual content analysis on Twitter

/ X [33, 139, 314, 446], and further explored in Chapter 5 in Case Study 1.

However, there are multiple ways to do the multilingual analysis. Some studies

use translations to English, such as Windsor, et al., 2019 [446]. Others use the

original language of the tweets such as Mozetič, et al, 2016 [314]. Thus, there is

still much debate around which way is better.

One gap that I have identified is the application towards geopolitics on

Twitter / X. While many Twitter / X studies try to find all events that are

occurring during a time frame such as the Yu et al RING technique [459]. In

the computer science field in general, I found only one paper, Roberts et al,

2013 [364], that used the geopolitical example of the growth of China from the

mid-1990’s to the mid- 2000’s to show off the functionally of their Structural

Topic Model (“STM”) method that could track topics over time. Commercially,

Dow Jones Factiva and GDELT mention that they make use of social media,

but do not do so exclusively. Additionally, the political science studies that

have looked into geopolitics [105, 111], have used data that comes from news

articles exclusively, which may come out only daily, in this day and age is slow

information.

The commercial solutions to analyzing geopolitical risk also provided

fertile ground to build upon. With BlackRock Geopolitical Risk Indicator [9], it

has monthly resolution, meaning that they update their analyses once a month.

Using Twitter / X, my programs will be able to produce output on a daily, hourly,
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or even by minute timeframe and rapidly track emerging geopolitical risk. While

Dow Jones Factiva [6] is incredibly powerful, it’s use is tailored to companies

and business sectors, thus the geopolitical risks that affected these companies

specifically. However, my programs will be able to monitor and provide insight

more generally. This will be beneficial since I am investigating large economic

forces, such as stock and bond markets. My programs achieves similar potential

benefits over GDELT [7] with Twitter / X, I can get near real-time updates to

the events that are occurring, thus faster than GDELT can. Additionally, while

GDELT uses machine translation, I analyze the text in the original language

which has benefits discussed in Chapter 3.

I validated my results through a few different methods. While I go into

more detail about the individual validation methods across Chapters 4, 5, and

6, the Case Study Chapters, I will briefly mention the main method here. In

general, my program collected tweet data about general geopolitical risks with

general keywords, thus to find out specific information I would look at news sites

to see investigate the spikes in sentiment that occurred or the different topic

words generated by topic modeling of the geopolitical tweets. While the results

of the Case Study Chapters show the advantages of my program, I will also list

them here. My programs can analyze geopolitical risk data in near real time,

across multiple languages, while generating geopolitical risk indices that can be

compared to financial market data, and emerging geopolitical risk topics.

These papers and enterprises were instrumental in shaping my thoughts on

how to effectively build a novel way of analyzing geopolitical risk automatically.

Through a thorough examination of a combination of political science research,

computer science research, and commercial endeavors, my project was able to

coalesce into what it is.
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Chapter 3: Sentiment Analysis

This chapter focuses on sentiment analysis techniques that I employed for

my research. Section 1 focuses on the Key Concepts of sentiment analysis and a

breakdown of the different techniques, both lexiconic and machine learning based,

that were used. Section 2 discusses the best policies of multilingual sentiment

analysis, specifically whether it is better to translate the multilingual texts into

English and use more powerful sentiment analysis algorithms developed for

English, or instead analyze the texts in their original languages with sentiment

analysis methods developed for each language. Section 3 takes this concept

further, expanding into comparisons between different translation methods and

different original language models on two classes of data: “Gold Standard Data”

and “Full Data”.

Section 3.1: Key Concepts

There are a few concepts that my research uses that I believe should

be detailed before I move on to the main analysis. These are Lexicon - Based

Sentiment Analysis, Recurrent Neural Networks (“RNNs”), Transformers, and a

non-sentiment analysis topic: Google Translate. I implemented all three methods

to analyze the sentiment of the tweets I collected which contained the geopolitical

keywords to obtain the sentiment of the geopolitical topics.

Section 3.1.1: Lexicon - Based Sentiment Analysis

For this section I’ll describe how the lexicon method works. Early lexicons

were developed by Hu and Bing [234], which after tokenizing the text (i.e.,

breaking the text into individual words), one would apply the lexicon that

contained words labeled positive or negative (1 or -1), when summed up would

get the sentiment score for the text. Further lexicons were developed, such

as AFINN [323], which applied degrees of negativity or positivity from -5 to
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5, for certain words, to give a better understanding of the text. However, for

my analyses, I used the Valance Aware Dictionary for sEntiment Reasoning or

“VADER” lexicon developed by Hutto and Gilbert [238]. Developed for use on

social media, it worked best for me as my data was short texts like social media

posts. The VADER lexicon also includes the sentiment intensity from AFINN, it

also included five “heuristics” frequently found in short text, social media posts

to better capture the sentiment (Hutto and Gilbert, 2014, Pg. 6). These are

“punctuation”, such as exclamation points; “capitalization”, for example if the

text is all capitals, it would indicate stronger sentiment; “degree modifiers” before

sentiment words like “extremely” or “marginally” would change the intensity of

the sentiment word; “contrastive conjunction” words like “but” indicating a shift

in sentiment throughout the text; and lastly they capture the trigram proceeding

the sentiment word, as often these phrases can change the overall sentiment

value of the word such as negations, for example, it will analyze "not happy" as

negative sentiment instead of "not" and "happy" individually which would result

in positive sentiment from the word "happy" (Hutto and Gilbert, 2014, Pg. 6).

With these additions, the VADER lexicon was able to achieve higher accuracy

in short text Twitter / X text sentiment than machine learning techniques such

as Naïve Bayes and Support Vector Machines (Hutto and Gilbert, 2014, Pg. 9).

That said, VADER does not include emoji and other non - textual analysis which

are prevalent in social media posts, however, I have expanded on this limitation

in Chapter 8.

Section 3.1.2: Recurrent Neural Networks

Recurrent neural networks are a form of neural networks created from

layers of recurrent neurons. A recurrent neuron is a type of neuron that takes new

input at each time step and its own output from the previous time step. Since

the recurrent neuron can get its own output from each of the previous time steps,
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it can then remember short patterns and sequences for use as inputs and outputs,

which can be used in a wide variety of tasks, such as sentiment analysis and

translation (Géron, 2022, Pg. 500) [194]. For example, with sentiment analysis,

it can be viewed as a type of sequence-to-sequence process were the sequence of

the words of the text can be inputted into an RNN and that RNN can output a

sequence of one aka a vector, which is the sentiment value of that text (Géron,

2022, Pg. 501). Many studies have applied RNNs to sentiment analysis with

success, such as Sim, et al. [395] who tested various types of RNNs on getting

the sentiment for Korean reviews of IKEA products, and Mishev, et al. [307] who

applied the RNN’s sentiment analysis capabilities to financial data. Similar to

VADER, RNNs can also learn sentiment revolving around negation, modifying

words, and emojis. As long as there is enough examples of these in the training

data, these modifiers would not present a challenge for an RNN.

While RNNs are effective, there are a few drawbacks, namely unstable

gradients and limited short-term memory (Géron, 2022, Pg. 501). However, there

have been adaptations to RNNs to help overcome these issues. First to fix the

gradients issue, it is possible to add dropout layers in the network, which bypasses

some of the network’s neurons, reducing complexity of the network over time

and stabilizing the gradient. The second is the development of Long Short-Term

Memory (“LSTM”) and Gated Recurrent Unit (“GRU”) layers. These layers

allow the network to store longer sequences of data, but also forget data that

is no longer needed (Géron, 2022, Pg. 514 – 520). As shown in Appendix E,

in Tables 1 through 8, I used these improvements in the development of my

own RNNs. These RNNs upgrades also have allowed RNNs to become effective

language translator models.

By constructing two RNNs, one that is similar to the sentiment analysis

sequence to vector model, which takes the text of one language and transforms it
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into a vector (this is known as the “encoder” network); the second is the reverse,

called a vector to sequence model, which takes the same vector as an input,

over and over, to create sequence (this is the “decoder” network”) (Géron, 2022,

Pg. 501). Combining these two networks allows for encoding of one language

to decode it into another, thus translating it. An additional layer type helps

this process is the Bidirectional layer. As described by Tracey, “sometimes we

don’t understand a sentence until an important word or phrase is provided at

the end” (Tracey, 2019) [424], what the bidirectional layer does is it encodes the

text both forwards and backwards, so the full context is transmitted through the

network. Lee and Song [279] use this structure to create an effective English to

Korean translator. And it is this dual network that underpins the Google Neural

Machine Translation architecture which I will detail later [450].

Section 3.1.3: Transformers

Transformer models are used for all sorts of machine learning problems,

but they came to prominence through translation work. Transformer translations

differ from neural networks like RNNs due to the use of attention mechanisms and

“multi-head self-attention” (Vaswani, et al., 2017, Pg. 7) in their implementation

[66, 194, 436]. As described in Bahdanau, et al., 2014, [66] in the traditional

RNN method for translation takes all the information in one language vector

for the encoder and compresses it into a fixed – length vector which creates

a “bottleneck” slowing down the training and translation process (Bahdanau,

et al., 2014, Pg. 1). The attention mechanism instead encodes multiple vectors

for the sentence and choses between them as it decodes the sentence into the

other language. This difference speeds up translation and allows the network

to work better on long sentences as it is no longer restricted to a single fixed

vector (Bahdanau, et al., 2014, Pg. 2). The transformer expands on this by using

“multi-headed self-attention” only, there are no RNNs or convolution layers found
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in other translation models (Vaswani, et al., 2017, Pg. 2) [436]. Breaking this

down, what “self-attention” does is it takes a word in a sentence and calculates

a score of how relevant that word is to other words in the sentence (“Glossary -

Self Attention.”, 2022) [153]. “Multi-head” applies the self-attention algorithm

for each word in that sentence (Vaswani, et al., 2017, Pg. 4-5). Together, the

“multi-head self-attention” form the base layer for the transformer architecture.

Combining these “multi-head self-attention” layers for the encoder and decoder

for a translation provides less computationally complexity, adds the ability to

parallelize, and can analyze longer sequences than RNNs (Vaswani, et al., 2017,

Pg. 6). The transformer translator I chose for my research is the OPUS-MT

which “is based on a standard transformer setup with 6 self-attentive layers in

both, the encoder and decoder network with 8 attention heads in each layer”

(Tiedemann and Thottingal, Pg. 1) [417].

This architecture led to many developments in natural language processing,

including the Bidirectional Encoder Representation from Transformers (“BERT”)

which expanded on the standard transformer architecture by implementing many

transformer layers together with three embedding layers to determine the position

of each word in the sentence [155, 204, 250]. With this basis, BERT also makes

use of bidirectional masking, hence the name. Bidirectional, as described earlier,

helps the model understand the sentence better, while masking hides one or

more of the words in the sentence and has model try and predict the word. In

addition to this training, BERT pre-trains on “next sentence prediction” where

the model learns if one sentence follows the next (Géron, pg. 564). These two pre-

training methods allows BERT adaptability for different NLP tasks and languages

through fine-tuning, which is additional training of the BERT model with data

sets for a language task, such as sentiment analysis. This architecture can also

handle modifiers such as negation, capitalization, and emojis. This flexibility
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and strength made BERT models one of the most widely used architecture in

NLP today. For example, HuggingFace.co4, a popular repository for pre-trained

machine learning models as over 9,000 models that reference “BERT” (roughly,

10% of the models in repository) and the most downloaded model is “bert-based-

uncased” which has 24.4 million downloads [155]. More in line with my research,

Pota, et al. [340] have also used BERT for sentiment analysis of tweets across

English and Italian were able to achieve high levels of accuracy (Pota, et al.,

2021, Pg. 9).

Section 3.1.4: Google Translate

First developed in 2006, Google Translate was initially a Phase-Based

Machine Translation (“PBMT”) method. As described by Quoc Le, a Google

researcher, in the Washington Post: “ ‘With the previous PBMT model, when

we translate a sentence from one language to another, we would translate one

word or a phrase in the source sentence at a time, then re-order the words in

the correct grammar of the target language’ ” (Turner, 2016) [428]. This led

to mistranslations as the translation was not necessarily one for one. However,

by 2016, Google had developed a new model based off the RNN architecture

and attention mechanisms. The Google Neural Machine Translation (“GNMT”)

“consists of a deep LSTM network with 8 encoder and 8 decoder layers using

residual connections as well as attention connections from the decoder network

to the encoder” (Wu, 2016, Pg. 1) [450]. With an increased focus on “rare words”,

increasing parallelism, and reducing final translation time (Wu, et al., 2016, Pg.

1) in addition to treating “ ‘a whole sentence as a unit and translate [the words] in

a group.’ ” (Turner, 2016), the Google research team found that “compared to the

previous phrase-based production system, this GNMT system delivers roughly

a 60% reduction in translation errors on several popular language pairs” (Wu,
4https://huggingface.co/
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et al., 2016, Pg. 20). Several studies have made use of Google Translate for

their research, such as Goel, et al. 2018 [199] who also used it for implementing

multilingual sentiment analysis.

Section 3.2: Machine Vs Machine:

This section deals with how machine translation compares to machine

learning regarding sentiment analysis for short texts across multiple languages.

Section 3.2.1: Introduction

Research into sentiment analysis across multiple language has been split

by which techniques are best to use. They fall mainly into two camps: the

first is using a machine translator service like Google Translate to make all the

text English and analyze the translated text. The second is to create models

and programs to work in the text’s original language. Machine translation has

improved significantly over the years and provided value for researchers especially

as Pearse [334] describes: “if you have a very limited budget and need to translate

large amounts of text very quickly” (Pearse, 2020). However, machine learning

has made similar strides with vast improvements in neural networks, such as

RNNs and transformer models, such as BERT. When working with multilingual

data, many researchers will use a machine translator to translate all the data into

English and apply a sentiment analysis classifier afterwards. In contrast, others

have decided to apply machine learning algorithms directly to the untranslated

text, usually using a different model for each language.

Since a best practice for analyzing multilingual data did not seem to exist,

my questions became: which method is better? Is there a method that is overall

superior? Or do certain techniques work better for different situations?

The rest of this section consists of a literature review detailing the com-

peting methods in Section 2. The methodology and data description make up
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Section 3. Section 4 presents the results, while Section 5 has a discussion of the

implications.

Section 3.2.2: Literature Review

Many studies have used both translation and original language methods for

their multilingual sentiment analysis needs. The idea for translation is explained

by Cui et al. [139]: “An intuitive idea for multilingual sentiment analysis is to

translate languages into a well-studied language (e.g., English); hence traditional

methods can be applied” (Cui et al., 2011, Pg. 2). Several studies have made

use of this method, for example, Goel, et al. [199] converted all their text data

into English with the Google Translate API and then analyzed their datasets

with RNNs and Naïve Bayes and compared accuracy with confusion matrices.

Their RNN model was able to obtain an accuracy of 96.15% on their sentiment

analysis dataset. Similarly, Arun and Srinagesh [59] translated their non-English

data with the Google Neural Machine Translator and after testing their data

against multiple machine learning algorithms, they found that a Support Vector

Machine (SVM) obtained a 95% accuracy on their sentiment analysis tasks.

However, multiple studies have found flaws with using machine translation

methods. While Bautin, et al. [75] state that they “believe that translated texts

are sufficient to accurately capture sentiment” (Bautin, et al., 2008, Pg. 1),

they also admit that “the loss of nuance incurred during the translation process.

Even state-of-the-art language translation programs fail to translate substantial

amounts of text, make serious errors on what they do translate, and reduce

well-formed texts to sentence fragments.” (Bautin, et al. 2008, Pg. 1). Ghorbel et

al. [196] also found that while their translation from French to English was able

to obtain a high accuracy for sentiment analysis, there were still a few intractable

problems that arose from translating that reduced the accuracy potential of

their research. Additionally, both Guo, et al., [209] and Erdmann, et al [168],
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only used machine translation on specific terms due to, as Guo, et al. describes,

the “data noise arose from full-document machine translation often make a bad

impact on the cross-lingual semantic association” (Guo, et al, 2010, Pg. 3).

The intuition behind using the original language is detailed by de Koning

[149]: “If you are able to collect a big dataset in a native language, then the

model trained on this dataset will probably give the best classification accuracy”

(de Koning, 2020). Multiple studies have implemented this idea, such as, Cheng

and Zhulyn [123] who created a naïve bayes classifiers boosted by a logistic

regression and obtained an accuracy of over 90% in eight of the nine languages

they analyzed. Attia, et al. [63] showed that Convolutional Neural Networks can

obtain higher accuracy on sentiment analysis across multiple languages (English,

German, and Arabic) than traditional classification methods like lexicons and

machine learning algorithms like Naïve Bayes. Additionally, de Koning showed

that that translation caused a 16% decrease in accuracy for sentiment analysis

for Dutch.

While analyzing in the original language can provide high levels of accu-

racy, there are certain issues to consider. The main issue, outlined by McCormick

[304]: “wouldn’t it be better if Facebook just trained and published a separate

model for each of these different languages? That would probably produce the

most accurate models, yes–if only there was as much text available online in every

language as there is English!” (McCormick, 2021). This is an important downside

to working in the original language, that it is difficult to obtain adequate training

and testing data, especially for sentiment analysis.

Section 3.2.3: Methodology and Data

Methodology:

For this section, I examined how well a sentiment analysis model developed
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in the text’s original language compares to an English sentiment analysis model

which evaluates the sentiment of the same translated text. The comparison will

be across six languages: Spanish, French, Portuguese, Arabic, Japanese, and

Korean. This is in line with the number of languages other studies [123, 340,

446], have used to evaluate their topics. These languages were chosen because,

with English, they comprise roughly 80% - 85% of the languages used in tweets

on Twitter / X where many of the short text data sources in multiple languages

come from (“2018 Research on 100 Million Tweets”, 2018) [1].

I constructed different sentiment analysis models for each language using

different techniques to obtain a cross-section of analyses. For Spanish, French,

Portuguese, and Japanese, I was able to obtain corpora large enough that effective

RNNs were trained. These RNNs have good accuracy results and high processing

speed for short text sentiment analysis which this experiment tests, thus when

able, RNNs were the method I chose. For Arabic, a pre-trained Bidirectional

Encoder Representation from Transformers (“BERT”) model was used [155,

194, 240, 376] to evaluate the text. Inoue et al [240] were able to adapt BERT

to create a model that does sentiment analysis for Arabic text. Their Arabic

BERT model had higher accuracy than the RNN I created for Arabic, thus to

both test a BERT model and to gain greater accuracy, I chose to use BERT

for Arabic. For Korean, separate mixed model was used, with a multinomial

naïve bayes model used to construct a sentiment lexicon to evaluate Korean text

(Ng, 2022) [320]. Described in Ng, 2021, the multinomial naïve bayes breaks the

labelled text data into word tokens calculating a score for each word based on the

number of times the word appears in a positive or negative sentence. This score

is then normalized and this word – score dataset can now be used as a lexicon

for any text data that matches the language of the original data. This method

works well if there is not enough data for training an RNN or BERT model. I
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chose the multinomial method for Korean for multiple reasons. Firstly, I wanted

to evaluate the method’s accuracy, thus when I could not locate an effective

BERT model and the development of my Korean RNN encounter obstacles in

training, I decided to pivot to the multinomial method. This pivot helped develop

an sentiment analysis evaluation for Korean and both completeness for three

sentiment analysis categories (Lexicon, Machine Learning, and Hybrid) . Lastly,

for the English model, a lexicon-based model called VADER (Valence Aware

Dictionary for sEntiment Reasoning), which reports a 96% accuracy for English

tweets (Hutto and Gilbert, 2014, Pg. 9) [238], was utilized. Since my data is

comprised of short texts like tweets, this makes VADER the best model to use

for English. Thus, with its high accuracy and since it is a lexicon based sentiment

analysis method, VADER was chosen for the experimental comparison.

To determine which method is better, I took samples of 1000 annotated

short texts for each language and analyze them using their own sentiment analysis

models. These samples are from separate data sets from what the sentiment

analysis models were trained on, to evaluate the effectiveness of the models

overall. I evaluated the models with confusion matrices and determined how

accurately the labels produced by original language sentiment analysis models

matched the original data. Afterwards, I translated each language sample to

English, cleaned the data by removing punctuation, non-alphabet characters,

and stop words, then used the VADER lexicon to label the samples, and used

a confusion matrix to test for accuracy against the sample sentiment. Then I

compared the output of the two confusion matrices to determine which was more

accurate.

Finally, to determine a human ground truth, I used a combination of

private human annotators and Amazon Turk workers to label the 1000 short

texts as positive, negative, neutral, and ambiguous for all seven languages. I
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then reran the analysis for the data where the labels for positive and negative

agreed between the original dataset and human annotators to determine if there

is a difference in accuracy rates with this ground truth data.

Data:

The data I used comes from a few different sources. The English dataset

for the baseline analysis was from Hammer [213] created for a Kaggle competition.

For the creation of the sentiment analysis models, I used data from GitHub

users, Darkmap [144], and Gamebusterz [187, 189] who provide Japanese review

and French review corpora, respectively. As the Arabic model was pre-trained

there was no need for Arabic training data. Park [331] provides a Korean corpus

of movie reviews. The Portuguese corpus [64] came from a Kaggle competition

created by Augustop. The Spanish corpus came from two sources, the first was

the TASS 2020 datasets [406], the second was from another Kaggle competition

[251].

For the data used in the 1000 samples, Bello [78] had a labeled corpus

of random short Spanish texts. Gamebusterz [188, 190] had more short French

movie review data sets that were not used in the model creation. The Portuguese

sample came from another Kaggle competition created by Dias of various short

product review [157]. Alomari [48] provided an Arabic corpus of labeled tweets.

The chakki-works team on Github created a labeled dataset of Japanese product

reviews in the “chABSA-dataset” [112]. Finally, Park [331] had another Korean

movie review dataset that was not used in the creation of the Korean Lexicon.

Section 3.2.4: Results

Table 10 shows the initial accuracy of the language sentiment analysis

models test data accuracy. For this section, the accuracy metric was based off

the confusion matrix, with accuracy equal to the number of True Negatives plus
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the number of True Positives divided by the Sample Size (Acc = ((TN + TP) /

(TN + FN + TP + FP)) where FN and FP are False Negative and False Positive

respectively. The different methods had varying degrees of accuracy, the RNNs

ranged from 74.2% to 94.1%. The Arabic BERT model had a 91.9% accuracy,

and the Korean lexicon had a 78.7% accuracy.

Language Test Accuracy Model Type

Spanish 74.2% RNN

French 82.1% RNN

Portuguese 91.4% RNN

Arabic 91.9% BERT

Japanese 94.1% RNN

Korean 78.7% Hybrid - MNB

Table 10: Test Data Accuracy of the Sentiment Analysis Models

Table 11 displays the original text analysis with the cleaned English

translated texts on the 1000 samples. The labels were compared to the labels

from the dataset to check for accuracy with the confusion matrix. Unfortunately,

my testing was not able to replicate the same results from the VADER paper

for English. Overall, the models that analyzed the data in the original language

produced higher accuracy rates than the translation / VADER model. There

was a 20% difference in the average accuracy between the translation / VADER

models and the original language models (54.0% and 74.5%, respectively).
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Language Data Translate Data Original

English N/A 63.0%

Spanish 67.6% 68.4%

French 51.5% 81.3%

Portuguese 53.4% 68.9%

Arabic 50.7% 84.6%

Japanese 48.6% 68.0%

Korean 52.4% 75.5%

Table 11: 1000 Sample Analysis with Translation Text Cleaning Results. Data Translate
column is the sentiment analysis accuracy percentage for each language after the text was

translated to English, cleaned, and evaluated with the VADER lexicon. Data Original column
is the sentiment analysis accuracy percentage for each language evaluated with the original

language model detailed in Table 10.

As for the ground truth based on human annotators shown in Table 12,

the annotators found wide discrepancies between the original data sets’ labels

and what they believed to be an accurate assessment of the sentiment of the

text. Four of the languages had a not-matched rate of over 60%. To combat this,

I reran the analysis were the original data labels and the human annotators

labels agreed. I found that, except for Spanish and Portuguese, the data followed

the same pattern that the original language models produced a higher accuracy

translation than the translation models.
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Language

Accuracy

Translate

Accuracy

Original

Percentage

Not

Matched

Percentage

Matched

English N/A 65.4% 6.6% 93.4%

Spanish 71.3% 70.3% 3.5% 96.5%

French 81.9% 94.6% 62.9% 37.1%

Portuguese 77.7% 71.6% 5.3% 94.7%

Arabic 72.9% 90.8% 63.1% 36.9%

Japanese 75.3% 76.4% 62.7% 37.3%

Korean 68.8% 73.1% 64.7% 35.3%

Table 12: Percentage Accuracy with Human Evaluators on the 1000 Sample Results

Section 3.2.5: Discussion

These results show that original language models, in general, will produce

more accurate sentiment analysis over the translated text models. There could be

several reasons for this. One major reason is that the translation and subsequent

cleaning of the English texts removes too much context from the original text,

thus the VADER lexicon is not able to get an accurate evaluation, distorting

the results. To test this, I reran the model removing the data cleaning step,

and found that the accuracy only increased by 0.6%. Thus, the issue could lie

with the VADER lexicon itself, as the lexicon might have a more difficult time

classifying more ambiguous text data. This idea appears supported by the results

of the human annotators.

While the original 1000 samples only labeled the data as positive or

negative, the human annotators were given a greater degree of latitude and could

label data as neutral or ambiguous as well. The latitude explains why many

languages had an under 40% agreement between the original data labels and the
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human annotators. When I reran the models again with only the data where the

labels agreed (either both positive or both negative), I saw a noticeable jump

in the accuracy for the translation / VADER models to a 74.65% accuracy on

average, a 20% increase over the original results. At the same time, the original

language models’ average accuracy increased to 79.5%, which was only a 5%

improvement. This shows that with more clearly defined positive or negative

data, developed from “human validated gold standard” (Hutto and Gilbert, 2014,

Pg. 3) data, the translation / VADER models can obtain a sentiment analysis

accuracy comparable to the original language models on more ambiguous data.

Overall, the original language models still have more accurate sentiment

analysis results, except for Spanish and Portuguese, where the translation /

VADER models did win out over the Spanish and Portuguese language RNN

model. To make sure of this result, I also created lexicons for Spanish and Por-

tuguese, similar to the Korean lexicon to see if there was a potential improvement

in accuracy. However, I obtained worse results than the RNNs. Additionally, at

the time of this research, individual Transformer or BERT models for Portuguese

or Spanish for sentiment analysis did not have consistently reliable results, thus

the RNN was the model type I chose for the analysis. The reason for these

outliers in the overall pattern could arise from a few places. For example, it

might be one of the issues identified earlier when working with non-English

language data, that the was not enough data to build an RNN with a high

transferability. Thus, the model can obtain a high accuracy on the test data, but

when used on a different dataset, the accuracy decreases significantly.

When coupled with the increase in accuracy with the “gold standard”

data for the translation / VADER model, the Spanish and Portuguese RNNs’

performances were worse. However, I believe, in context of the other results,

and that Spanish has nearly the same accuracy for both modelling techniques,
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that these outliers are most likely due to a modelling issue, rather than an

indication of a general trend. Interestingly, Cheng and Zhulyn [123] also had

issues with their Portuguese sentiment analysis classifier which arose from a

lack of Portuguese documents (Cheng, et al, 2012, Pg. 11). Mozetič, et al., [314]

also found that their Portuguese model obtained one of the lowest accuracies

as well (Mozetič, et al., 2016, Pg. 19). Thus, perhaps there is something about

Portuguese that causes issues with machine learning classifiers.

Section 3.3: Machine Vs Machine Vs Machine

This section explores how machine translation techniques compare to

each other and to original languages machine learning methods for short text

sentiment analysis. Like the previous section, this section was very important to

my thesis as finding out the best way to do multilingual sentiment analysis was

key to creating my geopolitical risk analysis program.

Section 3.3.1: Introduction

For this subsequent analysis, I expanded the evaluation cross section.

Translation of text can be an effective way to understand text coming from

multiple languages, however, which translation method to use is key to obtaining

the best results. While Google Translate is convenient and reliable, in my previous

research I did not have another translation system to benchmark the results of

the translations against. Thus, I included a second translation technique for this

study. Additionally, I constructed Recurrent Neural Networks (“RNNs”) for each

of the languages used and found BERT models trained for sentiment analysis

for each language. Also, an additional BERT model (multilingual BERT model)

was used that was trained on all the languages of this study.

My aim with this increased scope is to achieve an even better understand-

ing of sentiment analysis across multiple languages. As these languages all have
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different words and grammar, and in some cases, even alphabets, thus I expect

that different machine learning techniques might have different levels of accuracy

for sentiment analysis.

The rest of this section is broken down into the following sections: the

Methodology and the Data that was employed in this paper. Afterwards, I detail

the Results with six tables breaking down the experiments. And finally describe

the findings in the Discussion section.

Section 3.3.2: Methodology and Data

Methodology:

Building off the previous work in this section, I expanded the scope to

investigate multiple avenues into potential improving the results for multilingual

sentiment analysis. First, I wanted to determine how well the Google Neural

Machine Translator works compared to a Transformer translator model. Would

the GNMT produce a more accurate translation than separate Transformer

models trained on each language? My second question involved the evaluation

for the best English sentiment analysis method between the VADER lexicon,

an RNN trained on English data, and a BERT model fined tuned for English

Sentiment Analysis. Lastly, I assessed various sentiment analysis models trained

on the original languages, and how these models compare to the translated

English model results.

To appraise my models’ effectiveness, I took a sample of 1000 short texts

labeled positive or negative from each language, which I refer to as “Full Data”.

This data was separate from the training data used to develop to gauge the

transferability of the models. Additionally, following Hutto and Gilbert [238], I

also engaged human annotators to review these same 1000 short texts and label

them positive, negative, neutral, or ambiguous. The data that where the original
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labels and the human annotators agree were kept and referred to as “Gold Data”.

These two data sets are the same data as the previous section.

For the first two questions I ran four tests across different intersections

between data and translators. I had the both the “Full Data” and “Gold Data”

for each data translated using the GNMT and a transformer model developed for

each language, the OPUS-MT [417] (the only exception to this is the Portuguese

translation where the “Romance Language” version, which includes Portuguese,

was used as there was no specific Portuguese transformer translation model).

Each of the translations were evaluated using the VADER lexicon, the English

RNN I created, and the English BERT sentiment analysis model [379]. In previous

section, I found that the VADER lexicon produced good results however, as

Grimmer and Stewart state: “when dictionaries are created in one substantive

area and then applied to another, serious errors can occur” (Grimmer and Stewart,

2013, Pg. 8) [208]. While the VADER lexicon was developed for short text like

my data is, there might exist other methods that would produce better accuracy

for English sentiment analysis. Thus, I created an English RNN, detailed in

Table 1 of Appendix E, which has showed to produce good results for sentiment

analysis [309] and an English BERT model, which when fine-tuned for sentiment

analysis produces high levels of accuracy (The English BERT specifications as

well as the other language BERT model specifications are shown in Table 9 of

Appendix E).

For the third question, I wanted to examine if I applied these same mod-

elling methods to the untranslated data, would I produce accuracy results that

surpassed the results from the translated English data. I created six additional

RNN models, one for each language, with their specifications detailed in Tables

1 – 8 in Appendix E. Additionally, I found six BERT models for each language

on HuggingFace.co fine-tuned for sentiment analysis [109, 155, 240, 261, 325,
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457]. Lastly, McCormick [304] detailed how a BERT model trained on multiple

languages at the same time could produce accuracy results that are comparable

or even surpass those of models only trained on one language. Thus, I found

another BERT model [71] trained on tweets from 30 languages and fine-tuned

for sentiment analysis. I compared the results of these models for the “Full Data”

and the “Gold Data” to the results from the translated English model results.

With this, I can find the best method to use for each of the languages.

Data:

The data sources for my research come from a wide variety of previous

research and models. I divided the sources into three sections: the data used to

create the RNNs, the pretrained BERT models, and used the data used for the

testing.

For the data used to create the RNNs, I made sure that all the data

was balanced between positive and negative labeled data. The English data

came from the IMDB Movie data [278] which had 50,000 data points. The

Spanish RNN was the same RNN from the machine vs machine section and had

combined had 5,764 data points. The French RNN was modified and trained on

Gamebusterz data [187, 189] and the TheophileBlard [88] movie review data for

a total of 415,702 data points. The Portuguese RNN was generated through the

“No Theme” Tweets created for a Kaggle competition by Augustop [64] and the

“utlc_movies” tweets created by Dias for a separate Kaggle competition [157], I

used 100,000 data points from these combined datasets. The Arabic data for the

RNN came from Motazsaad [313] which had 102,196 datapoints. The Japanese

RNN was the same as the machine vs machine section and had 20,000 datapoints.

Lastly, the Korean data came from the “testing data” created by Park [331] for

the NSMC Korean movie review dataset which had 50,000 datapoints.
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The pre-trained BERT models were found on HuggingFace.co. The English

BERT Sentiment Analysis Model was created by sbcBI [379], while the Spanish

BERT was created by Cañete, et al. [108] using the same TASS dataset that

I used to build the Spanish RNN. For the French model, I chose the bert-

base-multilingual-uncased-sentiment created by nlptown [325] where French was

one of the six languages used to train the model, as I could not identify an

individual French BERT model trained for sentiment. As for Portuguese, I used

the FinBertPTBR model [109] created by turing-usp, this model was trained on

Brazilian Portuguese financial data which was not exactly close to the base data,

but it was the only Portuguese only BERT model trained to evaluate sentiment.

For Arabic, the CamelBERT model developed by Inoue, et al. []240] was used

again. For Japanese, I used the model created by ydaigo [457]. For Korean, like

Portuguese, I chose a Korean BERT model trained on financial data created

by snunlp [261], for similar reasons as the Portuguese choice. Lastly, I used the

model developed by Barbieri, et al. [71] which was developed from tweets of

multiple languages for the multilingual BERT tests.

Section 3.3.3: Results

Below, are the results from the Gold Data experiments with Table 13 and

Table 14 showing the translators differences, and Table 15 displays the accuracy

using the Original Language techniques. The bold percentages represent the best

accuracy out of the table, the yellow highlights represent the best results for

each data set (Gold Data and Full Data).
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Language

English

VADER English RNN English BERT

English 77.3% 70.3% 71.3%

Spanish 70.3% 80.4% 80.5%

French 81.9% 70.6% 80.3%

Portuguese 77.2% 73.1% 77.8%

Arabic 71.5% 68.0% 66.9%

Japanese 68.9% 63.0% 33.8%

Korean 62.9% 65.2% 55.8%

Non-English

Average

70.0% 70.0% 65.9%

Table 13: Gold Data – Hugging Face Transformer Translator

Language

English

VADER English RNN English BERT

English 77.3% 70.3% 71.3%

Spanish 71.5% 79.9% 81.8%

French 81.6% 74.7% 81.1%

Portuguese 77.6% 75.0% 76.3%

Arabic 73.1% 66.9% 73.1%

Japanese 75.6% 60.9% 32.7%

Korean 68.8% 74.5% 62.6%

Non-English

Average

74.7% 71.3% 67.9%

Table 14: Gold Data – Google Neural Machine Translator
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Language

Original

RNN Original BERT

Multilingual

BERT

English 70.3% 71.3% 92.5%

Spanish 73.9% 63.4% 58.5%

French 94.6% 77.6% 94.6%

Portuguese 75.5% 24.0% 73.4%

Arabic 72.6% 85.4% 81.6%

Japanese 72.1% 83.4% 21.7%

Korean 86.4% 3.1% 76.8%

Non-English

Average

79.2% 56.2% 67.8%

Table 15: Gold Data – Original Language Techniques

I found that across the four methods used to evaluate English accuracy, I

found the Multilingual BERT produced the highest accuracy at 92.5%, followed

by VADER, English-only BERT, and the English RNN. To answer the first

research question, I found that for Gold Data, the GNMT produced more accurate

results than the individual transformer translator models (average 4.7% more

accurate for VADER, 1.3% for RNN, and 2.0% for BERT). That said, there were

a few instances where the transformer translators did produce more accurate

results, but the English RNN on the Japanese to English translation was the only

category where the difference was more than 2.0%. Additionally, I discovered

that with the GNMT, most languages had VADER as the most accurate, except

for Spanish, which had the BERT with the highest accuracy, and Korean which

had the RNN as the highest, and Arabic which tied between VADER and BERT.

As for transformer translations, the results were similar, except that VADER is

better for Arabic, and BERT is better for Portuguese.
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For the second research question, I observed that across the four methods

used to evaluate English accuracy, we found the Multilingual BERT produced

the highest accuracy at 92.5%, followed by VADER, English-only BERT, and

the English RNN.

Lastly, for the third question, I uncovered that for the Original RNN

had the highest accuracy on average at 79.2%. However, the average for the

one-language BERT models and the multilingual BERT model had significantly

lower accuracy due to outlier results in Portuguese and Korean, and Japanese,

respectively. Overall, the original language techniques had the highest number of

most accurate techniques, with those for French, Arabic, Japanese, and Korean,

while Spanish and Portuguese had the most accuracy when translated with

the GNMT. Contrary to what McCormick [304] found, only English had the

best accuracy with the multilingual model, while French multilingual model

analysis tied the French RNN results. When looking at just the original language

techniques for non-English languages, the RNNs produced both results with the

lowest variability across languages. Except for Arabic and Japanese, the RNNs

also had the highest accuracy for each language. The yellow highlights across

Tables 13 – 15 indicate the highest accuracy for each category.

Tables 16 – 18 show the results for the experiments using the Full Data

below.
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Language

English

VADER English RNN English BERT

English 75.4% 66.1% 68.5%

Spanish 68.5% 79.1% 78.8%

French 64.4% 58.7% 55.0%

Portuguese 74.4% 63.1% 75.2%

Arabic 74.0% 66.3% 66.9%

Japanese 62.1% 55.0% 52.4%

Korean 62.6% 67.7% 56.1%

Non-English

Average

67.7% 65.0% 64.1%

Table 16: Full Data – Hugging Face Transformer Translator

Language

English

VADER English RNN English BERT

English 75.4% 66.1% 68.5%

Spanish 69.6% 78.8% 80.2%

French 64.8% 58.4% 57.2%

Portuguese 74.9% 66.2% 73.7%

Arabic 74.7% 66.5% 72.8%

Japanese 67.0% 57.2% 53.3%

Korean 64.9% 71.3% 61.8%

Non-English

Average

69.3% 66.4% 66.5%

Table 17: Full Data – Google Neural Machine Translator
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Language

Original

RNN Original BERT

Multilingual

BERT

English 66.1% 68.5% 80.8%

Spanish 71.7% 61.4% 56.6%

French 81.2% 58.0% 65.1%

Portuguese 73.8% 22.9% 70.1%

Arabic 72.6% 84.6% 79.1%

Japanese 66.8% 68.9% 22.0%

Korean 82.9% 4.0% 72.5%

Non-English

Average

74.8% 50.0% 60.9%

Table 18: Full Data – Original Language Techniques

As the Full Data has more variability in it, the accuracy results were

generally lower across all techniques and models. The GNMT again produced

more accurate results on average just a lower gap in the difference (1.6% in

VADER, 1.4% in RNN, 2.4% in BERT). For the “Full Data”, only Portuguese

had the transformer translator produce a most accurate result for Portuguese,

across all the experiments, which was the only instance where the transformer

translator method produced the most accurate results. Additionally, unlike with

the Gold Data, the Portuguese to English BERT transformer translation is the

only transformer translation that beats the GNMT by more than 0.5%. As it

was with the Gold Data, VADER also produces the most accurate results on

average for the Full Data, with the same deviations, except for Arabic in GNMT

which VADER performed better than the BERT model. As for the original

language models, the RNNs performed better than translated models. Again, the

one-language BERT models and the multilingual BERT model average accuracy

results were dragged down by the outliers.
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Section 3.3.4: Discussion

This study reinforces the findings from the previous section into mul-

tilingual sentiment analysis, that analyzing the text in its original language

produces more accurate results than translating to English then implementing

an English based lexicon or model. On its face, an RNN model, on average, is

far and ahead the best original language model to use, however, there are a few

outliers to consider which greatly reduced the averages of the individual language

BERT models and the multilingual BERT model. One issue was the Portuguese

and Korean BERT models were trained on financial data, which can be more

specific, and potentially vary from regular or short text Portuguese and Korean.

Unfortunately, these were the only one-language BERT models I could find for

these languages. Thus, once I removed these outliers, I found that the accuracy

for the Gold Data for individual BERT models rose to 77.5%, while Full Data

rose to 68.2%. Still not higher than the RNN’s average but significantly closer.

This was also true for the multilingual BERT model. It was trained on over

30 languages based on Twitter / X data [71], creating an effective multilingual

BERT model for similar data to what I was studying, however, there was still

an outlier with Japanese. Although, the overall model was trained on Japanese,

its sentiment analysis fine-tuning did not include it (Barbieri, et al, 2021, Pg.

5), thus potentially causing these results. However, once Japanese is removed,

the average for multilingual BERT increased to 77.0% for Gold Data, and 68.9%

for Full Data, similar to both the RNNs and the individual BERT models sans

outliers.

The only outlier to this general trend was in the Portuguese experiment

with the Full Data where the English BERT model with the OPUS-MT transla-

tion performed the best across both the translated and original language models.

While it was only slightly better than the VADER lexicon with GNMT, it is
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still important to note. I believe that since for Portuguese, there was no sin-

gle language Portuguese to English translation model, I used the multilingual

romance language translation model which included 48 languages and dialects.

This increase in language samples could have improved the translation results

described by McCormick [304] leading to the out-performance of Portuguese

in this case. I believe that future research into is required to fully answer this

question, however.

While, on average, the original language models performed better, Spanish

and Portuguese slightly underperformed the translated English models. There

are a few potential reasons for this. For Spanish, there was a lack of high-quality

sentiment analysis data to build the RNN model. While it was still effective for

Spanish data, an English model trained on more data, such as the English BERT

model, could explain the increased accuracy. As for Portuguese, the previous

section identified quirks with the Portuguese analyses, thus, I was not surprised

that a Portuguese to English translated model performed marginally better than

an original language model.

Lastly, I wanted to examine why the RNNs performed more consistently

than the BERT models. While Arabic and Japanese BERT models were the

most accurate for those languages and the multilingual BERT model had the

best results for English, the BERT models had widely varying accuracies across

languages. I determined that this difference in consistency could potentially arise

from the testing data and the BERT models themselves. The BERT models

that performed better could have been trained on short text data, similar to

the testing data, while the ones that performed worse, had data that was too

different or did not include short texts. Additionally, the Arabic BERT model

was fine-tuned on more data than the other base BERT models, which would

lead to the increased accuracy. The RNNs, on the other hand, were all trained on
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short texts, like the testing data, leading to the more consistent results I found.

Section 3.3.5: Conclusion

126 experiments were created from the cross-section of the different

sentiment analysis methods with both the Full Data and the Gold Data, the

two different translation techniques and original language methods. I found that

most languages had the best sentiment analysis results when an original language

model was used. For both Full Data and Gold Data, these were original language

RNNs for French and Korean, original one-language BERT models for Arabic

and Japanese, and the multilingual BERT model for English. However, for the

Gold Data, Spanish and Portuguese had the best results with the GNMT and

an English based model (BERT and VADER, respectively). Also, for the Full

Data, only Spanish had the best result for the GNMT with English-based BERT

model, while for Portuguese, the OPUS-MT provided the best accuracy with

the English-based BERT model as well.

Overall, my results in this section matched the Machine vs Machine

section, the most accurate results for a multilingual short text sentiment analysis

study would come from using original language machine learning techniques on

Gold Data which the data that been reviewed by a human annotator. However,

the same relative accuracy achieved with the Full Data, i.e., the more ambiguous

data, on original language techniques as the Gold Data that has been translated

using the GNMT and then analyzed with the VADER lexicon. Thus, a research

study with high quality data can feel confident use the GNMT for sentiment

analysis, but a study with lower quality data should use original language

techniques to analyze sentiment to obtain the best results.

Overall, this chapter briefly outlines the benefits and disadvantages in

working with either method for sentiment analysis. However, with this research,
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I aim to provide insight into this area as multilingual sentiment analysis grows

across our ever-increasing interconnected world. Determining the best techniques

to use will provide invaluable help to future researchers looking to further text

analysis research. These results also proved invaluable in the construction of

my geopolitical risk analysis program. As the main focal point to automatically

evaluate geopolitical risk is based on sentiment analysis, it was important for

me to exhaust all possible combinations of multilingual sentiment analysis to

obtain the best possible methods to get the highest accuracy for my research.
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Chapter 4: Case Study 1

Multilingual Twitter / X Sentiment Analysis of Geopolitical Risk
using Granger Causality Analysis Focusing on the Ukraine War and

its Effect on Financial Assets and Markets

For my thesis, I wanted to test the capabilities on the programs I created

to evaluate geopolitical risk. Thus I decided on analyzing three case studies

that would best reflect and aim to answer my initial research questions. While

the previous chapters focused on evaluating the current methods that could be

used to monitor and analyze geopolitical risk and the NLP advances, these case

studies show the application of these methods. The first case study is a test to

see if my programs could capture a major historical geopolitical event. As the

Ukraine War was the biggest geopolitical event that occurred at the time of

my research, I decided to collected six months of data from around the start of

the War (this process is detailed further in this chapter). This was done to try

and find the answer to my research question five about finding best predictive

performance with geopolitical risk, thus I took larger time interval of the day

level to build a geopolitical risk index similar to Caldara and Iacoviello [105].

I wanted to see if it was even possible to use generic geopolitical keywords to

identify the events through using just Twitter / X alone. Additionally, with the

multilingual sentiment analysis experiments conducted in Chapter 3, I applied

these to the data analysis in my program for the geopolitical risk tweets to build

my index.

Section 4.1: Introduction

On February 24th, 2022, Russia launched an invasion of Ukraine formally

starting the Ukraine War. However, this invasion had been telegraphed months

ahead of time, and contrary to Russian expectation of a short conflict, the
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Ukraine War has continued up to the time of writing this thesis, more than

a year later. This war represents one of the most, if not the most, important

increase in geopolitical risk in our world today. But what is geopolitical risk?

Restating the definition from Caldara and Iacoviello [105]: “the risk associated

with wars, terrorist acts, and tensions between states that affect the normal and

peaceful course of international relations. Geopolitical risk captures both the risk

that these events materialize, and the new risks associated with an escalation of

existing events” (Caldara and Iacoviello, 2022, Pg. 2). This definition effectively

describes the Ukraine War, and as Caldara and Iacoviello show, geopolitical risks

have an impact on various financial markets and assets (Caldara and Iacoviello,

2022, Pg. 1). However, getting up to date information of geopolitical events on a

large scale can potentially be time consuming (Caldara and Iacoviello, 2022, Pg.

10-13). Thus, I wanted to test if there was a low cost, quicker way to evaluate

geopolitical risk, thus I turned to social media, specifically Twitter / X.

For research purposes, Pak and Paroubek [328] best outlined why Twitter

/ X is an effective resource:

“Microblogging platforms are used by different people to express
their opinion about different topics, thus it is a valuable source of
people’s opinions. Twitter contains an enormous number of text posts
and it grows every day. . . Twitter’s audience varies. . . Therefore, it
is possible to collect text posts of users from different social and
interests groups. Twitter’s audience is represented by users from
many countries. . . .it is possible to collect data in different languages”
(Pak and Paroubek, 2010, Pg. 1).

Their last point was especially important for this case study as I was aiming to

track worldwide sentiment, thus I needed text that came in multiple languages.

Vicinitas states that English language tweets only comprise 30% of tweets posted

[1], this means that I would miss out on a significant portion of all tweets posted

if I only looked at English language tweets. However, if you include Japanese,
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Spanish, French, Portuguese, Arabic, and Korean in addition to English, I would

obtain approximately 85% – 90% of all tweets posted to Twitter / X [1]. Thus,

using all these languages gave me a larger corpus of tweets and a better sense of

the sentiment surrounding the Ukraine War’s associated geopolitical risks.

The rest of this case study is outlined as follows: Section 2 describes Key

Concepts employed for these analyses. Section 3 provides a Related Work section

of previous research into geopolitical risk, media, and social media, and how they

can affect financial markets. Section 4 details the Methodology, while Section 5

displays the Results, and Section 6 discusses the findings.

Section 4.2: Key Concepts

There are three key concepts that make up the backbone of the research:

the Goldstein Index, Sentiment Analysis, and Granger Causality. However, as

Sentiment Analysis was defined earlier in Chapter 3, I will describe Goldstein

Index and Granger Causality here.

Section 4.2.1: Goldstein Index

The “Goldstein Index” comes from the 1992 paper “A Conflict – Coop-

eration Scale for WEIS Events Data” by Goldstein [201]. The World Events

Interaction Survey (“WEIS”) data set was developed by McClelland [303], which

is a “a record of the flow of action and response between countries (as well as

non-governmental actors, e.g., NATO) reflected in public events reported daily in

the New York Times from January 1966 through December 1978” (McClelland

2006) [303]). The individual WEIS events can be grouped into “61 event types”

(Goldstein, 1992, Pg. 2). Goldstein then created a panel of eight International

Relations faculty at the University of Southern California (“USC”) to analyze

and score the WEIS events (Goldstein, 1992, Pg. 6). This panel was individually

given 61 cards with each WEIS event type and asked to “sort the cards into
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cooperative (friendly) actions and conflictual (hostile) ones” (Goldstein, 1992,

Pg. 7) and rank them on a scale with -10 as the most conflictual and +10 as the

most cooperative. The resulting rankings from each of the panel members was

then averaged, creating what I refer to as the “Goldstein Index” which is a table

of all 61 WEIS event types ordered from most conflictual to most cooperative.

This table is the basis for my data gathering procedure further described in the

Methodology section. One potential bias of the “Goldstein Index” to note is

mentioned by Goldstein as at the time of his writing the table “seems to reflect

the continuing emphasis placed on military affairs by international relations

scholars” (Goldstein, 1992, Pg. 9). However, this bias is not a great concern as

my research that made the most use of the “Goldstein Index” revolves around

the Ukraine War, which is a military affair.

I used the “Goldstein Index” as the initial basis for my data gathering

for this case study. Many studies that worked with Twitter / X [33, 68, 83] have

made use of keywords to collect tweets through the Twitter / X API and so I

decided to follow these methodologies. However, the “Goldstein Index” does not

fit neatly into the Twitter / X API framework, as shown below in Table 19:
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New Weights for WEIS Events

Event Type Weight SD

223 Military attack; clash; assault -10.0 0.0

211 Seize position or possessions -9.2 0.7

222 Nonmilitary destruction / injury -8.7 0.5

221 Noninjury destructive action -8.3 0.6

182 Armed force mobilization, exercise, display; military

buildup

-7.6 1.2

195 Break diplomatic relations -7.0 1.3

173 Threat with force specified -7.0 1.1

174 Ultimatum; threat with negative sanction and time

limit

-6.9 1.4

Table 19: A recreation of portion from the Goldstein Paper [201] showing the table Goldstein
created. As it can be seen, many of the phrases Goldstein uses would not work with the Twitter
/ X API as they are too long or awkward.

To get around this issue, I split the phrases in the index into single terms

(such as “attack”, “clash”, “assault”) and bigrams (two term phrases such as

“military attack”, “military clash”, “military assault”). These smaller phrases are

more manageable for the Twitter / X API which allowed us to collect more data.

Through experimentation, I found that while the single terms gathered more

data, these tweets dealt with a wide variety of issues rather than the geopolitical

tweets I was searching for. The bigrams, on the other hand, did provide a better

corpus of tweets for geopolitics, just fewer of them. Thus, I chose to use bigrams

for this research, as their increased precision over amount of data collected was

more valuable for my research which can found in Appendix A.
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Section 4.2.2: Granger Causality

First detailed by Granger in his 1969 paper [205], Granger causality aims

to find the “the direction of causality between two related variables and also

whether or not feedback is occurring” (Granger, 1969, Pg. 1). Since then, Granger

causality tests have been used in a wide variety of studies including Thurman and

Fisher study where they aimed to predict whether eggs Granger cause chickens

or chickens Granger cause eggs [414]. However, it should be noted that causality

in this case does not mean typical definition of causality, i.e., a change in one

variable causes the change in another, but rather as Gilbert and Karahalios [197]

put it: “Although the technique has the word “causal” in it, we clearly aren’t

testing true causation. We can only say whether one time series has information

about another” (Gilbert and Karahalios, 2010, Pg. 4). And as Granger himself

states, his definition of causality mentions that “1. The cause occurs before

the effect; and 2. The cause contains information about the effect that that is

unique, and is in no other variable. A consequence of these statements is that

the causal variable can help forecast the effect variable after other data has first

been used.” (Granger, 2003, Pg. 6) [206]. Thus, the null hypothesis for Granger

Causality Test is that the two time series are not related in anyway or provide

any predictive information about each other. While the alternative hypothesis,

which is accepted at a p-value less than 0.05, is that one tested time series does

provided predictive information about the other time series. For this case study,

I followed the lead of Bollen, et al., who used Granger causality to test “whether

one time series has predictive information about the other or not” (Bollen, et al.,

2011, Pg. 4) [91]. I chose to use Granger causality over traditional correlation

to examine the relationship between the change in the sum of sentiment trend

and the financial asset as traditional correlation tests for a linear relationship

between the variables, in other words, it checks to see if the variables change
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together with a constant rate. Granger causality works better for my research as

it is for testing if one series contains predictive information about the other, i.e.

if one trend moves, does the other also move in the future. Since social media

news reacts faster than the financial markets change their prices, the two time

series will have a lag between them and not vary at the same time, thus Granger

causality is the better statistical test for this case study.

Section 4.3: Related Work

Multitudes of studies make use of sentiment analysis especially with

Twitter / X. For example, Pak and Paroubek showed in their study how to

effectively use Twitter / X to construct a corpus of tweets and use sentiment

analysis on those tweets to derive insights [328]. Additionally, Rajput, et al, used

Twitter / X to analyze sentiment analysis around the Coronavirus pandemic

[351]. Baker, et al. used Twitter / X to “construct a database of more than 14

million tweets that contain a keyword related to ‘uncertainty’. . . from June 1st,

2011, and March 1st, 2021” (Baker, et al., 2021, Pgs. 2-3) [68]. They transformed

the count of these tweets into a time series and used that time series as a measure

of economic uncertainty in the US during their research period. The Baker study

was important to my research as their use of keywords also provided a basis for

my use of keywords to gather data for the analysis with the “Goldstein Index”.

Many papers have also explored the relationship between news media

and the effect on various financial markets through sentiment analysis. Using

sentiment analysis to key in on anxiety related terms in a large online blog

LiveJournal, Gilbert and Karahalios found through using Granger causality

analysis that “increases in expressions of anxiety. . . predict downward pressure

on the S&P 500 index” (Gilbert and Karahalios, 2010, Pg. 1) [197]. Uhl also

showed that using a corpus of Reuters news articles that the sentiment analysis

of those articles over time could “predict changes in stock returns better than
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macroeconomic factors.” (Uhl, 2014, Pg. 1) [410]. Tetlock, et al., 2008, [431]

took a more expansive approach to the returns of specific firms in the S&P 500

index by using sentiment analysis on articles from the Wall Street Journal and

the Dow Jones News Service from 1980 to 2004 (Tetlock, et al., 2008 Pg. 2) to

show that the number of negative words used in the articles about the firms can

forecast lower earnings for the firms.

However, three papers were highly influential to my research: Bollen, et

al., 2011 [91], Amen, 2020 [55], and Caldara and Iacoviello, 2022 [105]. Bollen, et

al., provided a framework about how to work with Granger causality and Twitter

/ X. Caldara and Iacoviello, and Amen provided the theoretical basis about

working with trends in geopolitical risk data and the assets I should investigate

that might be affected by geopolitical events, such as the Ukraine War. Bollen et

al., researched whether the change in moods and the change in the Dow Jones

index are linked. To do so, they complied a corpus of tweets containing “author’s

mood states” (Bollen, et al., 2011, Pg. 2) and analyzed them through sentiment

analysis programs to identify six moods: “Calm, Alert, Sure, Vital, Kind, and

Happy” (Bollen, et al., 2011, Pg. 2). Creating a time series from the tweets’

sentiment, Bollen, et al. then used Granger causality to find if the change in

mood sentiment that predates a change in the Dow Jones index. They found

that out of the six moods, only Calm passed the Granger causality test and had

information that predicated the change in the Dow Jones from 2 – 6 lags (Bollen,

et al., 2011, Pg. 4 -5).

Caldara and Iacoviello, and Amen, on the other hand, focused specifically

on geopolitical risk. Caldara and Iacoviello built the Geopolitical Risk (GPR)

Index, which used the count of news articles that mentioned their keyword

indicators for geopolitical risks across 11 different English language newspapers

starting from 1985 (Caldara and Iacoviello, 2022, Pg. 7). This GPR Index
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captured the changes in geopolitical risks, and Caldara and Iacoviello were able

to show how the increases in GPR index predicted lower stock returns (Caldara

and Iacoviello, 2022, Pg. 1). Lastly, Amen built the Thorfinn Sensitivity Index

(“TSI"), which uses “over 30,000 daily feeds” (Amen, 2020, Pg. 2) to construct a

daily index of the weighted average of 12 geopolitical risk groups which experts

have scored based on the news feeds that have come in for that day (Amen, 2020,

Pg. 2). Amen then compared the changes in the TSI to changes in various “safe

havens” and “risky assets” (Amen, 2020, Pg. 6) to develop trading strategies.

Caldara and Iacoviello, and Amen had a wide range of assets and markets that

provided a starting point for my analyses. Appendix F contains Table 20 which

shows the different financial assets I considered and their sources, while Table 21

regroups into the asset class categories I used.

My aim is to extend the literature by combining the Goldstein Index with

Twitter / X to see if I can possibly capture large geopolitical events, such as

the Ukraine War and see how the sentiment around a geopolitical event can

affect different financial assets on an equivalent or smaller time scale than both

Caldara and Iacoviello, whose index captures both daily and monthly data, and

Amen, who’s index is only for daily. Additionally, I intend to capture the global

impact of a geopolitical event by using multiple languages. While many studies

only look at English tweets [68, 328], or perhaps one additional language like

Italian for Pota, et al. [340] or Dutch for Kleinnijenhuis [264], my goal is to

capture a more expansive, worldwide sentiment using the seven languages I am

studying.

Section 4.4: Methodology

The methodology for this case consists of three parts. The first is the

data gathering, the second is the sentiment analysis, and the last is financial

market analysis with Granger causality.
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Section 4.4.1: Data Gathering

I gathered the tweets from December 1st, 2021, to April 30th, 2022, which

was the timeframe around the start of the Ukraine War. To do so, I used “Twarc”

[21], which collects and stores tweets from the Twitter / X API5 from specific time

periods that used keywords such as “Goldstein Index” bigrams whose creation

was described in Section 5.2.1. I accessed this data through the Academic Track

provided by X / Twitter and collected this data in January 2023, before X

/ Twitter’s Academic Track Rule change which limited the number of tweets

researchers could obtain. I chose to use the top ten most negatively and positively

weighted bigrams that returned a non-zero number of tweets where the majority

of tweets focused on geopolitics for my research. For example: while “call truce”

ranked below “policy support” (2.9 and 4.5, respectively) many of the tweets

I obtained for “policy support” focused more on internal politics rather than

geopolitics than the “call truce” tweets, thus “call truce” was used. I also removed

tweet duplicates by the “text” variable and the “created_at” variable generated

from the Twitter / X API from my tweet data, as I viewed anything retweet

within the same second after the original posting was most likely a bot. We chose

this removal method over removing all retweets in general, because of what a

retweet represents. With retweeting, the user does not write the original tweet,

they only share the tweet. However, this sharing also represents the opinion of

the retweeting user, thus I decided to include all retweets for this study. I only

removed the tweets with the same text and time stamp as described earlier, as

it would be impossible for a human user to retweet a tweet within the fraction

of a second that the original was posted. However, this removal did not cause

significant data loss. With this method, I collected over 3.6 million tweets for my

research period. After collecting the tweets, I moved onto the sentiment analysis
5https://developer.twitter.com/en/docs/twitter-api/tweets/filtered-stream/introduction
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of the tweets’ text.

Section 4.4.2: Sentiment Analysis

I used three different methods for the sentiment analysis that had the

best trade off for processing speed and accuracy. For English, I implemented the

VADER Lexicon developed by Hutto and Gilbert [238]. VADER is a rules-based

sentiment analysis lexicon that is highly accurate especially on short English texts

(96%), such as tweets (Hutto and Gilbert, 2014, Pg. 9). For Arabic, I turned to

CamelBERT developed by Inoue, et al. [240]. Based off the BERT model [155], a

multi-layer Transformer based model used for various natural language processing

tasks, CamelBERT achieves the same functionality as BERT, including accurate

sentiment analysis results for Arabic. However, for Spanish, French, Portuguese,

Japanese, and Korean, I could not find any pre-trained models or lexicons that

suited my needs, thus I created Recurrent Neural Networks (“RNNs”), described

in Chapter 3, to obtain the sentiment for the tweets [194]. RNNs were effective

in this task because they can remember and analyze short sequences, such as a

tweet, and return a sentiment analysis score. I was able to find sentiment analysis

short text datasets for each language and thus was able to train effective RNNs.

Section 4.4.3: Financial Markets and Granger Causality

With the sentiment obtained for each tweet in the different languages, I

complied the tweets into one data frame and grouped the tweets by day, attaining

the sum of the sentiment for each day, thus creating a time series for the change

in the sentiment by day. With this time series, I wanted to compare it to the

various financial assets I mention in Appendix F. These assets were chosen as

they were already proven to have sensitivity to changes in geopolitical risk [55,

105]. I obtained the daily price in USD of each financial asset I am studying for

December 1st, 2021, to April 30th, 2022, through the Python package yfinance
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[58] and various other websites that contained the relevant financial asset data

[129, 200, 241, 242, 243, 291, 310]. However, these financial assets all traded a

different times and certain regions observed certain holidays which closed the

markets. Thus, I needed to alter the sum of sentiment time series so that each of

the dates would line up correctly. Now with the sets of financial data time series,

one must first check if the time series are stationary. Stationarity for a time

series is defined as a series with no trends, it looks flat, has constant variance and

autocorrelation structure, without seasonality fluctuations (National Institute of

Standards, 2023) [401]. Stationary checks are important as Granger causality

only works under the assumption of stationary time series [205]. Once I made

the time series stationary through differencing,(where the current observation

is subtracted from the previous observation, this differencing process makes a

time series stationary. If differencing is not done, the Granger causality results

obtained would be useless) and made sure I obtained the desired results, I

was able to apply Granger causality to see if the sentiment analysis of the

tweets obtained with the Goldstein Index bigrams can provide information about

forecasting the change in the various financial assets. However, I did not create

a Vector Autoregression (VAR) model, which focuses more trying to forecast

the change of the model variables, as I was more interested in investigating the

relationship between the sentiment on social media and various financial assets,

thus Granger causality applied better in my case [276]. For the Granger causality

model specifications I am testing to see if the financial asset is exogenous to

the sum of sentiment, i.e if the sum of sentiment trend Granger causes the

change in the price of the financial asset, which makes the financial asset price

the endogenous variable and the change in the sum of sentiment the exogenous

variable.

For the hourly time frame, the whole methodology is repeated with the
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only change is that for the time series, I summed the sentiment at the hourly

level instead of the daily level. A diagram of the geopolitical risk work procedure

described above is presented in Appendix B.

Section 4.5: Results

Below is the count of tweets for each bigram that had a negative weight

(“Goldstein Negative”) for each language:
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Bigrams English Spanish French Portuguese Arabic Japanese Korean Total

Military

Invasion

931,256 180,118 23,357 20,398 3,234 4,514 662 1,163,539

Military

Attack

722,575 116,651 19,825 14,585 7,029 40,735 545 921,945

Military

Clash

44,495 18,172 742 13,332 1,567 5,390 2,475 86,173

Military

Assault

180,108 8,650 2,986 426 396 395 0 192,961

Seize Posi-

tion

3,774 5 691 14,934 2,614 4 68 22,090

Seize Pos-

session

1,460 27 4 782 478 0 1 2,752

Nonmilitary

Destruc-

tion

7 5,813 38 1,641 66 0 0 7,565

Nonmilitary

Injury

1 23 0 96 29 0 0 149

Force Mo-

bilization

3,795 8,953 3,421 1,274 2,210 63 714 20,430

Force Exer-

cise

50,138 50,117 1,650 1,263 3,959 4,339 366 111,832

Total 1,937,609 388,529 52,714 68,731 21,582 55,440 4,831 2,529,436

Table 22: The number of tweets the contained each Bigram from December 1st, 2021, to
April 30th, 2022, for the “Goldstein Negative” Category.
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For my research period, I was able to collect 2,529,436 tweets that used

one of these bigrams across all 7 languages, of which 591,547 were non-English. It

should be noted that I included “Military Invasion” as a bigram for this specific

case study that was not included in the original Goldstein Index. While the

original Goldstein Index would work in all other contexts for different events,

since the Ukraine War was an invasion, leaving out the bigram synonym of

Military Invasion would have missed over a million tweets from this Case Study,

which would have been severely detrimental.

Table 23 shows the count of tweets for each bigram that had a positive

weight (“Goldstein Positive”) for each language:
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Bigrams English Spanish French Portuguese Arabic Japanese Korean Total

Military

Assistance

443,872 37,954 33,368 3,369 3,327 4,914 8,248 535,052

Economic

Aid

111,168 137,250 9,997 6,552 390 55,645 2,388 323,390

Substantive

Agreement

1,219 1,553 17,996 65 309 69 234 21,445

Suspend

Sanctions

34,326 7,222 1,518 689 1 0 158 43,914

Diplomatic

Recogni-

tion

16,062 4,500 493 199 183 11 202 21,650

Grant

Privilege

9,608 1,572 204 519 1,055 3,421 4,420 20,799

Call Truce 55,011 1,477 233 1,347 716 7 1,899 60,717

Material

Assistance

9,127 2,357 323 377 6,944 0 198 19,326

Endorse

Position

7,278 6,907 1,457 81 503 3,243 15,881 35,350

Verbal

Support

10,330 2,446 10,337 304 57 3 553 24,030

Total 698,001 203,238 75,926 13,529 13,485 67,313 34,181 1,105,673
Table 23: The number of tweets the contained each Bigram from December 1st, 2021, to

April 30th, 2022, for the “Goldstein Positive” Category.

For the “Goldstein Positive” category I collected 1,105,673 tweets, of

which 407,672 were non-English. This brings the total number of tweets during

the study period to 3,635,109, (data size 1.45 GB) with nearly 70% of tweets
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coming in the “Goldstein Negative” Category and 27% of tweets non-English.

Figure 4 is the daily count of tweets captured by the Goldstein Index

bigrams over time from December 1st, 2021, to April 30th, 2022. This represents

a total of 151 days. Each day is the total count of tweets captured by each topic

with both the Goldstein Negative and Goldstein Positive bigrams for that day.

The count of Goldstein bigram tweets starts rising around two weeks before the

start of the invasion and remained, on average, three times higher than before

the War started, indicating increased discussion of geopolitical events on Twitter

/ X.

Figure 4: Daily Count of Tweets in both “Goldstein Positive” and “Goldstein Negative”
Bigram Categories

Figure 5 displays the change in the Daily Sum of Sentiment, the start

of the Ukraine War is on February 24th, 2022, which is evident by the large

decrease in sentiment. The average sum of sentiment after the start of the War,

like the count, was around three times more negative than before the start of the

War. This indicates that, while more people were talking about geopolitics, they

were talking about it in a more negative way than usual, which is unsurprising
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given the scale and the devastation the Ukraine War caused during this time.

Figure 5: Daily Sum of Sentiment for all Tweets in both “Goldstein Positive” and “Goldstein
Negative” Bigram Categories

Following a similar procedure to C. Pop, et al. [104], I chose to examine

the Granger causality relationship between the daily sum of sentiment and each

financial asset at different lagged values. In C. Pop, et al. they used "the Granger

causality was considered for 1 lag, 5 lags (a typical trading week), and 20 lags

(the average number of trading days within a month)" (C. Pop, et al.,2016, Pg.

132). Tables 24 – 26 show the results from the Granger Causality tests, were

Table 24 shows the results of one lag (which represents one day), Table 25 is the

results of five lags, and Table 26 is the results of 10 lags (which would be two

weeks of trading). Note, that these tables only display the financial assets that I

can say the sum of sentiment time series provides predictive information of the

change in the financial asset at the lagged value. Any asset that doesn’t appear

in the table, but does in Appendix F, either did not have any Granger causality

with the change in sum of the sentiment trend, or it did, but the “feedback”
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(Granger, 1969, Pg. 5), denoted by “reverse” in my tables, was also Granger

causal. To check this “feedback”, I looked at if the financial asset could provide

information about the change in the sum of sentiment and pass the Granger

Causality test. Any test with a p-value less than 0.05 means that one can reject

the Null Hypothesis of the Granger causality test and say that the daily sum

of sentiment time series does have forecasting, predictive information for the

financial asset at indicated lag. However, if the feedback test (which is when

the variables of the original Granger causality test are reversed and tested) also

passes, this would make the original Granger causality test meaningless as this

would mean that the asset price trend and the change in the sum of sentiment

trend would Granger cause each other, thus neither variable would contain

predictive information about the other. Important to note here on the structure

of the following tables, for organization I included all the passing results for

each lag all in one table. However, I did not test all of the different Granger

causality hypotheses for the change in sum of sentiment trend and the financial

asset at the same time to avoid the issue of multiple hypothesis testing and

the potentially erroneous p-values that multiple hypothesis testing can generate

[293, 381]. Each entry in the tables below is the individual result for the Granger

causality test between the change in the sum of sentiment and the financial asset.
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Granger Causality SentSum PValue Reverse

Okay

Reverse

PValue

Gold Price Yes 0.004988 Yes 0.438339

Gold Futures Yes 0.040277 Yes 0.53574

Wheat Futures Yes 0.002161 Yes 0.599003

German 10y Bond Yes 0.043168 Yes 0.618356

FTSE 100 Yes 0.003308 Yes 0.880743

10 Year US Treasury Yes 0.035314 Yes 0.82779

10 Year US Futures Yes 0.022427 Yes 0.909091

EUR Yes 0.035038 Yes 0.08545

GBP Yes 0.006035 Yes 0.080256

AUD Yes 0.044733 Yes 0.154349

MXN Yes 0.021253 Yes 0.149475
Table 24: Granger Causality Results for Lag 1 Against the Different Financial Assets

Separated by Asset Class.
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Granger Causality SentSum PValue Reverse

Okay

Reverse

PValue

Oil Price Yes 0.042714 Yes 0.904926

Oil Futures Yes 0.03906709 Yes 0.928638

Wheat Futures Yes 6.46596E-08 Yes 0.944131

German 10y Bond Yes 0.005677 Yes 0.845183

FTSE 100 Yes 0.001391 Yes 0.860171

10 Year US Treasury Yes 0.003009 Yes 0.714947

IG-ETF Yes 0.044506 Yes 0.518171

10 Year US Futures Yes 0.001307 Yes 0.708251

Bitcoin-Futures Yes 0.013295 Yes 0.384176

2Y-Treasury Yield Yes 0.030406 Yes 0.593837

GBP Yes 0.005202 Yes 0.702139

MXN Yes 0.04897 Yes 0.793235

RUB Yes 0.000424 Yes 0.903236

Bitcoin Yes 0.016982 Yes 0.333437
Table 25: Granger Causality Results for Lag 5 Against the Different Financial Assets

Separated by Asset Class.
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Granger Causality SentSum PValue Reverse

Okay

Reverse

PValue

Gold Price Yes 0.003813 Yes 0.489212

Oil Price Yes 3.09826E-07 Yes 0.936389

Gold Futures Yes 0.000121234 Yes 0.969781

Oil Futures Yes 8.57092E-08 Yes 0.927111

Wheat Futures Yes 1.3972E-14 Yes 0.608716

Nikkei 225 Yes 0.032658 Yes 0.680651

German 10y Bond Yes 0.000445 Yes 0.826079

FTSE 100 Yes 0.001059 Yes 0.806077

10 Year US Treasury Yes 0.000575 Yes 0.23006

Defense-ETF Yes 0.005718 Yes 0.803637

Metals-ETF Yes 0.039279 Yes 0.977376

10 Year US Futures Yes 0.000117 Yes 0.212961

Bitcoin-Futures Yes 0.010613 Yes 0.727189

EUR Yes 0.000284 Yes 0.984743

GBP Yes 0.000997 Yes 0.943754

MXN Yes 0.000004 Yes 0.857881

RUB Yes 0.000002 Yes 0.98621

Bitcoin Yes 0.004504 Yes 0.214014
Table 26: Granger Causality Results for Lag 10 Against the Different Financial Assets

Separated by Asset Class.

Many studies have looked at the Monthly [105] or the Daily level [55,

104], however I wanted to see if I could find forecasting on an even smaller time

scale. Thus, I redivided the tweet data into the individual hours (for a total of

3,576-hour divisions) and reran the Granger causality tests on a smaller subset

of financial assets exhibited in Table 27 below:
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Granger Causality SentSum Number of

Lags (Up to

24)

PValue Reverse

Okay

Reverse

PValue

EUR Yes 10 0.0196 Yes 0.0578

JPY Yes 12 0.0262 Yes 0.7542

RUB Yes 1 0.0019 Yes 0.3641

GBP Yes 8 0.0362 Yes 0.1647

MXN Yes 12 0.006 Yes 0.2507

EURGBP Yes 5 0.0431 Yes 0.1953

AUD Yes 10 0.018 Yes 0.35

ZAR Yes 12 0.022 Yes 0.3978

BNB Yes 1 0.0111 Yes 0.0822

Metals-ETF Yes 12 0.0443 Yes 0.5334

CSI-300 Yes 8 0.0386 Yes 0.5287

Sensex Yes 5 0.0019 Yes 0.6829

FTSE 100 Yes 4 0.0013 Yes 0.2928

Gold Futures Yes 6 0.0005 Yes 0.2823

Oil Futures Yes 21 0.0179 Yes 0.2311

Table 27: Granger Causality Results for the Hourly Sum of Sentiment Time Series Against
the Different Financial Assets Separated by Asset Class

It should be noted that while the sum of sentiment was shown not to

provide any predictive information for HY_ETF, the IG_ETF, and the Nikkei

225 within the 24 lags (representing at least one full day of data), it did have

outside this limit, at 48 lags, 60 lags, and 30 lags respectively.
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Section 4.6: Discussion

With the initial tweet gathering I found it unsurprising that more than

twice the number of tweets were in the Goldstein Negative category given the

nature of the Ukraine war. However, this shows that not only does the Goldstein

Index find large geopolitical events, but when the sentiment analysis program is

run on the captured tweets, the program returned an accurate sentiment result

as shown by the large decrease in sentiment at the onset of the Ukraine War,

followed by a sustained increase in negative sentiment relative to the before the

War.

While I investigated 39 different financial assets time series, I found that

only 11 assets were Granger causal with the sum of the sentiment from the

Goldstein Index tweets at Lag 1, with the most immediate lag representing

one day of trading. However, as I increased the number of lags, I found that

more assets were Granger causal, i.e., the change in sum of sentiment provided

predictive information for the change in the asset value (14 for Lag 5, a week

of trading, and 19 for Lag 10, roughly two weeks of trading). The explanation

for this, could come from how news can take time to disperse and effect the

market, especially with assets that are “sticky”, meaning that their prices don’t

move very quickly (Hayes, 2021) [218]. As Kleinnijenhuis, et al. [264] describe

“news impact may not be limited to short-term effects, however. Long-term

graphs showed that hope versus fear sentiments in financial news preceded actual

economic developments.” (Kleinnijenhuis, et al, 2013). What this means is that

it may take time for certain financial assets prices to change in response to

big geopolitical events such as the Ukraine War. Thus, as the number of lags

increases, which represents the number of days after the change in the sum of

Goldstein Index sentiment, it might have provided time for the changes in the

finance assets’ price to be realized, and increasing the number of financial assets
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that the Goldstein Index sentiment change is predictive of. For example, the

change in sentiment was Granger causal to Steel Futures at 20 lags, nearly a

month of trading after the change in sentiment. That said, there were some

assets even when the maximum number of lags were used, the Goldstein Index

sentiment never showed any predictive information, such as USD vs CNY Foreign

Exchange Rate, which means that the Goldstein Index sentiment time series

would not have any use in predicting the change in value of the asset.

As for the successful analyses, the findings matched Caldara and Iacoviello

who “document that stock returns experience a short-lived but significant drop in

response to higher geopolitical risk. The stock market response varies substantially

across industries, with the defense sector experiencing positive excess returns,

and with sectors exposed to the broader economy—for instance steelworks and

mining—experiencing negative returns” (Caldara and Iacoviello, 2022, Pg. 3).

This is shown by both the Defense ETF and the “Metals and Mining” ETF time

series having a relationship to the “Goldstein Index” sentiment which is the

proxy for geopolitical risk. Also, I discovered that both Oil Price and 2 Year US

Treasury Bond Yield time series had a relationship with the “Goldstein Index”

which Caldara and Iacoviello stated that their Geopolitical Risk Index had as

well (Caldara and Iacoviello, 2022, Pg. 19). In addition, there was a mix of both

the “risky” and the “safe haven” assets described by Amen appeared (Amen,

2020, Pg. 6). However, the FTSE 100 was only the “risky asset” (Amen, 2020,

Pg. 6), to appear in all three different lag tests. While the US Treasury 10 Year

Yield, was the only “safe haven asset” (Amen, 2020, Pg. 6) to appear in all three

lag tests. For the assets I wanted to investigate, I found that both GBP/USD

and USD/MXN appeared in all three lag tests.

After completing the Daily Analyses, I wanted to see if at a smaller time

interval could I capture predictive information about the financial assets when I
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broke the sum of sentiment of “Goldstein Index” tweets down at the hourly level.

Amen’s Thorfinn Sensitivity Index [55] analyses on the daily level only, same as

Bollen, et al [91], and Caldara and Iacoviello’s GPR Index as well (Caldara and

Iacoviello, 2022, Pg. 1) [105]. Rognone, et al. analyzed their data at 15-minute

intervals (Rognone, et al., 2020, Pg. 3), so I wanted to examine a time frame

below the daily level as well. My finding was, unlike the Daily Granger Causality

analyses, I was able to find that many of the Forex assets, which trade 24 hours a

day, were responding to changes in the sentiment within less than half a day. This

result is in line with Rognone, et al. [367] who found that “Forex comoves and

reacts homogeneously to news” (Pg. 1). And reinforces the findings of Nofsinger

[326] which states that “financial markets adjust to changes in mood faster

than real markets” (Nofsinger, 2005, Pg. 3). This discovery is important as it

shows it is possible that the change in sentiment provides predictive information

about the change in the Forex time series on a smaller time interval than other

geopolitical risk indices and thus could inform different trading options in Forex

markets.

The USD vs RUB exchange rate was important to look at as the Ruble is

the Russian currency. I found that at the Daily Level, a change in the Goldstein

Index sentiment had predictive power to the change in the USD vs RUB after

five lags (roughly a week of trading). However, at the Hourly Level, the Goldstein

Index sentiment change contained predictive information for the USD vs RUB

change within one hour. This difference could potential be explained by the

nature of the conflict and the different time scales. News about the Ukraine War

updated frequently, especially at the onset, thus changes in the Goldstein Index

information were very rapid. As mentioned above, Forex markets tend to move

with news, so the low lag value at the Hourly Level was not surprising. However,

at the Daily Level, the predictive information provided by the Goldstein Index
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could possibly be explained by amalgamation of the data at this level. At the

Daily Level, the smaller changes would be evened out. While the Goldstein Index

might have predictive information at a smaller time interval, at the Daily Level,

the sum of all the smaller changes might eliminate the predictive information.

However, over time at the Daily Level, the overall trends between the USD vs

RUB and the Goldstein Index would become clearer, which would explain how

the Goldstein Index has predictive power at the five and ten lags, but not at the

first lag.

Lastly, there are three minor issues that I should make note off. The first

is that I encountered the same issue as Bollen, et al., [91] who detailed: “we

have no knowledge of the ‘ground truth’ for public mood states nor in fact for

the particular subsample of the population represented by the community of

Twitter.com users. This problem can only be addressed by increased research

into direct assessments of public mood states vs. those derived from online

communities such as Twitter” (Bollen, et al. Pg. 7). This is also related to a lack

of a baseline econometric model for this data without any social media variables.

Without the baseline model, the difference created by adding the change in the

sum of sentiment time series as a variable to predict the change of the financial

asset could not be found. While these issues were outside of the purview of

this case study, as I was only investigating the relationship between them and

not making creating a prediction of how the financial asset would change, I

feel that by including a large lead time (nearly three months) before the start

of the Ukraine War, this mitigates the effect described by Bollen, et al., [91]

as I was able to develop a baseline “ground truth” for Twitter / X sentiment

regarding geopolitical risk. The third issue is with Twitter / X itself. While

Twitter / X’s demographics have slightly balanced out over time, Twitter / X

users are more often younger and male [397]. So, while I am capturing more
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sentiment worldwide, I may only capturing an uneven demographic which could

have potentially skew my results.
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Chapter 5: Case Study 2

Twitter / X and the Multilingual Analysis of Emerging Geopolitical
Topics in Near Real Time

This second case study focuses more on research questions three and four

revolving around identifying emerging geopolitical risk topic through multiple

languages on Twitter / X. Unlike, the first case study, this case study deals with

Twitter / X data not just at the daily level but at the near real time level as

well. This was done to further test the capabilities of the programs, to see if the

sentiment analysis and topic modeling could be done at this level. Specifically

at this case study’s aim was to investigate topic modeling at the both the daily

level and the hourly level with my program. 6 By examining the data at the

hourly level, it would be possible to find the emerging topics quicker than at

a daily level, and we can also find topics that were only relevant within the

day that might get lost if a larger time series was used. I only looked at three

hour intervals, which is short, but I investigated over 40 days (the methodology

expanded further in the chapter), which gave a larger opportunity for exploring

topics generated both within the day and across the entire study period. Finally,

the use of multilingual data in this study allowed me to investigate the topics

generated across regions which allowed for comparison and contrasts between

what geopolitical risk emerged in different parts of the world and which are more

relevant to these regions.

Section 5.1: Introduction

Geopolitics is always significant in our world, however, in the last few

years it has taken greater importance. From COVID-19 to the Ukraine War to
6The programs created and tested by me for this case study was DyAdF.py and

Call1H_TM_DA_MP5.ipynb which can be found at https://github.com/jb370/Automatic-
GR/blob/main/Python/Real_Time_Python_Code/foo9.zip, please see the Read_Me file for
further details.
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the increased tensions between the United States and China, especially with

trade wars and the South China Sea. Developments in geopolitical events can

occur rapidly and force governmental and non-government actors to modify

their responses to them with little notice. Thus, it becomes vital to get as much

lead-time as possible to find emerging geopolitical events to allow for the best

course of action to materialize. However, some geopolitical events might not

always have global implications; an occurrence may impact regional affairs, and

be highly consequential to that area. Thus, is it essential that multiple languages

are used to capture not only the widespread global events, but also the more

local geopolitical events.

While it would be possible to use traditional media sources to track the

emergence of geopolitical events, I decided to use Twitter / X for several reasons

as described in Chapters 1 and 2. Twitter / X has data in multiple languages and

can provide that data in real time, which made it a convenient way of gathering

multilingual data for my study versus having to use multiple different traditional

news media sources. This language diversity not only provided different regions

where I found specific geopolitical events, but also gave a global reach for major

worldwide geopolitical events that if I only used English, I might have missed

those insights.

The rest of this case study breaks down as follows: Section 2 focuses

on key concepts that supported this study, while Section 3 describes related

work that help formed my methodology. Section 4 describes the methodology I

developed for dynamically tracking emerging geopolitical risks. Section 5 details

the results, and Section 6 provides discussion around the findings.
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Section 5.2: Key Concepts

Section 5.2.1: Geopolitical Topic Generation

Initially, I only used terms from the Goldstein Index [201] from Chapter 4.

However, I found through my initial testing, I did not gather enough tweets per

hour for the programs I developed to create coherent topics for topic modeling

in Case Study 2. Therefore, I decided to include more sources to expand my

geopolitical topic gathering potential. Two sources I used were Klement [265]

and Caldara and Iacoviello [105]. Klement wrote a textbook on Geo-economics

where each chapter discusses factors that affect global economics that occur

from different geopolitical events. Caldara and Iacoviello created an index for

tracking and evaluating geopolitical events through looking at different English

news articles for specific keywords. For Klement, I chose the key phrases based

on my readings breaking the different chapters he discusses on geoeconomics

into different topics. As for Caldara and Iacoviello, who focused exclusively on

geopolitical risks, they had a table which broke down the different geopolitical

topics they were searching for and the key phrases they used to search for

them (Caldara and Iacoviello, 2022, Pg. 31). After determining my topics, I also

gathered the most common key phrases from web scraping Wikipedia articles I

could find that related to my topics (Terrorism7, Oil Supply Shock8, US – China

Relations9, Cyberwarfare10, Nuclear Threats11). Combining these methods gave

me a corpus of relevant bigrams for each topic, (the key bigrams themselves can

be found in Table 28 in Appendix A), however, the next step was to translate

these bigrams across the other languages I was investigating.

For the translation process, I opted to use human translation over machine
7Wikipedia contributors, "Terrorism."
8Wikipedia contributors, "1973 Oil Crisis."
9Wikipedia contributors, "China–United States Relations."

10Wikipedia contributors, "Cyberwarfare."
11Wikipedia contributors, "Nuclear Warfare."
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translation, as Kravariti, 2016 [272] describes: “It’s a translator’s job to ensure the

highest accuracy. . . Humans can interpret context and capture the same meaning,

rather than simply translating words. . . Humans can spot pieces of content where

literal translation isn’t possible and find the most suitable alternative” (Kravariti,

2016). While not as fast as machine translation, the increased accuracy and the

flexibility in translation that a human translator provides was vital for my data

gathering needs as getting the correct keywords allows us to collect the most

relevant tweets for my topics. Thus, I employed translators from Gengo.com12 for

French, Portuguese, Arabic, Japanese and Korean, while I had Spanish translated

by private translator13. Unfortunately, the Twitter / X Filter Stream API rules

have limits [420, 421], thus I could only choose a limited number of key bigrams

for each topic when gathering the data. I decided to choose five bigrams each of

the topics, except for the “Goldstein Index” topics which I doubled up the rules

for these topics to ten bigrams each to try and gather more tweets that have a

defined geopolitical focus. This gave me a total of 140 bigrams across the seven

languages I studied.

Section 5.2.2: Google Trends

The second concept I need to discuss for this study is Google Trends [10].

As described by Choi and Varian [126]: “Google Trends provides daily and weekly

reports on the volume of queries” (Choi and Varian, 2009, Pg. 3). Since 2009,

Google has updated Google Trends functionality to include reports on changes in

popularity of the search terms on Google to include reports at the minute level

up to 4 hours before the time on the report generation. The change in popularity

data is also detailed by Choi and Varian: “Google Trends data does not report

the raw level of queries for a given search term. Rather, it reports a query index.

The query index starts with the query share: the total query volume for search
12https://gengo.com/
13See Acknowledgments for Details
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term in a given geographic region divided by the total number of queries in

that region at a point in time. The query share numbers are then normalized

so that they start at 0 in January 1, 2004. Numbers at later dates indicated

the percentage deviation from the query share on January 1, 2004.” (Choi and

Varian, 2009, Pg. 4). Instead of January 1st, 2004, which is as far back as the

Google Trends data goes that Choi and Varian used for their study, I generate

Google Trends reports from February 4th, 2023, to March 23rd, 2023, at the

daily level, and from June 1st, 2023, and June 6th, 2023, for the four-hour time

frame at the minute level around the three – hour window which I collected the

tweets. I chose to use Google Trends to compare with my emerging geopolitical

topic analysis because Rill, et al, [362] showed that Google Trends provides an

effective comparison to their PoliTwi System, which aimed to capturing emerging

German political topic using Twitter / X. As I am studying similar concepts, I

also decided to use Google Trends.

Section 5.3: Related Work

Section 5.3.1: Topic Modeling over Time

As detajled in Chapter 2, while Blei and Lafferty [89] developed dynamic

topic modeling based off the LDA mathematical framework, other studies devel-

oped other methods to track topics over time. In a variation of LDA, Griffiths

and Steyvers [207], replace the EM process of LDA with a Markov Chain Monte

Carlo (MCMC) process known as Gibbs Sampling to obtain the topic and word

probability distributions (Griffiths and Steyvers, 2004, Pg. 2 – 3). In addition,

they also were able to track topics over time in what they called “Hot or Cold

Topics” using Linear Trend Analysis to find the emergence of topics over time

(Griffiths and Steyvers, 2004, Pg. 5 – 6). Wang and McCallum [441] took a

different approach than the other two, they directly incorporate time into to

the LDA algorithm via the Beta distribution. The Beta distribution creates a
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timestamp for each occurrence of a word in a document, thus this addition to the

base LDA model allowed for “a continuous distribution over time associated with

each topic, and topics are responsible for generating both observed timestamps

as well as words” (Wang and McCallum, 2006, Pg. 1). This meant that Wang

and McCallum’s method could focus more specifically on the time of certain

events. More studies built on the basis developed by this research including

Ahmed and Xing’s infinite Dynamic Topic Model [40] which employed a recur-

rent Chinese restaurant franchise process (a clustering algorithm similar to LDA

topic modeling altered for time intervals) to allow the words to vary between

topics dynamically and allow for new topics to emerge and other topics to die

unrestricted by number of topics. Hurtado, et al. [237] extended the research by

trying to forecast which topics will be popular in the near future. While Hida,

et al. [223] combine the dynamic nature of Blei and Lafferty’s Dynamic Topic

Modeling to capture the emergence and changes of topics over time with the

static nature of LDA to better understand how topics relate to one another.

Importantly for this research, I found several studies [76, 138, 140] make use of

the Twitter / X API temporal qualities to analyze topic identification and the

growth of these topics over time. These studies proved that it was possible to

track topics over time with using LDA variations, however, I wanted to explore

if these methods could identify emerging geopolitical events on Twitter / X and

tracking their changes in real time was possible.

Section 5.3.2: Multilingual Topic Modeling Literature Review

Another area that influenced my research was multilingual topic modeling.

This is an important concern in topic modeling as Lind, et al., [290] states

“automated methods of content analysis (such as topic modeling), are usually

applied to text documents in just one language – mostly English” (Lind, et al.,

2019, Pg. 2). Researchers have used various methods to develop topic modeling
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methods that can be applied in a multilingual framework. For example, Boyd-

Graber and Blei [93] developed a topic model for multilingual text called MuTo.

MuTo is based off the LDA algorithm, however instead of just words, MuTo uses

matching pairs of words between the multiple languages to creating matching

topics across languages. Boyd-Graber and Blei showed that MuTo worked well

across similar text in English and German. In an updated study, Yang, et al.

[455] showed that their multilingual topic model which “does not force one-to-

one alignment across languages” which allows for better topic generation for

languages that have small corpora (Yang, et al., 2019, Pg. 1). However, my

research used language as a proxy for location to see what different geopolitical

topics emerged in different regions. Thus, I did not want linkage between topics,

fortunately many studies provided insight for me. Zheng et al [468] used separate

LDA models for Japanese and Chinese to compare topics discussed in different

online blogs. However, two multilingual papers that were incredibly helpful were

Amara, et al. [54] and Sakamoto, et al. [374]. Both papers investigated trends

(COVID-19 for Amara, and the US and Japanese legislatures for Sakamoto)

across multiple languages using different LDA models for each language. They

also tracked these trends over time, showing the topics’ emergence and growth.

Section 5.3.3: Topic Modeling Contribution

I aim to advance research into this space by combining the multilingual

topic modeling methods with the dynamic topic modeling methods and applying

this combination to create a program to analyze geopolitical events found through

the analysis of tweets. My goal is to develop a method that can apply these

concepts on a smaller time frame than have been looked at previously, showing

changes in geopolitics not just at the daily level, but also detailing the emergence

of topics at the hourly level as well. Utilizing a variation of LDA for this aim

will work because, as many other researchers have applied LDA to their research
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with success. Additionally, as Amara states: “The LDA can be used as predictive

model to detect novel trends in the behaviour of the social media users’ topics

or to give a deeper analysis about a specific topic by detailing the document

providing the target topic.” (Amara, 2021, Pg. 6) [54]. Thus, I should find

emerging geopolitical topics and develop geopolitical topics with a program that

combines these methods.

Section 5.4: Methodology

The methodology is broken into four parts: the Data Gathering section, the

Data Cleaning section, the Multilingual Emerging Geopolitical Topic Modeling

section, and finally the Evaluation section.

Section 5.4.1: Data Gathering

Since, I used Twitter / X for the data source, I decided to implement the

Twitter / X API, specifically the Filter Stream API14. This Twitter /X API

allowed me to obtain real-time tweets that contain key phrases in the different

languages I am investigating. I felt confident using this method of data collection

as other studies such as Metzler, et al [305], and Culotta [140] both use key words

in their studies to gather tweets. As described earlier, I used the “Goldstein

Index” topics shown in Appendix A in Table 28 initially. However, I decided

to expand the reach of potential geopolitical events and included topics from

other sources, such as Klement [265], and Caldara and Iacoviello [105]. With

the geopolitical topics in hand, the next step was to translate these bigrams

across the six other languages I was investigating. For the key bigram translation

process, I opted to use human translation over machine translation, as described

in Section 2. I ran the Filter Stream API for an hour, (testing showed that a

time interval under an hour would not produce viable topics), while storing all
14Twitter / X. "Filtered Stream."
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the tweets that come in, into json files, and at the end of that hour, I took the

json files in the storage folder and convert them into a Python data frame and

then begin the data cleaning process.

Section 5.4.2: Data Cleaning

The first step in the data cleaning process was to label the languages of

the tweets. While the Filter Stream API can have a language indicator as one of

its filtering rules, the tweet output itself did not contain a language tag. Thus, it

was important that I created this tag so I can separate out the languages for

analysis later [143]. Once the tweets’ languages are identified, I then split the

data into individual language data frames and then sorted these data frames

chronologically. I then tokenized (i.e., split the tweets’ text into individual words)

the tweets in the language data frames and then removed the language specific

stop words from the tweets, while also including certain stop words that revolved

around URLs and Twitter / X: (["http", "https", "co", "com", "app", "go", "amp",

"RT", "rt"]). Afterwards, I grouped all the remaining words into to bigrams, i.e.,

two term phrases of words that occur next to each other [353], this process

helped identify distinctive word combinations and build the corpus necessary

to implement the LDA algorithm. Once the bigrams are constructed for each

language, I then used lemmatization on the bigrams for English, Spanish, French,

Portuguese, and Japanese [232]. Lemmatization removes the ends of words, to

retain the word root, (for example: “bus” is retained from “buses”), so that these

word roots can be grouped easier to create clearer topics later. However, I do

not include Arabic or Korean in the lemmatization process for different reasons.

For Arabic, lemmatization generally involves removing of the diacritical

marks, which are “short vowel symbols inscribed atop regular letters” that are

apart of written Arabic (Hegazi, et. al, 2021, Pg. 1) [220]. However, “Arabic

abjad or letter can be seen in several words which do not carry a similar meaning,
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so in order to remove that confusion that can even occur to native speakers, we

use diacritical marks in a wide range of texts” (International House Cairo, 2023)

[22]. Thus, I tested to see if removing the diacritical marks would have a large

effect on the comprehension of the topics created. I found that the topics with

diacritical marks did make more sense than those without, thus I decided to skip

the lemmatization process for Arabic.

With Korean, however, I encountered a different problem. Through testing,

I found that many of the out-of-the-box lemmatization programs for Korean

lost much of the context of the tweet since I am working with such short texts.

However, studies such as Lee and Song, 2020 [279], skipped the lemmatization

step in their analysis step of Korean text data, so I felt safe doing the same.

Once the data was cleaned, I continued to the first step of the LDA process

which is creating the corpus and dictionary for each language out of the either

the lemmatization bigrams data for English, Spanish, French, Portuguese, and

Japanese, or the regular bigrams data for Arabic and Korean. With these created,

I could move on to creating the emerging geopolitical topic models.

Section 5.4.3: Multilingual Emerging Geopolitical Topic Modelling

The emerging geopolitical topic modeling analysis program methodology

comes mainly from two sources: Kapadia, 2019 [256], who provided the framework

for building the dynamic selection of the hyperparameters for the LDA algorithm;

and Besaw, 2020, [82] who developed a way to track the growth of topics over

time that interfaced with the rest of the design.

The first part of my process involved the dynamic selection of hyperpa-

rameters for the LDA algorithm. As explained in Chapter 2, the LDA algorithm

operates by first setting hyperparameters, which are parameters values deter-

mined before training the LDA model begins. While these can be picked at
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random, the best results are obtained when these hyperparameters are fine-tuned

for the data analysis. Thus, for each of the seven languages I created hyperpa-

rameter tuning functions to dynamically set alpha, beta, and the number of

topics. To do so, I relied on the concept of coherence. As defined by Roberts,

et al. [364], coherence is “maximized when the most probable words in a given

topic frequently co-occur together” (Roberts, et al., 2013, Pg. 10). This means

that a topic can be considered to have high coherence if the bigrams of the topic

appear together frequently, which also means that the topic is easily interpretable

by a human reader, thus, higher coherence generally relates to better quality

topics (Roberts, et al., 2013, Pg. 10). This means that finding the combination

of hyperparameters that maximizes coherence was an important part of the LDA

topic modeling process. To do so, I follow the procedure outlined by Kapadia,

2019 [256], who developed a method to loop through each combination of a set list

for each hyperparameter (alpha, beta, and the number of topics) and record the

coherence value from each pass of the LDA model with those hyperparameters in

a data frame. I added to this by automatically finding the maximum coherence

from the output data frame and imputing the hyperparameters that correspond

to this value into my main LDA modeling function within my algorithm.

With the hyperparameters tuned, I could move on to implementing the

main LDA model. I plugged in the hyperparameters, and I obtained the LDA

model with the topics with the highest coherence. However, these topics did not

describe how they changed over time or if any emerged, so I needed to manipulate

the topic modeling results to work as a time series. First, I needed the topic

proportions of each tweet for each topic, this is the proportion of words in a

tweet that belong to a certain topic, also known as the weight (i.e., how much

each topic holds weight in a document). Once I had each of topic proportions for

each document (in my case, a tweet), I created a time series by breaking the sum
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of the individual topic proportions by hour. I divided that value by the count of

tweets in each hour which gave the average topic weight by hour. This average

topic weight allowed me to track the changes in the topic by hours and evaluate

if certain topics are emerging or losing relevance [82, 445]. Finally, I used the

first five topic words to label each of the topics. However, for all non-English

languages, I used Google Translate [321] to translate the topic words to English

before labeling the topic trends over time for easier comparison between the

languages. The labels gave a better understanding of the trends which I visualized

to track the emergence of topics. Lastly, this process was repeated every hour,

where more data is gathered and reprocessed with the previous data collected to

see how the topics have changed from the previous hour. This was done during

each hour of the three-hour capture period. A diagram of the work process for

the topic modeling program procedure is shown in Figure 6 in Appendix C. In

Figures 7 – 9, below, I provide an example visualization of the process, these are

the topics for English from June 6th, 2023, starting 2pm GMT (14:00):
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Figure 7: This is the first hour of data for the English topics for June 6th, 2023, starting at
2pm GMT (14:00). On this day, there was major news out of Ukraine with the destruction of
the Nova Kakhovka Dam15. However, US also placed sanctions on Iran and China over Iran’s
hypersonic missile program16. The solid black line is the median value for the average weights
of the topic proportions across the entire time period. Trends under this line are less relevant
that the ones above it. Trends that cross it show an increase in relevance over time and could

be considered emerging topics.

15Lakezina, Viktoriia. "War Zone Villagers Flee after Massive Ukraine Dam Destroyed."
16Psaledakis, Daphne. "Us Slaps Sanctions on Iranian, Chinese Targets over Tehran's Missile,

Military Programs."
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Figure 8: This is the second hour of data topics now added to the first hour, showing the
changes in topics over the time, as the figure shows, the Nova Kakhovka Dam story is starting

to fall in relevance, while the China and Iran sanction starts emerging more.

Figure 9: This is the third hour of data topics now added to the previous hours, the Nova
Kakhovka Dam is still relevant but decreasing, while Iran and China have split into separate,
but still relevant topics with the China topic leveling off, but the Iran topic is still growing.
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For this case study at the daily level, I looked at the period from February

4th, 2023, to March 23rd, 2023. I took the final hour of data topics, like Figure

9, and got the count of number of topics that appeared for their labels. For

example, in Figure 9, I would say that there were three topics related to the

Dam, one for China, one for Iran, and one for India. This gave me a time series

trend that I could evaluate using Google Trends described below.

Section 5.4.4: Evaluation and Validation

For both the Daily and the Hourly emerging geopolitical topics data trend,

I follow the lead of Rill, et al, 2014 who evaluated German political topics on

Twitter / X against Google Trends [10, 362]. I also wanted to see if my emerging

geopolitical topics methods could also outperform Google Trends. For the hourly

analysis, I collected the minute level data for Google Trends around a four-hour

period during the Twitter / X model analysis time frame. I compared the Google

Trends data to the trend lines generated through the Twitter / X topics change

over time. This allows for me to evaluate if a topic found in the tweets emerged

in the Google Trends first or through the Twitter / X topic models. For the daily

level analysis, I used daily Google Trends data over the entire study period from

February 4th, 2023, to March 23rd,2023 and compared that to the number of

topics generated for the day, (in this case would be the topics that still exist at

the end of the model analysis time frame). This creates a trend in count over

time for the Twitter / X topics which can be compared to the Google Trends for

the same topic which allows for an evaluation about the emergence and relevance

for each topic to see which method captures the topic first.

For the validation of the emerging topic models, after the completion

of the analysis run, I would take the topic words generated and search them

to see if there was any events that took place during the analysis time frame

that would correspond to the emerging topics for each language. In the Results
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section and in Appendices G, H, and I, I have cited articles that I found related

to the topics that were generated.

Section 5.5: Results

For the analyses, I obtained the Hourly Topic Results across two days:

June 1st, 2023, and June 6th, 2023. As for the daily level, I looked at the

period from February 4th, 2023, to March 23rd, 2023. I obtained many emerging

geopolitical topics across my seven study languages, however, for the sake of

clarity in the main body of this study, I only included one example that best

exemplified each type of analyses. However, the remaining hourly results are in

Appendix G, and the remaining daily results are in Appendix H. Additionally,

further examples can be found in Appendix I.

Section 5.5.1: Hourly

Figure 26 below is the English Topics generated and tracked at the final

hour of the three-hour time frame on June 1st, 2023, the time is set at GMT,

as that is the time zone that Twitter / X uses when it records when a tweet is

created at. As the chart shows, seven topics were monitored, while many topics

were losing relevance during this period, as you can see the green colored topic

of “Iran”, appears to emerge at around Hour 19. This emergence was related to

the announcement of the U.S Department of State17 announcing sanctions on

Iranian operatives engaged in external plots, i.e., operations such as assassination

attempts that took place outside of Iran. The NCRI18 reported on these new

sanctions at 20:30 GMT, which is just after the “Iran” topic emerged.
17Antony J. Blinken, Secretary of State. "Sanctioning Operatives Involved in Iranian External

Plots."
18Shahrokhi, Sedighe. "Iran News in Brief – June 1, 2023."
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Figure 26: The English Topics that appeared and were tracked over time for June 1st, 2023

However, as Figure 27 below shows, while Iran was always a highly

searched topic, the maximum searches for this four-hour time window only

spiked after 22:00, which is nearly three hours after “Iran” as a topic emerged

on Twitter / X. As the hourly Google Trends data can be rather noisy with

potentially variations between minutes, I added a polynomial trendline in orange

to provide more context to the changes in search trends over time.
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Figure 27: Google Trends tracking of “Iran” from 18:24 – 22:15 on June 1st, 2023

In Appendix G, I also show another “Iran” topic that emerged in French

tweets on June 6th, 2023, and a topic on French President “Macron” that emerged

in Japanese tweets also on June 6th, 2023.

Section 5.5.2: Daily

In contrast to the hourly analysis, I was able to compare the daily trends

for both Twitter / X and Google on the same chart. However, as with the hourly

analysis, I will only display the results from one geopolitical topic for English,

but it is also a topic that emerged across all seven languages. The results of the

other languages of this topic for the daily analysis are in Appendix H.

During the research period from February 4th, 2023, to March 23rd, 2023,

North Korea launched multiple intercontinental ballistic missiles19. The first

launch took place on February 18th, while two more missiles were launched
19Seo, Yoonjung; Brad Lendon; Junko Ogura. "North Korea Says It Tested Icbm in Surprise

Drill."
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on February 20th, landing near the waters of Japan20. Later, on March 9th,

and March 19th, North Korea launched more missiles in response to US and

South Korea joint military exercises21,22. These missile launches caused a large

geopolitical firestorm and were also the perfect test case for my Twitter / X

multilingual emerging topics. Figure 28 presents how the “North Korea” topic

emerged in English during my study period, and how it compares to the reaction

time of Google Trends at the daily level.

North Korea emerged as a topic on Twitter / X corresponding to four of

the missiles launches by North Korea. While this is not every missile launch from

North Korea during this time period (the total count is ten [148]), these emerging

Twitter / X topics corresponded to missile launches than Google Trends two

peaks representing increased search interest on February 20th, and March 21st.

Additionally, the Twitter / X topics emerged before the Google topics shown by

the first and the third spike in the Twitter / X data, appearing almost two days

before the increase in Google Trends.
20Choi, Soo-Hyang; Hyonhee Shin. "North Korea Fires Two More Missiles into Its Pacific

'Firing Range'."
21Yim, Hyunsu "North Korea Fires Ballistic Missile as U.S.-South Korean Drills Go On."
22Johnson, Jeese. "North Korea Fires Short-Range Missile Ahead of U.S.-South Korea

Military Exercises."
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Figure 28: This is the comparison between the Twitter / X emerging geopolitical topics data
for English and Google Trends search data for North Korea. In the legend the Google Trends
label is the criteria used to gather the Google Trends data. The Twitter / X legend label is the

topic label used for the emerging topic on Twitter / X

Lastly, I have the results from the daily analysis of all topics generated

and their respective counts, shown in the Tables in Appendix J. English had

41 unique topics, Spanish had 46 topics, French had 42 topics, Portuguese had

42 topics, Arabic had 52 topics, Japanese had 12 topics, and Korean had 19

topics. Many countries use English and French as a lingua franca, thus there is

an increase diversity from different parts of the world in the topics that emerged

from during the study period. However, Spanish, Portuguese, and Arabic, had

many topics that focused on regional issues. Japanese and Korean had less

diversity in topics, but an increase on “Crude Oil” and “Nuclear Weapons”.

Section 5.6: Discussion

These results are in line with Rill, et. al, 2014 [362] who found “that new

topics appearing in Twitter / X can be detected right after their occurrence.

Moreover, we have compared my results to Google Trends. We observed that the
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topics emerged earlier in Twitter / X than in Google Trends.” (Rill, et. al, 2014,

Pg. 1). I also matched the results from Lee, et. al, 2017 [282], who showed that

using Twitter / X produced more accurate and earlier results for influenza spread

that Google Flu Trends. While I shared similar findings on the daily level for

Rill, et al., I also went to a smaller time interval and showed that the Twitter /

X emerging topics program can outperform Google Trends in capturing emerging

topics at the hourly level. Additionally, I found that topics that emerged before

the analysis’s time frame started, would also appear in the analysis, such as

the Nova Kakhovka Dam destruction on June 6th, 202323. The explosion at the

Dam occurred before the three – hour interval for that day, but I was able to

show that topic was still popular on Twitter / X, as shown by Figure 29. This

was also reflected Google Trends data where the search term remained high

throughout the capture period as seen in Figure 30. There are a few potential

reasons for this difference in response time to geopolitical events between Twitter

/ X and Google Trends. As described by Martin [300] in 2023: “Twitter is the

most popular social platform for news and current events. Twitter’s appeal has

always been its short-form, real-time nature and that’s still true today with

61.2% of people saying Twitter is where they go to stay up to date with news

and events” (Martin, 2023). As I was tracking emerging geopolitical events, it’s

possible that people might first hear about the event on Twitter / X and since

Twitter / X’s micro-blogging nature doesn’t provide a wealth of information,

people might go to Google afterwards to find out more about the event. This

would lead to my Twitter / X topic modeling program to outperform Google

Trends as the information would get out on Twitter / X first, while Google

Trends only captures search volume, which would only spike after people found

out about the geopolitical event and started searching for more information.
23Faulconbridge, Guy. "Nova Kakhovka Dam Breach: What Do We Know So Far?"
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Figure 29: These are the English topics for June 6th, 2023, from 14:00 to 17:00 GMT, the
Kakhovka Dam topic is represented by the Orange-Peach line. This line is far above the black

median average weight line showing that it still a very relevant topic.

Figure 30: This is the Google Trend results for “Kakhovka” on June 6th, 2023. The Google
search results stay high, with the ratio remaining above 60 for the entire time frame,

indicating increased interest in the geopolitical event
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I was able to capture many geopolitical topics, but it was not an exhaustive

list of geopolitical events. This is seen by the North Korea topics in the different

languages had varying numbers of topics emerge. Additionally, the emerging

geopolitical trends doesn’t always capture the trend before Google Trends. For

example, when Russia withdrew from the START treaty the Portuguese emerging

geopolitical topics found it, but at the same day as Google Trends shown in

Figure 31. That said, just because my Twitter / X topic modeling program can

find topics faster than Google Trends does not mean that speed is the only

measure of success. While it is important to have speed, Google Trends provides

valuable information about the relevance of a topic that might be searched for

more people over time as the information disburses, when compared to a social

media like Twitter / X whose trending topics and hashtags last for around 11

minutes on average [317]. However, since I can capture some topics before they

appear on Google Trends, this makes using topic modeling with Twitter / X to

capture emerging geopolitical events a valuable source of information.
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Figure 31: This is the Portuguese topic for Russia withdrawing from the START nuclear
arms treaty with the U.S., as the chart shows, the Google trends spikes at the same time as

the Twitter / X emerging topics

As Fukuhara, et al., [181] found “In the context of a cross-lingual concern

analysis, finding common concerns across languages, and finding unique concerns

in a specific language are important. . . For unique (domestic or monolingual)

concerns, cultural events in each country, and domestic problems in a country

might be included.” (Fukuhara, et al, 2005, Pg. 3). Many geopolitical topics in

the daily analysis appeared across all languages as “common concerns” such as

the Ukraine War or North Korea. English, French, Spanish, and Portuguese had

the Ukraine War as their most generated topic during the study period. This

is not surprising that Ukraine remains one of the most impactful geopolitical

events of the 21st century. However, other topics emerged in languages that

were more regional. For example, with the English topics, “South China Sea”

had the second most topics appear for English during the study period. This

reflects anxiety in English speaking countries about how the South China Sea
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might become a potential geopolitical flashpoint in the near future as tension

between China and U.S remain in flux24. Arabic had a wide variety of topics

mainly focused on relationships between Arabic speaking countries and other

major powers that are involved in the area. As the Arabic speaking region has

been in geopolitical turmoil for decades and with many countries influencing

outcomes within the region, the diversity in topics is also not surprising given

how much geopolitics matters here. Crude oil was a major topic for both Korean

and Japanese as this topic plays a major role in these regions. Japan imports

nearly 97% of its oil25 from the Middle East and South Korea imports nearly all

its crude oil and natural gas26. Thus, it is understandable that most geopolitical

based tweets would be focused on crude oil, a necessary commodity for a nation.

I also encountered a few notable data errors during these analyses. For

example, with Korean, Jae, “재”, which means re (as in a reply to a tweet), and

yuga, “유가”, which means oil price, occur frequently in the analysis. This was

combined as jaeyuga, “재유가” which often appeared in the topics and should

translate to “re: oil price”. However, this does not happen as Google Translate

leaves it as “jaeyuga”, which is an error. I do not view this as not a major issue as

I can interpret “jaeyuga” as a topic involving oil, but it is noteworthy as it shows

that while Google Translate is very useful in these analyses, it can be inaccurate

for some languages. One study showed that Google Translate had an 82.5%

accuracy for Korean [407], which shows room for improvement. Another error

comes from Japanese, with the terms “Prius” and “missile” that would co-occur

in many Japanese topics, which was confusing. I found on Twitter / X that in

Japan, the term “Prius missile” is a slang term used to describe lead-footed

drivers that accidentally drive their cars into buildings while speeding as shown
24Hass, Ryan. "How Biden Could “Thaw” Us Relations with China.".
25"Total of 96.6% of Japan’s March Imports of Oil Came from Arab Countries, Led by Saudi

Crude."
26"South Korea: 2021 Primary Energy Data in Quadrillion Btu."
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in Figure 32 [370, 471]. This error I also deemed not too detrimental as Rill, et

al. explains: “with. . . search terms, some tweets without a political context have

been collected. This occurs, whenever a term is used with polysemous meanings.”

(Rill, et al., 2014, Pg. 5). Rill, et al., did not consider this a major issue, and

neither did I, as it did not affect the analysis greatly.

Figure 32: Tweet by Gesu_audio [471] about the Japanese Prius missile that cause the data
collection error

Overall, this Twitter / X Emerging Geopolitical Topics program provides

new insights into the growth of geopolitical events over time; however, I was not

able to capture all geopolitical events for a region. This limitation comes from the

capping the maximum number of topics that could be generated in the program.

I did this because I was optimizing for speed of the dynamic hyperparameter

selection process. I was aiming to make sure it would complete within an hour for
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the analysis’s runs. However, I believe that more topics could potentially allow

for a greater number of geopolitical events to be captured with the program.
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Chapter 6: Case Study 3

Real-Time Multilingual Sentiment Analysis of Geopolitical Risk

This last case study is a combination of the first two case studies, where

I investigate the real time changes in geopolitical risk sentiment across multiple

languages using Twitter / X data in real time. This was a combination of all five

research questions to get at the heart of my thesis to see if I could automatically

analyze geopolitical risk. I chose to analyze this data in three hour intervals

similar to the second case study because I would gather enough data per interval

to run effective statistical analyses. However, I also collected roughly 40 days of

data to make sure that any trend between the geopolitical risk index and the

financial asset I compared would have a large enough sample size for me to say

whether or not that trend was significant, and therefore could be generalized.

This data was collected and analyzed in near real time through two programs. 27

Section 6.1: Introduction

In recent years, geopolitics has become increasingly relevant with many

high-profile events, such as the Ukraine War, the Syrian Civil War, the Ethiopian

Civil War, increased tension between the US and China, and COVID-19, have

caused major disruptions in global financial markets. Parallel to the growing

geopolitical risk, social media has spread around the world. Twitter / X is one of

the most popular social media websites with more than 285 million visits a month,

with users sending out 9,596 tweets a second (Branka, truelist.co) [95]. This is a

vast amount of text data generated with users discussing everything, including

geopolitics. While studies into geopolitical used traditional news sources [105,
27The programs created and tested by me for this case study was Function_Filter_Test2.py

and Twitter_API_JSON_File-MP5.ipynb which can be found at https://github.com/jb3
70/Automatic-GR/blob/main/Python/Real_Time_Python_Code/foo9.zip, please see the
Read_Me file for further details.
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338], I chose to use Twitter / X exclusively because it has been shown that

Twitter / X is generally quicker than traditional news media [362]. In addition

to this speed, I chose to implement sentiment analysis on this incoming tweet

data to build an index to measure changes in geopolitical risk. As Kolasani and

Assaf [269] describe “it is important to utilize social media data because events

expressed through social media can significantly affect stock prices and trends

due to the belief that prices change because of human behavior which can be

reflected by social media” (Kolasani and Assaf, 2020, Pg. 2). Thus, I aim to use

the geopolitical risk index developed from real time tweets to see if I can find

any correlation between the change in geopolitical risk and the change in various

financial markets.

However, as geopolitical events affect people worldwide, I aim to expand

the research to cover multiple languages. Piskorski [338] puts the reasoning for

this best by “extracting information on the same event from news in different

languages potentially provides the opportunity to improve the overall coverage

via deploying cross-lingual information fusion techniques” (Piskorski, et al., 2010,

Pg. 4). Simply put, just investigating the sentiment for one language, such as

English, to build my geopolitical risk index could lead to missing out on sentiment

from non-English speakers, who might view the event quite differently. Thus, for

this case study, I viewed it as imperative to make use of multilingual text real

time tweets to build my geopolitical risk index.

The rest of this case study is as follows: in Section 2, I present a key

concepts I incorporated and the related work to these concepts in Section 3. The

methodology of my program which is outlined in Section 4. Section 5 details the

results of the geopolitical risk index creation and the comparison between the

geopolitical risk index and the various financial assets I investigated. Section 6

discusses these results.
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Section 6.2: Key Concepts

Section 6.2.2: Real Time Analysis

The first concept is data analysis in real-time or near real-time specifically

with Twitter / X. Research in this area is extensive with Concone, et al., [130]

having developed “a system for real-time malware alerting using a set of tweets

captured through the Twitter API’s, and analyzed by means of a Bayes Naïve

classifier” (Concone, et al., 2017, Pg. 1). By applying keywords representing

malware terms to the streaming Twitter / X API, they can gather relevant tweets

by labeling them with their Naïve Bayes classifier to check if there is an increase

in malware related tweets in real time. Selvan and Moh [384] focused on creating

a framework for large data real-time sentiment analysis by implementing Apache

Hadoop and a sentiment lexicon to label tweets coming from the streaming

Twitter / X API. They obtained 84% accuracy with their method which is quite

high (Selvan and Moh, 2015, Pg. 1). Additionally, Prakruthi, et al., [344] used

the Twitter / X API to gather tweets in real time and a sentiment lexicon to

obtain a breakdown of tweet sentiment into positive, negative, or neutral. The

use of the Twitter / X API and keywords in these studies was fundamental to

the data gathering described in detail in the methodology section.

Section 6.2.3: Multilingual Analysis

The second concept that helped craft the study was multilingual analysis.

Various studies applied different methods to handle multilingual data. For

example, Agarwal, et al., [38] translated their multilingual tweet data into

English and then applied sentiment analysis to those English-translated tweets.

However, as shown in the Sentiment Analysis Chapter, this translation process

can lose significant context, especially with short text, which can decrease the

accuracy of the sentiment analysis. Two other studies did not translate their
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study languages however, such as Piskorski, et al., [338], who used various news

sources to track events happening on the European border, as they describe:

“since a significant fraction of relevant events are only reported in non-English,

local news, with Italian, Spanish, Greek, French, Turkish, Russian, Portuguese,

and Arabic being the most important ones at the moment” (Piskorski, et al.,

2010, Pg. 2). The other study, Karageorgou, et al., [257] provided a basis for

my multilingual sentiment analysis. In addition to using Twitter / X for their

research, they also implemented different sentiment analysis methods for each

of the three languages they were investigating (English, French, and Greek).

Yet, instead of looking at data at the daily level or below as I aim to, they

aggregated their data up to the monthly level to show the change in sentiment

around various events (COVID-19 for Greek, the US 2020 Presidential election

for English, and the Champions League Final for French).

Section 6.3: Related Work

Several studies have tackled the issues of sentiment analysis of tweets, the

analysis of Twitter / X data in real-time, and multilingual sentiment analysis.

Two studies used Twitter / X data in a similar way as I aim to do, i.e. using

tweet sentiment to compare with changes in the stock market, were Kolasani and

Assaf [269] and Chen and Lazer [120]. In Kolasani and Assaf [269], they collected

a full year of tweet data related with the keywords “stock market” and “AAPL”

(which is the Apple Inc name on the US stock market) (Kolasani and Assaf,

2020, Pg. 4). After collecting this tweet data, they applied sentiment analysis to

create a time series data set at the daily level to predict the movement of the

stock market and Apple Inc stock price with various machine learning algorithms.

They found that “from the results of our work, it is seen that tweets do play a

role in the prediction of stock market movement” (Kolasani and Assaf, 2020,

Pg. 10). Chen and Lazer [120] applied a sentiment lexicon on their Twitter /
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X data “to determine the probability of ‘happy’ and ‘sad’ for the entire tweet.

These were then averaged per day to obtain a daily sentiment value.” (Chen

and Lazer, 2011, Pg. 1). They implemented this daily sentiment value into a

regression analysis on stock market movement and found “a correlation between

Twitter sentiment data and stock market movement” (Chen and Lazer, 2011,

Pg. 5). These results matched what I had found in the first case study, but I

wanted to investigate this correlation on a smaller time scale, as close to real

time as possible.

In terms of geopolitics, two studies were foundational to the development

of this real time research. Caldara and Iacoviello [105] created geopolitical risk

indices based off various print news media which they used in vector autoregres-

sions to show how various markets and commodities were affected by changing

geopolitical risk at the daily and monthly levels. Amen [55] used “30,000 daily

feeds. . . including 1800 US think tanks, international peers for event risk, and

thousands of academic & government publications” focused on geopolitics (Amen,

2020, Pg. 2). Amen took this text data and processed it with machine learning

methods to create metrics of changes in different geopolitical risk. These metrics

are combined into one geopolitical risk index and used to view how the change

in geopolitical risks could affect the change in various financial assets across the

world. Not only is the evaluation of geopolitical risk of academic interest, but

several commercial entities have also produced methods for studying geopolitical

risk. BlackRock [9], Dow Jones [6], and GDELT [7] have created various indices

to track changes in geopolitical events and how they will affect their clients.

Section 6.4: Methodology

While this Case Study also investigates geopolitical risk with sentiment

analysis, there are significant differences in methodology between a historical

study as in the first case study in Chapter 5, and the real time analysis program
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presented here. There are three distinct parts to the methodology: the real

time data gathering, the sentiment analysis of the multilingual data, and the

comparison between the change in geopolitical risk sentiment and financial

markets and assets.

Section 6.4.1: Real Time Data Gathering

Focusing my interest on financial assets and markets from around the

world, I decided to run the analysis at random three-hour intervals to make sure

that I would capture data from when all markets were open to see how change

in sentiment could affect them. Additionally, as Vicinitas [1] shows, different

languages have different hours of peak usage on Twitter / X (Vicinitas.com).

Thus, by varying the collection time, I obtained results that contain these different

peak time frames. However, I wanted to make sure that I was getting a random

start time for each day, so before I began the data collection process, I created a

random number generator from 0 to 23 for 30 days for my first month of data.

Later, I determined that I needed more data for specific regions (such as the

U.S Markets and the International Indices), and I forewent this randomization

process and chose a time that would allow the most Twitter / X data collection

possible where the markets were open and overlapped with each other.

As with Case Study 2, I used the Filter Stream Twitter / X API [421]

to collect my data using the same key geopolitical bigrams I developed from

Goldstein [201], Caldara and Iacoviello [105], and Klement [265] (see Table 28 in

Appendix A). The translated bigrams allowed for the capture of data in Spanish,

French, Portuguese, Arabic, Japanese, and Korean, in addition to English. It is

important to note that this is the same data that was collected in Case Study 2

from February 4th, 2023, to March 23rd, 2023, as my programs were designed to

handle the real time multilingual sentiment analysis and topic modeling at the

same time. However, there are two differences in how I used this tweet data for
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sentiment analysis. The first difference is how I used the data gathered. In the

Case Study 2, I collected all the data in the storage location at an hourly interval.

However, the real time sentiment analysis program needed a significantly smaller

time frame. Thus, I created a new JSON storage file from every 100 tweets

captured within that time frame. My multilingual sentiment analysis program

took in the most recent JSON file in the storage location and ran every minute.

Depending on the time frame or if there was a major geopolitical event, the

same JSON file can be processed multiple times, however, this isn’t a major

issue as duplicates are removed in the final time sentiment series. Second, the

Filter Stream API allows for tagging of tweets, thus I was able to tag the tweets

that come in with their topic labels, which was crucial for the analysis when I

combined the sentiment across the seven languages.

However, I should mention that while I use the term "real-time", the data

processing I use for this case study is actually batch processing on a small scale.

The 100 tweet file batch processing was chosen for multiple reasons. First, the

100 tweet batches allowed me to build more stable trends in changes in sentiment

across the different geopolitical topics. If I were to process the each tweet in

true real time, I would only get a positive or negative value in one topic. Thus

having 100 tweets allows for larger sentiment scores to be captured per topic.

Additionally, the 100 tweet batch allows for better understanding of geopolitical

topics as they happen. For example, if North Korea launched a missile during the

testing interval, I would see the shift in the count of the tweets toward "Nuclear

War" from other geopolitical topics. While real time processing would be able to

show this as well, the batch processing makes it more clear. Finally, the batch

processing was necessary to create sentiment trends per topic that were able

to compare to the trends in the changes of the prices of the financial assets I

tested. The financial asset price data was at the minute level, thus constructing
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a similar trend that was also at the minute level was necessary. A batch of 100

tweets were processed at 67.4 seconds, thus making the batch method a more

attractive method.

Section 6.4.2: Sentiment Analysis of Multilingual Tweets

The first step in the analysis is to generate an additional label for language

for each tweet in the most recent JSON file. Thus, I used the Python package

langdetect [143] which created that label and allowed for the break down of the

JSON into separate language data frames for processing. With these separate

language data frames, I then processed each language with a variety of methods.

As described by Selven and Moh, “At present, there is no algorithm that can

provide a hundred percent accurate results for sentiment analysis.” (Selven and

Moh, 2015, Pg. 1). However, I followed the guidelines from Karageorgou, et al.,

who said that for their multilingual sentiment analysis models they “ultimately

adopted [sentiment analysis]-model we select is the classifier that presents high

accuracy and as short a training phase as possible.” (Karageorgou, et al., 2020,

Pg. 7). Thus, I chose methods that presented the highest accuracy and speed

trade off, as I wanted high accuracy but in addition low processing speed as I

was dealing with real time data. I found this with the VADER sentiment lexicon

developed by Hutto and Gilbert [238] which had high accuracy and speed for

English tweets. For Arabic, I relied on CamelBERT developed Inoue et al [240],

based on the BERT system [155] which has high accuracy and speed for English

Natural Language Processing. Inoue, et al.’s CamelBERT is based on the BERT

model, and focuses on Arabic Natural Language Processing problems such as

sentiment analysis. However, for Spanish, French, Portuguese, Japanese, and

Korean, I was not able to locate a comparable pre-trained system or lexicon that

had both high accuracy and high speed for sentiment analysis. Thus, I created

my own Recurrent Neural Networks (“RNN”) based on Géron’s architecture
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[194], who showed that RNNs provided both high speed and high accuracy for

sentiment analysis. Once I had applied the different sentiment analysis techniques

across the seven languages, I recombined the data frames into one. With this

new data frame, I manipulated the data to get the count of tweets in each topic

and the sum of the sentiment for each topic for this data frame. I then exported

the count of tweets for each topic and the sum of the sentiment of the tweets

for each topic into separate csv files (with the JSON file name and the time of

the analysis as additional data variable tags for the data). I then re-imported

these new csv files so I could automatically calculate the change in count and

the change in sentiment comparing the most recent entry to the previous JSON

entry. Lastly, I stored this change in two new additional csv files. This gave the

base metrics (sentiment of tweets for each JSON file and change in sentiment for

topic between files) for my geopolitical risk index.

Section 6.4.3: Comparison Between the Change in Geopolitical Risk

Sentiment and Financial Markets

Once I had the sentiment and change in sentiment for each iteration of

my algorithm, I shifted to obtaining the values of the different financial markets

that are open during the 3-hour time window I was analyzing for that day.

These are US Markets (S&P 500, MSCI, VIX, 2-Year US Treasury Bond Yields,

10-Year US Treasury Bond Yields, Defense ETF, Metals ETF), International

Markets (FTSE 100 – UK, CSI 300 – China, Nikkei 225 – Japan, S&P Sensex –

Indian), Foreign Exchange (“Forex”) Markets (EUR-USD, USD-JPY, GBP-USD,

USD-MXN, EUR-GBP), Commodities (Gold Spot Price, Crude Oil Spot Price,

Gold Price Futures, Crude Oil Futures), Cryptocurrencies (Bitcoin, Ethereum,

Chain Link, Algorand, Ripple). I also include, in Appendix K, a breakdown of

what assets were active in six-hour intervals.

As mentioned earlier, since I am investigating the niche area of geopolitics,
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outside of major geopolitical events, sometimes I do not capture 100 tweets

within the minute that between the algorithm iteration time. This creates

duplicate values in my csv outputs. Through testing, I found that removing

these duplicates was beneficial for the analysis, thus I removed them. Afterwards,

I created three groups of topics in each of the four csv files: “All” which is

all topics; “Goldstein”, which are just tweets that were labeled either as the

Goldstein Positive topic or Goldstein Negative topic, (I did this to provide

a comparison to the first case study); and “Topic” which was all remaining

non-Goldstein topics. I then compared the values of the relevant finance markets

to the sum of the sentiment for each of the three topic groups based on the

time stamps for both the financial data and the topic sentiment time series

for the three-hour analysis window. With both sets of time series (financial

markets and sentiment of topic), I ran correlation analysis and Granger causality

analysis on all the different combination of topic groups and financial data to

see if I obtained any relationship between them. I repeated this process for my

study period to make sure that all financial markets had enough appearances

in the 3-hour time window so I could calculate an average value of each of the

correlation and Granger causality results.

Section 6.5: Results

I present the results from this case study of the sentiment analysis of

geopolitical risk from Twitter / X at the real time / minute level from February

4th, 2023, to March 23rd, 2023, at three-hour intervals. I captured 345,759 tweets

during this period that contained my key geopolitical bigrams. Each batch

of 100 tweets was on average 35 KB. Processing time between batches was

67.4 seconds, however, I added a 30 second delay between batches to limit

the number of duplicate files generated so the true processing time is roughly

37.4 seconds. On average 7,516 tweets collected per session, which is roughly
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2.63 MB. Additionally, I was able to show why investigating geopolitical risk

with a multilingual framework is important, as more than 50% of the tweets

I collected were non-English. These findings support Karageorgou, et al., who

stated: “Carrying out [sentiment analysis] in only one language increases the

risk of missing essential information authored elsewhere.” (Karageorgou, et al.,

2020, Pg. 2). I also saw that different languages peaked at different capture time

periods, as Vicinitas showed. The count of Japanese tweets was highest between

6pm and 6am US EST, while Portuguese was highest from 6am to 12pm US

EST, and English was the highest between 12pm to 6pm US EST. The full

results from the count of tweets are displayed in Table 36:

Time(US

EST)

Quarter English Spanish French Portuguese Arabic Japanese Korean Num-

Tweets

12am-6am 1 41,047 14,919 3,398 1,971 1,581 18,301 3,626 84,843

6am-12pm 2 37,743 15,291 2,893 6,631 2,385 10,120 2,936 77,999

12pm-6pm 3 62,226 26,645 5,454 3,543 2,917 10,057 2,297 113,139

6pm-12am 4 30,948 14,571 1,475 1,505 750 18,055 2,474 69,778

Total 171,964 71,426 13,220 13,650 7,633 56,533 11,333 345,759

Percentage 49.7% 20.7% 3.8% 3.9% 2.2% 16.4% 3.3% 100%
Table 36: This table shows the count of tweets I collected across the various languages I used
in this study. I collected the most tweets for English, Spanish, and Japanese, and the least in

Arabic and Korean

Additionally, using sentiment analysis across multiple languages I was

able to get a picture of how the world was responding to geopolitical events.

Figure 33 below displays the changes in the average sentiment for each day for

the geopolitical risk topic groupings on Twitter / X.
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Figure 33: This chart shows the change in the average sentiment for the geopolitical risk
groupings on Twitter / X, with the blue line is “All”, the orange line is “Goldstein”, and the

silver line is “Topics”.

As the above shows, the average sentiment was largely negative across all

three grouping, which is in line with what both Schöne, et al. [380] and Acerbi,

et al. [35] found that negativity spreads more on social media, especially Twitter

/ X, than positive news. Thus, I was unsurprised that average daily sentiment

reached above zero only once with the “Topic” grouping on March 21st, 2023.

The comparison between my geopolitical risk sentiment index treads from

Twitter / X and various financial markets and assets is explored below in Table

37. I chose assets that other studies (Caldara and Iacoviello [105] and Amen [55])

had investigated as well. In addition, I found a few of markets that I thought

studying would potentially provide insights. Table 37 compares the average

correlation of each day between the sentiment trends for each file for each topic

grouping (“All”, “Goldstein”, and “Topic”), to each of the financial assets for

the study period.
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Market All Goldstein Topics
SP500 -0.0446 0.0403 -0.0719
MSCI -0.0381 0.0096 -0.0437
VIX 0.0459 0.0046 0.0471
Defense - ETF 0.0124 0.0378 0.0014
Metals - ETF -0.012 0.0409 -0.0269
2Y - UST 0.1723 0.0817 0.1643
10 - UST 0.0581 -0.0348 0.07752
CSI-300 -0.0441 -0.0340 -0.0456
FTSE 100 0.0724 -0.0153 0.0847
Indian Sensex 0.0558 -0.0785 0.0847
Nikkei 225 0.0573 0.0236 -0.0326
EUR-USD -0.0308 0.0030 -0.0330
USD-JPY 0.0215 -0.0017 0.0153
GBP-USD -0.0353 -0.0162 0.0153
USD-MXN -0.0179 -0.0011 -0.0187
EUR-GBP 0.0051 -0.0044 0.0114
Gold Futures -0.0582 -0.0137 -0.0615
Gold Price -0.0542 -0.0991 -0.0125
Crude Oil Price -0.0043 0.0081 0.0033
Oil Futures 0.0235 0.0543 0.025
Bitcoin -0.0446 -0.0568 -0.0176
Ethereum -0.0496 -0.0796 -0.0335
ChainLink -0.0092 -0.0242 -0.0012
XPR -0.0218 -0.0373 -0.0245
Algorand -0.0574 -0.0140 -0.0472

Table 37: This table shows the average of the correlation coefficients between the different
markets and assets with the geopolitical risk index topic groupings of each day of the study
period. Light blue is the U.S. markets, light green is the Forex markets, violet is commodities,
gray is crypto currencies, while the multicolored grouping is various stock markets around the
world.
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For this case study, I followed Amen [55] who compared their geopolitical

risk index against various financial assets using correlations. As the table above

shows, unfortunately, I did not obtain strong correlations between the any of the

three geopolitical risk index topic groupings and any of the financial markets

shown on Table 37. The strongest correlation was with “All” and “2-Year US

Treasuries” at around .17, which is still weak. I will discuss the differences

between the methodologies in the discussion section for possible explanations of

these findings. As for the change of sentiment over time (i.e., between the files)

for each topic grouping, I found basically no correlation between these sentiment

trends and the financial markets as shown by Table 38.

As Table 38 shows, I found that these changes in sentiment trends were

basically uncorrelated with the trends of the financial assets as there was not a

single average correlation existing outside of the range from 0.05 to -0.05.
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Market All Goldstein Topics
SP500 -0.0061 0.0197 -0.0194
MSCI -0.0037 0.0018 -0.0058
VIX -0.0036 -0.0021 -0.0012
Defense - ETF -0.0233 0.0214 -0.0337
Metals - ETF -0.012 0.0409 -0.0269
2Y - UST -0.0032 0.0021 -0.0047
10 - UST 0.0105 0.0129 0.00772
CSI-300 -0.0051 -0.0322 -0.0032
FTSE 100 0.0076 0.0037 0.0066
Indian Sensex 0.0226 -0.0243 0.0240
Nikkei 225 -0.0103 0.0443 -0.0185
EUR-USD -0.0026 -0.0188 0.0053
USD-JPY 0.0102 -0.0001 0.0095
GBP-USD 0.0228 0.0108 0.0221
USD-MXN -0.0167 0.0120 -0.0171
EUR-GBP 0.0175 -0.0145 0.0183
Gold Futures -0.0004 -0.0167 0.0044
Gold Price 0.0238 -0.0230 0.0272
Crude Oil Price 0.0162 0.0006 0.0211
Oil Futures 0.0077 0.0183 0.0065
Bitcoin 0.0176 -0.0137 0.0159
Ethereum 0.0184 -0.0274 0.0241
ChainLink 0.0129 -0.0274 0.0169
XPR 0.0126 -0.0247 0.0182
Algorand -0.0058 0.0129 -0.0084

Table 38: This table depicts is the average correlation of change of sentiment for each topic
grouping over time (between each file) compared to the financial assets I studied
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While the correlation analysis did not produce any strong correlations

at the real time / minute level when compared to the results from Amen [55]

or Caldara and Iacoviello [105], I was able for obtain similar correlation signs

for a majority of the financial assets as the two other papers studied. This is

exhibited in Table 39.
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Market All Goldstein Topics
SP500 Yes No Yes
MSCI Yes No Yes
VIX Yes Yes Yes
Defense - ETF Yes Yes Yes
Metals - ETF Yes No Yes
2Y - UST No No No
10 - UST Yes No Yes
CSI-300 Yes Yes Yes
FTSE 100 No Yes No
Indian Sensex
Nikkei 225 Yes No Yes
EUR-USD No Yes No
USD-JPY No Yes No
GBP-USD
USD-MXN
EUR-GBP
Gold Futures Yes Yes Yes
Gold Price Yes Yes Yes
Crude Oil Price Yes No No
Oil Futures No No No
Bitcoin Yes Yes Yes
Ethereum
ChainLink
XPR
Algorand
Count Yes 12 9 11
Total Count 17 17 17
Percent Matched 71% 53% 65%

Table 39: This table displays if the signs between my analysis and the analyses completed
in Amen [55] and Caldara and Iacoviello [105] matched. At the bottom, the percentage of
matching signs is shown. Any blank spots in the table are because they are the assets I chose
to look into and do not have a comparison with another paper
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I found that the “All” topic grouping had the largest number of same

signs with the other papers. Interestingly, while the “Goldstein” grouping was

focused on geopolitical events exclusively, it had the lowest matching percentage.

Additionally, while it seems that the “All” and “Topic” topic grouping had very

similar results, including the “Goldstein” topics in the “All” grouping, altered

the results enough for the “All” grouping to match slightly better. “Goldstein”

topics also matched the correlation signs for the Foreign Exchange markets,

while the other two groupings did not.

Lastly, I wanted to see if I could use Granger causality analysis to see if

there was any relationship between the geopolitical risk index trends and the

financial assets at different lag values. Granger causality tests if one time series

contains predictive information about the other, thus I utilized the test to see

if a change in the geopolitical risk index trends occur before the change in the

value of the financial market [55, 105]. I chose to explore five days toward the

end of my case study window to see if I could find any values that could reject

the null hypothesis of the Granger causality test and prove that the change in

my index trends occurred before the change in the financial market displayed in

Table 40.
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Market-Topic-

Combination

Day 37 Day 38 Day 39 Day 40 Day 41 AVG

Gold-Price-All 0.0056 0.1914 0.2342 0.2787 0.069 0.1558

USD-JPY-Alll 0.0259 0.6839 0.2172 0.4251 0.5965 0.3897

Gold-Futures-All 0.0088 0.6205 0.045 0.3464 0.163 0.2367

SP500-Goldstein 0.0348 0.3221 0.2821 0.0815 0.1393 0.1720

Metals-

Goldstein

0.0261 0.5492 0.5868 0.0658 0.2641 0.2984

USD-MXN-

Goldstein

0.041 0.1081 0.2149 0.3338 0.0365 0.1469

Gold-Future-

Goldstein

0.0073 0.3658 0.0063 0.0065 0.0264 0.0823

Gold-Price-

Goldstein

0.0151 0.0182 0.0152 0.1547 0.0629 0.0532

Oil-Price-

Goldstein

0.1032 0.0437 0.0292 0.0106 0.2706 0.0915

Gold-Price-

Topic

0.0438 0.0825 0.0792 0.4671 0.0949 0.1535

Oil-Price-Topic 0.0287 0.2666 0.6781 0.0273 0.1089 0.2219
Table 40: This table presents the results for the various Granger causality tests, testing
whether a change in the different geopolitical risk trends occurs before a change in the

financial markets. The blue highlight is the best results from the tests.

I used the time series of the sentiment for each file as the geopolitical

risk index for the tests because as the above results showed, the change in the

sentiment between the files did not produce any useable results. The table above

shows the various combinations that passed the Granger causality test on Day

37 at the maximum allowable lag. I then tested these combinations on Day 38 –

41 to obtain an average for the result of the tests. I found that while some days
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the relationship between the geopolitical risk index and the financial markets

passed the Granger causality test, there were no combinations where this was a

consistent result. The only combination that was close on average was between

the “Goldstein” geopolitical risk index trend and “Gold Spot Price”, where the

average result was only 0.00322 from rejecting the Granger Causality test’s null

hypothesis and thus having predictive information.

Section 6.6: Discussion

The methodology for analyzing changes in real time geopolitical risk was

successful. I captured hundreds of thousands of tweets in this study in seven

languages and was able to analyze them for their sentiment in real time and

build a proxy for changing geopolitical risk. As the sentiment decreased the

geopolitical risk would increase. An example is shown of my geopolitical risk

index in Figure 34:

Figure 34: Change in the “All” topic groupings for February 18th, 2023, for the study period
for the day, from 21:00 to 00:00 GMT

However, as Figure 34 shows, the change in the sentiment at the minute level is

jagged and not consistent over time. This variation in sentiment could explain

why the correlation analysis failed. Figure 35 compares the same sentiment data
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from Figure 34 with the change in Bitcoin prices for the same period.

Figure 35: Comparison between the change in the “All” sentiment grouping and the change
in the price of Bitcoin

Figure 35 displays how the Bitcoin prices are smoother over time than

the change in sentiment, and the changes in sentiment don’t correspond with the

changes in prices over time either. In this example, I only obtained a correlation

coefficient of 0.026, which is not much above zero, representing no correlation

between the trends. As I repeated the correlation tests over each day, some

days might have had a higher correlation incidentally (for example, I achieved a

correlation coefficient of -0.45 for bitcoin price and “All” sentiment geopolitical

risk index trend on February 10th), and the sign of the correlation might have

changed. This led to an average correlation coefficient for this case study to

remain low, and thus I could not conclude that there was a consistent strong

correlation between any of the geopolitical risk index trend groupings and the

financial markets. That said, I was surprised to see that the majority of the

average of the correlation coefficients between sentiment groupings and the

financial markets matched the direction of the correlations found in the other
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papers [55, 105]. This could mean that while I cannot say how much a financial

market will vary with a change in geopolitical risk sentiment from Twitter / X, I

can say that overall, the geopolitical risk indicator performs comparably to other

methods in gauging the direction of the change in the financial market or asset.

Another interesting aspect for the real time research was that certain

languages actually produced slightly higher correlations individually than when

combined as they were in the main analysis. I collected three days of Spanish

only data to test my hypothesis that perhaps certain languages’ sentiment had

greater predictive information for certain financial assets. Unfortunately, while

certain days Spanish did have higher correlations and performed better on the

Granger causality test for a few assets, for example the Eur-Gbp exchange rate,

on average the Spanish language trends followed the combine language trends. I

believe this is because of the factors that plagued the combined real time analysis.

There could be a few solutions to this issue across all languages. One could be to

aggregate the tweet sentiment data at ten minute intervals to create smoother

sentiment trend lines that might correspond better to the financial asset tread

lines. Additionally, for individual languages, one could only investigate financial

assets and markets more relevant to the areas were the languages are most

prevalent, for example look into Arabic and Oil price and Oil Futures. This closer

relationship could also improve the average correlation and Granger causality

results as there is already an underlying connection between the two trends.

As for the Granger Causality Analysis, I believe that there are a few

reasons why I achieved these results. First, like the correlation analysis, the

greater variation in the sentiment grouping time series over time for the day, and

the difference in the time series between the days, could lead to vastly different

results for the Granger Causality analysis when compared to financial markets

and assets that generally have smoother trends over time. Another issue could be
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that the market does not respond as quickly to the changes in geopolitical risks

as the changes I captured in real time. As seen in the Case Study 1, some assets

needed hours, if not days of lags after the change in sentiment for have predictive

information about the change in the asset. For example, both Amen, and Caldara

and Iacoviello, analyzed their data at the monthly and daily levels, with Amen

achieving their correlation results from their monthly data analysis (Amen, 2020,

Pg. 3). This showed that it is possible that at the real time comparison, not

enough time has passed for the change in sentiment to be reflected in the change

in financial assets.
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Chapter 7: Named Entity Recognition, Geocod-
ing, and Mapping

Section 7.1: Introduction

So far in my thesis I have mainly described employing sentiment analysis

and topic modeling techniques to analyze the data from Twitter / X. Case

Studies 1, 2, and 3, all featured different ways that my programs can analyze

geopolitical risks at varying time frames with these methods. However, there

is one additional analysis type that rounded out the development of automatic

evaluation of geopolitical risk. This last process is the combination of Named

Entity Recognition (“NER”), Geocoding, and Mapping to build a visualization

for changes in geopolitical risks.

Section 7.2: Key Concepts

As defined by Saldutti [375], NER is “a task of natural language processing,

which identifies and tags entities within a text. These entities can be people,

dates, companies, or . . . locations” (Saldutti, 2021). NER allows me to identify

locations that are contained in the tweets which provide the first layer of the

visualization. The next step is the geocoding, which Saldutti defines as “the

process of finding spatial coordinates for locations” (Saldutti, 2021). This process

is described in the methodology and gives the latitude and longitude for the

locations I have identified in the geopolitical risk tweets. The final step is the

mapping, by employing Folium [402] I make the map visualization for where

the geopolitical risks are taking place colored with the type of geopolitical risk

occurring there. This three-step process can also be referred to as geolocating.

Section 7.3: Related Work

Geolocating and NER have been used in several influential studies in

combination with social media. For example, Sakaki, et al. [373] used the built-
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in geolocation data from tweets to build their real time Japanese Earthquake

detector and Typhoon path predictor. They were able to show that through

Twitter / X and geolocating, they could provide quicker earthquake detection

than the U.S Geological Survey (“USGS”), a U.S. Government agency which

tracks earthquakes. Hauff and Houben [217], on the other hand, combined Twitter

/ X and Flickr data to develop a geolocating system to increase the accuracy

of the approximate location given by Flickr for an image posted on the site.

Further, Fujisaka, et al. [180], made use of the Twitter / X geolocating data to

track massive migrations of people around the world. These studies displayed the

power of using built-in geolocated data, however, there is a significant downside

for using the built-in geolocated data method for my research. First, as Sloan and

Morgan [394] found “that approximately 0.85% of tweets are geotagged, meaning

that the exact position of where the tweeter was when the tweet was posted

is recorded using longitude and latitude measurements” (Sloan and Morgan,

2015, Pgs. 2 – 3). This means in Chapter 6, Case Study 3, for example, with

an average collection of approximately 7,500 tweets per collection period, only

64 of those tweets would have a location included in the tweets’ metadata. 64

tweets are far too few for effective data analysis, thus I turned to NER.

NER suited the needs of my research better for a number of reasons.

First, NER is less invasive than using the direct geolocation metadata of the

person tweeting. This Twitter / X metadata is attached to the account of the

person tweeting, which could include the “precise location data in the form of

latitude and longitude” (Sloan and Morgan, 2015, Pg. 2). Obtaining the exact

location of a user’s home would be hard to justify ethically if it is not needed

for the research, and since I do not need or want that information, I did not

gather that information. Additionally, the location a user tweets from might

not be relevant for the research. For example, a person in Mexico might be
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tweeting about a nuclear threat in North Korea. With NER, this geopolitical risk

would be correctly filed for North Korea. However, if the geolocation metadata

from Twitter / X was used, this event would appear as a nuclear threat risk

in Mexico, which is inaccurate. Thus, obtaining locations from the tweets’ text

directly using NER was the more appealing method. Other researchers have

used this method as well, which provided a basis for me. Ritter, et al. [363]

described a methodology for using NER with Twitter / X. Urbain [432] created

their own NER algorithm for identifying the heart disease risk factors in text.

Balasubramaniam [69] used a combination of NER and geolocating to get the

proper names of the locations obtained through the geolocated Twitter / X user

information. Finally, Saldutti [375] provided the beginnings of the methodology

with NER, Geocoding, and Mapping that I used for my own research.

Section 7.4: Methodology

As shown in Chapters 4 – 6, I explored two different time frames for

the data collection from Twitter / X. The first was historical time series data

described in Chapter 5, Case Study 1, looking into the change in geopolitical

risk surrounding the Ukraine War. The second was real time data collection

and analysis described in Chapters 5 and 6: Case Study 2 and Case Study 3.

However, for the purposes of NER, both types of data analyses followed the

same methodology described here.

For my thesis, seven languages were used to analyze global geopolitical

risk. The NER portion of the analysis was included to add location for more

context for geopolitical events. This was done in two ways. One method involved

checking the change in the count of the mentions of locations in the tweets which

I obtained through NER methods. The other method involved mapping the

locations of certain geopolitical events through geocoding to obtain location’s

coordinates. The program’s procedure outlined in Chapter 6, details that the
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sentiment analysis and the NER analysis occur at the same time. Thus, once

the tweets are captured for the various geopolitical topics, the tweets are broken

into their separate language data frames, where the tweets’ sentiment is first

calculated. Once the sentiment is calculated, I applied NER on the tweets in

various ways. For English, Spanish, French, Portuguese, and Japanese, I employed

the Spacy system developed by Honnibal and Montani [238]. This system can

break down text and label the parts of the text for various entities such as

Organization, Person, Location, etc. However, there are differences between the

labeling of the languages with Spacy. For English and Japanese, these languages

had the Spacy label for “GPE” meaning “Geopolitical Entity”, while Spanish,

French, and Portuguese only had the label for “LOC” for “Location”. The

difference is that the “GPE” is more precise labeling of location than the “LOC”

label, which is more expansive. However, this isn’t a major issue, as the only

problem is that “LOC” gives more data than necessary, which is removed later

in the process.

For Arabic and Korean, at the time of my programs creation, Spacy did

not have NER models that were effective for the needs of my programs, thus I

had to look elsewhere. Luckily for Arabic, Hatmimoha [216] created a pre-trained

NER model which contained a “location” tag that worked for the system. While

the pre-trained model was slightly slower than Spacy, it was just as accurate

and provided easy integration into my programs. However, for Korean, I was not

able to locate a pre-trained NER model that integrated with my programs, so I

constructed my own. First, I took the original Korean tweet text, and applied a

Korean tokenizer to split the Korean text [178, 330] into individual words. This

process created a new data frame for each tweet. Next, I used a list of countries

in Korean obtained from Gabos [183], to cross-reference the Korean countries

with each of the new tokenized data frames for the Korean tweets. If there was a
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match between them the country’s name was added to the original Korean tweet

analysis data frame in a new variable column for location. While my Korean

NER system worked well, it was unfortunately limited to only country level NER

labels as the data set I use to cross-reference the Korean text only contained

countries’ Korean names. This creates a limitation if, for example, a tweet only

mentions capitals like London, the Korean system will not label a location for

that tweet.

The next step was geocoding the data to obtain coordinates for the

locations mentioned in the tweets. This process took place in the individual

language data frames and was obtained through the Google Maps Geocoding

API [312] with their geocoding feature. This process took place in the individual

language data frames as the Google Maps API can work in multiple languages.

The Geocoding API works by taking the location and returning the coordinates

to the most precise degree possible. For example, if a country is inputted, it

will return coordinates for the geographic center of that country. However, if

a city or a district is inputted, it will return the more specific coordinates for

that city or district. The latitude and longitude are collected for each location

and appended to the main data frame for the language. Unfortunately, due

to the data error between “LOC” and “GPE” discussed earlier, while “GPE”

tagged words generally have coordinates, “LOC” tagged words frequently do

not (for example, the common phrase “RT”, which means “retweet”, appears in

tweets, and is tagged as a “LOC”, but does not have any real-world location).

In these situations, the coordinates are given as [0, 0], which is shown in the

mapping examples in this chapter’s Discussion Section. However, this created

two limitations for my methodology with the NER analysis. Only English and

Japanese have the more precise “GPE” labeling, while Spanish, French, and

Portuguese, all have the “LOC” label. While this was not a major issue in the
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analysis, as the “LOC” labels mislabeling of certain text as location was dealt

with, it is still a limitation that could not be fixed. Sometimes if there are

multiple locations with the same name (for example, San Francisco exists in

both the U.S. and Venezuela), the Google Maps API [312] will only choose one

location to return the coordinates for, potentially putting the geopolitical risk in

the wrong place. This only occurs in a small number of cases, so it doesn’t affect

overall efficiency of the analysis, but it requires mention here.

After obtaining the coordinates, the separate language data frames are

recombined. At this point, the sentiment analysis and NER analysis separate into

two data frames. For the sentiment analysis, the duplicate tweets generated from

the NER process are dropped, however, for the NER analysis, the duplicates are

kept as many tweets can discuss more than one location. With the NER data,

the next step was to translate the location’s name into English using Google

Translate [321] for the mapping display. Once translated, the countries were

grouped and a count of each country was obtained, which was subsequently

exported for future analysis displayed in the Discussion section. Finally, the last

step was to create a map using the Folium python package [402], which shows

the geopolitical risk tag for each location mentioned in the tweets. However,

sometimes if there are multiple locations with the same name (for example, San

Francisco exists in both the U.S. and Venezuela), the Google Maps API [321]

will only choose one location to return the coordinates for, potentially putting

the geopolitical risk in the wrong place. This only occurs in a small number of

cases, so it doesn’t affect overall efficiency of the analysis, however, it should be

noted.
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Section 7.5: Results

While the Methodology section describes the general pathway for the

NER analysis involving geopolitical risk tweets, there are a few distinctions when

it comes to the historical data analysis and the real-time data analysis.

Section 7.5.1: Historical Analysis

For the historical data, since I already had the entire dataset, the data

could be processed all at once at the daily level. While the change in geopolitical

risk sentiment for this period is discussed in greater detail in Case Study 1, I

felt that Figure 36 below presents a different aspect of the results I was able to

capture, adding further context to the results.

Figure 36: The Top 24 Locations by mention count in tweets gathered through NER analysis
for the period from December 1st, 2021, to April 30th, 2022

As figure 36 shows, the Ukraine War is by far the most important geopolitical

event that took place during the study period. However, compared to Case Study

1 in which the sentiment alone does not provide further details past, that there
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was a major geopolitical event that shifted sentiment. However, I do not know

further information, for example, of where the event took place. Topic modeling

could also provide similar insights on events with the greater context it provides,

but one of the downsides of topic modeling is that some geopolitical risks can

slip under the radar if there is a major occurrence which takes up all of the

available topic space that can be generated. With this additional NER analysis,

it is possible to gain additional understanding on smaller but still important

events. As shown below in Figures 37 – 39, there was a major shift in Taiwanese

diplomacy on December 10th, 2021, as Nicaragua stopped recognizing Taiwan

[315] shown in Figure 37:

Figure 37: Taiwan NER Mentions in the historical data from Case Study 1 from December
1st, 2021, to April 30th, 2022. The color was chosen to match the color from Figure 36

In addition to Taiwan, major events were taking place in Afghanistan,

shown in Figure 38, which at beginning of the study period for Case Study 1

had only been under Taliban control for four months.
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Figure 38: Afghanistan NER Mentions in the historical data from Case Study 1 from
December 1st, 2021, to April 30th, 2022. The color was chosen to match the color from Figure

36

On March 23rd, 2022, the Taliban announced that they will close all girls’ schools,

thus not allowing girls above the age of 11 to attend school [247]. This caused

an international outcry about the Taliban curtailing women’s rights after they

promised not to do so. These events are very important geopolitically, but when

compared against the Ukraine War, shown in Figure 39, they are dwarfed by

the conflict.
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Figure 39: Taiwan, Afghanistan, and Ukraine NER Mentions in the historical data from
Case Study 1 from December 1st, 2021, to April 30th, 2022. The color was chosen to match

the color from Figure 36

With the advent of the Ukraine War, all other geopolitical events lost

precedence. At the start of the Ukraine War, Ukraine received more than 350,000

mentions, while the peaks of Taiwan and Afghanistan reached almost 4,000 and

6,000, respectively. These signals would have been drowned out if only a topic

modeling analysis was used. This discrepancy shows the importance of including

NER in the geopolitical risk analysis as it can provide information that sentiment

analysis and topic modeling might not be able to capture, thus providing a fuller

picture of the events that could change risk profiles when looking at historical

data surrounding major geopolitical risks.

Section 7.5.2: Real Time Analysis

For the Real Time Analysis discussed in Case Study 2 and Case Study 3,

NER analysis also provides meaningful results, as shown in Case Study 2, given
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the constraints of collecting geopolitical risk data from Twitter / X in real time.

For example, with topic modeling sometimes there is not enough data collected

to develop coherent topics under an hour interval. However, as mentioned in

the Historical Analysis section, while NER cannot provide the same level of

information as topic modeling it can provide a decent stop-gap measure between

analysis runs of the program’s topic modeling algorithm. Following the same

methodology described above, except with the smaller real time data files, I can

calculate changes in location mentions through NER between these data files.

For example, from data gathered on February 6th, 2023, from 11:30am to 2:30pm

US Eastern Standard Time (EST), Chile was one the countries mentioned the

most in this time frame. The change in mentions is shown in Figure 40 below:

Figure 40: Chile NER Real Time Mentions, each data point represents the count of Chile
mentions in the tweets in the data files of 100 tweets captured by the real time program

described in Case Study 2 and Case Study 3

While in the real time analysis I can’t know why Chile is popular without

further investigation, it does provide insight into potential future potential topics

that might develop during this period. This is shown by the Spanish Topics

created on this day, which had several containing Chile:
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Figure 41: The change in the emergence and growth of the topics created from Spanish
tweets on February 6th from 11:30am to 2:30pm US EST. It should be noted that the news
involving Chile is in reference to massive wildfires taking place in Chile at this time and the

international aid they are receiving [107]

In addition to this change in mention NER analysis, another real time

analysis that was implemented was the mapping portion of the analysis. Figures

42 – 44 display the maps created during the real time analysis. These maps were

created on March 17th, 2023, with the first created at the start of the analysis

period at 10:20am US EST:
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Figure 42: Map 1 created at 10:20am US EST, the start of the study period for March 17th,
2023, this map was created with Folium [402]
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The above map provides both the location of geopolitical risk events

and the type of geopolitical risk event. An unfortunate drawback to Folium is

that there is no way to add a legend to the map, so I have included a table

of the colors and geopolitical risk category below for clarity. However, Folium

does provide a fully interactive html output file, copies of which will be in the

supplement materials where the labels display the geopolitical risk they represent

and the ability to zone into specific regions of the world.

Color Geopolitical Risk Topic

White Error or No Location

Red Goldstein Negative

Blue Goldstein Positive

Light Green Nuclear Threat

Gray Cyber Warfare

Black Oil Supply Shock

Purple US-China Relations

Dark Red Terrorism

Orange War Threats

Dark Green General Geopolitical Threats
Table 41: The Legend for the different maps generated with Folium, the colors are an

approximation but are close to the colors displayed on the map

For the mapping process, some of the labels of location needed to be

shifted if multiple geopolitical events occurred in the same location, such as

“Cyber Warfare” and “Nuclear Threat” with Iran shown in Figure 42, the labels

may obscure each other, thus the offset was needed. This isn’t a major problem

for countries, but for specific locations, like cities, this difference might cause the

mapping to lose exactness. Lastly, the large number of labels at [0, 0], off the

west coast of Africa, are the leftovers from the locations from the NER analysis

that did not have coordinates and could not be removed.
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Figure 43, below shows a map generated halfway through the study period

for March 17th, at 11:12am US EST:

Figure 43: Map 2 created at 11:12 am US EST, the start of the study period for March 17th,
2023, this map was created with Folium [402]
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And Figure 44 of the final map created for the study period at 12:05pm:

Figure 44: Map 3 created at 12:05pm US EST, the end of the study period for March 17th,
2023, this map was created with Folium [402]
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While the previous charts and tables contained information about loca-

tions of geopolitical events, these maps provided much needed visualizations

to show the changes in global geopolitical risks. For example, during the study

period, North Korea was testing and firing Intercontinental Ballistic Missiles

(“ICBMs”) and other potential nuclear deployment weaponry [148]. While this is

shown in Case Study 2 through the North Korea analysis and the Japanese and

Korean Topic Models, one can also see how much of a potential geopolitical hot

zone this region is with the number of nuclear threat labels appearing consistently

on each of the maps in Japan, South Korea, and North Korea. Additionally, these

maps reflect the ongoing Ukraine War and increased tension between China and

its neighbors. With mapping providing the visualizations as the final piece in

the automatic geopolitical risk analysis puzzle it is possible to gain a better

understanding of the changes in geopolitical risk in real time.

Section 7.6: Discussion

While this NER analysis was not directly linked to previous aspects of the

research of my thesis, it provides invaluable context and visualizations to help

better understand the changes in geopolitical risk, and improves the evaluation of

said risk when analyzed automatically. NER provided greater information than

just sentiment analysis alone, and greater context than just topic modeling alone,

as I can visualize the hotspots for geopolitical risk events differently. However,

while mapping is a useful tool, it is potentially a very expensive one, as the

geocoding portion of the Google Maps API will only allow 40,000 free geocoding

requests per month [312], which for the real time data collection is only about

four to five days of data on average. After the free period, if an average month

of data collection has around 300,000 geocoding requests, that works out to

approximately $1,100 USD a month or $13,200 USD a year. That said, while

the mapping visualization might be too expensive, there can still be valuable
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knowledge gained from the changes in the NER counts displayed in Figure 36.
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Chapter 8: Discussion

Section 8.1: Introduction

This chapter summarizes the findings of the various geopolitical risk anal-

ysis completed through my programs using sentiment analyses, topic modeling,

and NER that comprise the automatic evaluation of geopolitical risk. It describes

the context in literature, the key findings and the potential implications, some of

the limitations faced in the research process, explanations for some unexpected

results that were encountered, and finally some avenues for future work based

off my research.

Section 8.2: Context in Literature

Section 8.2.1: Novelty

To the best of my knowledge, as of this writing, this is the first research

to use social media exclusively to analyze geopolitical risk. Additionally, the real

time analysis of Case Study 3 is the first to analyze changes in geopolitical risk

at the real time level. The commercial enterprise, GDelt [7], updates every 15

minutes, my program can update in under a minute if needed. Also, the programs

work with seven languages, and does not translate them into English, which is

another novelty not present in other systems. Analysis in the original language

was done to obtain a more accurate picture of sentiment regarding geopolitics

and topics generated around the world. Lastly, my programs operate on their

own and automatically: as soon as it is started it requires no additional input

from the user to obtain a breakdown of changes in sentiment involving various

geopolitical risks that create the index, emerging topics in various language

regions around the world, and a count and geographic mapping of the countries

involved in these risks.
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Section 8.2.2: Key Findings and Implications

My key findings led to a few potential implications in reference to the

existing literature. First, I found that with sentiment analysis, it is generally

better to analyze the text in the original language, if possible, over a translation to

English. These results match the research de Koning [149] performed concerning

Dutch, which showed that there was a higher level of accuracy with an RNN

model trained on Dutch versus translating the Dutch to English and then using

an English model. While my analysis is not the final discussion on this topic, it

does provide insight into the best practices for sentiment analysis across multiple

languages. That said, if the data can reach the “gold standard” quality with the

use of human annotators, then machine translation to English in combination

with VADER will most likely provide decently accurate sentiment analysis

results. Although if the data is of lower quality or not very definitively positive

or negative, then it would be best to create a machine learning model for the

required language as the model will capture the nuances in the text better than

a translation based method can.

Another implication comes from the research into the changes in geopoliti-

cal risk surrounding the start of the Ukraine War. Building off the work of Bollen

et al. [91] and Goldstein [201], through the use of Twitter / X, the Goldstein

Index, which I developed from Goldstein’s work, and sentiment analysis, and

Granger Causality methodology that Bollen et al. employed, not only was I able

to effectively identify the start of the Ukraine War but I was also able to show

the increased negative sentiment that lasted months afterwards in terms of the

increased geopolitical risk it caused. This negative sentiment was also reflected

in various financial assets and markets. Some immediate effects, like with many

of the Foreign Exchange Rate markets changed after change in sentiment after

only a few hours. In contrast, other markets, such as the Nikkei 225 took two
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weeks of trading before the change in the sentiment provided predictive informa-

tion. While this analysis took place on the daily level like that of Caldara and

Iacoviello [105] and Amen [55], and I was able to show that looking exclusively

into geopolitics like these studies do that my methodology also showed that

the changes in geopolitical risks have predictive information for the changes in

various markets.

Building off the work of Zheng et al. [468] and Sakamoto et al. [374], I

was able to show how it is possible to track emerging geopolitical topics at the

regional level using language as a proxy. Not only did my research into this

area support the findings of Zheng et al. and Sakamoto et al., but expanded

on them by allowing for the dynamic selection of the number of topics and the

other hyperparameters for LDA to obtain better quality topics. I also showed

by using the work of Besaw [82] as a basis that it is possible to do emerging

topic modeling, at not just the yearly level which Besaw used but at the daily

and hourly levels as well. This reduction in the time interval also implied that

if more data can be gathered it would also be possible to investigate emerging

geopolitical risk topics at smaller time frame.

Finally, my research provides new insight into the relationship between

geopolitical risk and the financial markets at the real time level. Synthesizing

the work of Selvan and Moh [384] and Karageorgou, et al. [257] together, I

showed that it is possible to analyze changes in sentiment regarding geopolitical

risk across multiple languages in real time. This change in sentiment was then

compared against the changes in financial assets similar to the work of Caldara

and Iacoviello [105] and Amen [55]. While the results I found did not have as

strong of a correlation between the assets that both Caldara and Iacoviello and

Amen found, I did find that the majority of the assets had the same direction

of correlation as these studies found. This matched what I had found earlier
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in the daily level study in the Ukraine War, that changes in geopolitical risk

might need a longer time horizon after they occur for the market to reflect the

change. While I found the financial markets comparison results disappointing,

I was pleased that methodology I had used was able to obtain multilingual

tweets about geopolitics and I was able to apply the various sentiment analysis

techniques to analyze these multilingual tweets in real time. This methodology

developed the geopolitical risk index which created a way to analyze geopolitical

risks in real time at a global level.

Section 8.3: Unexpected Results

There were a few unexpected results I found in my research that were

very intriguing across the different research areas that I delved into.

Section 8.3.1: Multilingual Sentiment Analysis Unexpected Results

From the first research question for the multilingual sentiment analysis:

would the Google Neural Machine Translator produce a more accurate translation

than separate Transformer models trained on each language? I assumed that

the transformer architecture of the OPUS-MT would provide translations that

would have better captured the context of the data, as stated by Géron that

the transformer “significantly improved the state of the art in NMT [Neural

Machine Translation] without using any recurrent or convolutional layers, just

attention mechanisms” (Géron, 2022, Pg. 554). Additionally, the OPUS-MT

models are trained on the OPUS corpus, which is massive, “comprises 3.2 billion

sentences with over 28 billion tokens in total” (Tiedemann, 2016, Pg. 9) [416].

The GNMT only had 36 million sentence pairs for the French to English dataset

(Wu, 2016, Pg. 14) [450]. However, despite the difference in training data size

and more advanced architecture, the GNMT outperformed the OPUS-MT in

accuracy on both the “Gold Data” and “Full Data” across all three English
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sentiment analysis models. This may be due to the GNMT having a deeper

training network than the OPUS-MT. The GNMT was eight layers deep in both

the encoder and decoder with an attention connection between them. However,

the OPUS-MT only six layers deep in the encoder and decoder. This increased

depth of the network would have greatly improved the accuracy of the translator,

in addition to Google constantly improving the GNMT and might have produced

the results I saw.

The second question involved the evaluation for the best English sentiment

analysis method between the VADER [238] lexicon, an RNN trained on English

data, and a BERT model fined tuned for English Sentiment Analysis. I found

that the VADER lexicon remained consistently the highest performing English

sentiment analysis model for translated text. Despite the potential drawbacks

described by Grimmer and Stewart [208] on using a dictionary-based sentiment

analyzer, and the advancements in neural networks with RNNs and transformers

with BERT, VADER did better on average. However, these outcomes make sense

in context. VADER was specifically designed to evaluate short texts derived

from social media. Thus, it might not be that surprising that it performed so

well in this setting.

Section 8.3.2: Historical Analysis on the Ukraine War

When applying my geopolitical risk index based on sentiment analysis

and compared it to the changes in different financial markets, I encountered a

result that surprised me. In the Granger Causality analyses, only Bitcoin and

Binance Coin (“BNB”) appeared in any capacity out of the crypto currencies

I investigated. As Baur, et al. find “Bitcoin is mainly used as a speculative

investment” (Baur, et al., 2018, Pg. 2) [74], thus I assumed that Bitcoin and the

other crypto currencies would experience a price change due to them being a

“risky asset” (Amen, 2020, Pg. 6) with the massive change in sentiment generated
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by the start of the Ukraine War. While that was not the case, these results are

in line with the findings of Rognone, et al. 2020 [367] which “suggest investor

enthusiasm for Bitcoin irrespective of the sentiment of the news” (Rognone 2020,

Pg. 1). This also matches the results from Abraham, et al. [34] who found that

tweet volume was a better indicator of Bitcoin and Ethereum price changes

than the tweet sentiment (Abraham, et al., 2018, Pg. 2). However, that said,

their methodology collected tweets with keywords specifically for Bitcoin and

Ethereum and only in English (Abraham, et al., 2018, Pgs. 8 - 9), so this

difference in methodologies might explain the slight difference seen with the

sum of sentiment for the “Goldstein Index” tweets time series having predictive

information for the Bitcoin time series.

Section 8.4: Limitations

There were a few limitations I encountered in my research that require

comment. These limitations break down into three groups: universal limitations,

intransigent limitations, and limitations that may be overcome in the future.

Section 8.4.1: Universal Limitations

The first of the universal limitations comes from the demographics of

Twitter / X itself. While I endeavored to collect sentiment and topics on a global

scale for the geopolitical risk analysis, unfortunately the makeup of Twitter /

X prevents that. As detailed by Shepherd [391], as of 2023, more than 60% of

Twitter / X are below the age of 34, and more than 70% of them are male

(Shepherd, 2023). Thus, for research like mine that focuses exclusively on social

media like Twitter / X, the results skew towards the opinions of young men with

internet connections, which does not reflect the world’s population. However,

this bias is encountered by all researchers working on social media so it is worth

mentioning here. It is impossible to say whether a more diverse sample of age
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and gender would change the results I obtained or if the results based on this

unbalanced demographic data are reflective of how the rest of the world also felt

about the geopolitical risk event.

Another limitation with Twitter / X is the potential for the spread of

misinformation that could cause errors in the data analysis. Vosoughi, et al. [438]

found that false news has the potential to reach 100 times more people than

the true news on Twitter / X. This issue could affect my geopolitical risk tweet

gathering as people could tweet about a false event which would be gathered

by my program and analyzed when they never happened. This could throw off

the geopolitical risk sentiment analysis and emerging topic model programs as

they would display false results based on false data. Unfortunately, the issue of

misinformation and disinformation has become worse on Twitter / X under the

ownership of Elon Musk. The EU has recently opened a probe into investigating

the spread of disinformation [115], so there is the potential for this problem

to alleviate in the future. While this is a problem, I was able to validate the

emerging topics discovered through my program and the Case Study 1 showed

that the Goldstein Index keywords collection of tweets could find true major

geopolitical events. While this is a major issue, my programs still collected

enough true data on a whole to produce meaningful results.

Lastly, there is a limitation to the Granger Causality analysis as well.

While Granger Causality is powerful and can provide predictive information that

one time series has on another, however, the extent of the information is that

it is only predictive information, it can’t tell you the direction of the change

or how great the effect of the change of one time series will affect the other. A

vector autoregression model could have detailed information about the change

but one would need significantly more model variables to create a model that

could predict the changes to that degree like Caldara and Iacoviello [105] do
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in their research. Also Granger Causality is also not true causality, thus I can

not say for certain that the change in the geopolitical risk sentiment analysis

indices I created caused the change in the financial assets, all I can say is that

there is a relationship between them. However, identifying a method that shows

a relationship between geopolitical risk sentiment on social media and financial

markets will be useful for future research.

Section 8.4.2: Intransigent Limitations

I describe these following limitations as intransigent as there was no way

to overcome or work around them. One example of this kind of limitation come

from the NER analysis. Sometimes if there are multiple locations with the same

name, the Google Maps API [312] will only choose one location to return the

coordinates for, potentially putting the geopolitical risk in the wrong place. This

only occurs in a small number of cases, so it doesn’t affect overall efficiency of

the analysis, but it requires mention here.

Another intransigent limitation comes from the methodological decision

to use keywords, in this case key bigrams, to gather the data from the Twitter

/ X API for the research. While this method gave the most efficient way to

identify various geopolitical risk tweets, I encountered a similar problem to the

one Garcia and Berton [186] faced in their COVID-19 study: “One limitation of

this work is the keywords employed to retrieve content related to COVID-19.

It is possible that some relevant tweets were missed if they did not include the

keywords.” (Garcia and Berton, 2021, Pg. 11). There is the chance that while the

Filter Stream API [431] or the Twarc system [21] gathered using the key bigrams

did not encompass all tweets referencing the geopolitical event. For example,

during the Ukraine War, many tweets would refer to Russian soldiers as “Orcs”

[97], which was not one of my key bigrams, thus tweets referring to “Orcs” for

the Ukraine War would not have been captured. That said, I believe that the key
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bigrams that were used were able to collect enough tweets about the different

geopolitical risk for effective analysis. Conversely, the key bigrams also might

pick up too much information, as detailed in Case Study 2, were the “Prius

Missile” in Japan was a frequent slang term that appeared in the tweet data.

However, both these issues were also relatively minor in the analysis process.

Section 8.4.3: Limitations Overcome in the Future

This last set of limitations I believe can be overcome in the future and

are just limited by the technology or the data that is available at the time of

writing. The first is mentioned in Case Study 2 about the number of topics

generated through the topic modeling analysis. The greater number of topics

generated, the longer the programs takes to process them, thus with more data

and more topics, the programs might not be able to process the data within the

hour required for the study. However, I believe as computing processing power

keeps improving that this will be less of an issue, and more geopolitical topics

will be able to be generated and tracked in near real time.

Three further limitations are in the translation, language identification

and language lemmatization. The first was also mentioned before in Sentiment

Analysis and Case Study 2 chapters on the Google translation of Korean text.

As it stands in 2023, the Korean translation of specific words and terms to

English is poor [407], however, I believe that Google will continue to work on

this issue and in the future, there will be fewer translation errors. The language

identification issue comes from the langdetect package [143], specifically with

Spanish and Portuguese. There were a few tweets that were mislabeled as the

wrong language between Spanish and Portuguese, causing small data errors in

the topic modeling process. While this issue with langdetect I could not fix, I

believe that the language differentiation process in langdetect will also improve

over time. Finally, the lemmatization issue for Korean and Arabic described in
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Case Study 2. While I did an exhaustive search for lemmatizers that could have

worked for my program, for both languages, the linguistic eccentricities of each

language make the development of lemmatizers for Korean and Arabic difficult,

but research into NLP for these languages is always improving [195, 281].

Lastly and importantly, there is a limitation of the RNNs developed for

my research. While I found the RNN models were effective, there is the potential

for them to be even better as more sentiment analysis labeled data is released in

the future. While English has a large amount of labeled data, the other languages

I investigated in my research did not have as much as English does. With the

advent of RNNs and transformer models like BERT [155], this labeled training

data in other languages will only proliferate in the future, allowing for more

powerful sentiment analysis models.

Section 8.4.4: Sentiment Analysis Non-Textual Limitations

In terms of my sentiment analysis methodology, there is a limitation that

warrants discussion. Across the three different sentiment analysis methods I

employ in my program: the VADER lexicon [238] , RNNs, and BERT [155] , do

not analyze emojis and other non-textual elements for the sentiment analysis. For

the RNNs, I constructed them from datasets that did not contain emojis in their

text data, so the RNNs would not have an understanding of what an emoji was

when one would be encountered. As for VADER and the Arabic BERT model

[240], neither incorporate emoji / non-text analysis into their sentiment models.

This lack of emoji analysis is a limitation to my work as emojis can express users

emotions which is very beneficial to sentiment analysis of the overall tweet. By

not including this emoji analysis into my program, there is the potential that

I do not capture the full sentiment of the tweet which limits my work. That

said, the lack of emoji analysis was not detrimental to my work, as analyses

provided by Sayce [378] and Dixon [159] showed that there were 48.72 million
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tweets in January 2022 had one or more emojis [159] but there were roughly 15.5

billion tweets posted during the same month. This calculates to roughly 0.3%

of tweets posted used an emoji. This low percentage of tweets with emojis in

them provided me the justification to not include emoji analysis as the sentiment

analysis methods such as VADER and BERT were already very accurate without

the emojis and for the RNNs, as explained in Section 9.4.3, I already had trouble

finding sentiment analysis datasets in non-English, much less finding one large

enough that contained emojis to build an RNN with functionality to analyze

emojis. However, this is still a limitation to my research and could be improve

on in the future.

Section 8.5: Case Study Specific Future Research

For future research avenues, I have divided them into five different sections:

three based on the Case Studies I have analyzed, one on the NER analysis

extension. A final section for general further research will be included in the

conclusion chapter.

Section 8.5.1: Historical Sentiment Analysis Future Research

For the Historical Sentiment Analysis Case Study surrounding the Ukraine

War, there were a few potential directions for future research. First, adding

Russian and Ukrainian to the languages I captured and analyzed, while not as

popular on Twitter / X [1], these languages could potentially change the results

overall. These additions maybe able to capture changes in financial markets

and assets more specific to the Eastern European and Central Asian markets

that were greatly affected by the Ukraine War. Another analysis examining the

tweets captured by the “Goldstein Index” from May 2022 to the Present Day

could prove interesting. Investigating how sentiment changed since the initial

outset of the war and to see if the geopolitical risk sentiment still provides
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predictive information on the assets and markets that I found in the original

case study. Additionally, I may see more Arabic tweets in this period as Iran gets

more involved in the Ukraine War. Also, I could leave the Ukraine War entirely

and focus on other big geopolitical risk events that happened previously in the

Twitter / X Age, such as COVID-19 or the recent Hamas – Israel War to see if

the “Goldstein Index” bigrams tweets produce the similar results. Lastly, a study

into sunflower seed futures could yield interesting results as Ukraine was the

largest producer of sunflower seeds before the 2022 War, thus sentiment around

the Ukraine War might have predictive information about sunflower prices on a

larger time scale [61].

Section 8.5.2: Real Time Sentiment Analysis Future Research

For the real time sentiment analysis into geopolitical risk, there were

several potential changes to the methodology that might improve the correlation

and Granger causality results for future studies. First, I could alter the capture

period in two ways. Following from the first case study, I found the sentiment of

geopolitical risk tweets had predictive information for several foreign exchange

markets at the hourly level. Instead of a real time analysis, I could aggregate

the sentiment at the hourly level and see if the same results occur. Additionally,

I could extend the three-hour window to six-hours or more, perhaps even up

to 24 hours. This way, I obtain a larger trend over time which could allow for

better correlations to develop or allow more time for the effect of the geopolitical

event to propagate through the market, thus showing that the change in the

sentiment at the real time level could pass the Granger causality test. Lastly, I

could try with more languages or a different combination of languages. I found

Spanish on its own at slightly higher correlations, but not high enough to be

called significant and, unfortunately, it also didn’t produce consistent results

over time. However, that does not rule out that with more data coming in from
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more languages, it’s possible to get a different result. For example, Figure 47

(The Map of countries not included in my programs) of Appendix L shows a

map of the countries that I did not include a spoken language for in that country.

This map shows that there is a lot of potential growth for the geopolitical risk

index.

Finally, while I chose to use batch processing for my thesis in general,

I believe that true real time processing through Apache Spark [464] or other

distributed computing methods similar to the frances system [173, 461]. These

methods could reduce the average processing time for my sentiment analysis

program and potentially lead to new insights and identify changing geopolitical

risk events quicker.

Section 8.5.3: Emerging Geopolitical Topics Analysis Future Research

There are a few areas of interest that have room for expansion in this field.

The first is increasing the number of languages I analyze to include German,

Russian, Chinese, or Amharic. These languages can all be filtered by the Filter

Stream Twitter / X API, which could provide insights into different regions of

the world that I didn’t investigate. Additionally, I identified other geopolitical

topics that I chose not to include in this study, such as “Trade Agreements” from

Klement [265] or “Monetary Policy” from Baker, et al. [67] that could provide

insight into other geopolitical events that I did not find. Lastly, I could increase

the number of key bigrams for each topic, which would allow for more tweets to

be gathered for each topic which could allow for analysis below the hourly level

for tracking topics over time to see how they emerge.

Additionally, I could try to improve the automatic labeling of the topics

generated by the topic models. Right now, I use the top five most relevant words

from each topic to develop a topic labelling. However, there are a two methods
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developed recently that could improve the topic labelling. First, the OntoLDA

created by Allahyari and Kochut [46] includes a topic concept hidden layer

into the base LDA model allow for more precise topic labelling (Allahyari and

Kochut, 2015, Pgs. 1 – 2). The other, created by Bhatia, et al., [84] incorporates

Wikipedia to cross referencing the topic words with Wikipedia articles to create

topic labels (Bhatia, et al., 2016, Pg. 1).

Section 8.5.4: NER Analysis Future Research

As for the NER Analysis research, one potential project I have already

tested was if changes in mentions in countries in the geopolitical risk tweets

affect the change price of commodities if that country is a top exporter of the

commodity. This is similar to the work done by Abdollahi [32] on changes with

Oil price and Twitter / X news. While the historical data produced some good

results for Russia and Oil Price, I could not replicate the results in the real time

data at the daily level. Unfortunately, by the time of this analysis, Twitter / X

CEO Elon Musk’s changes to Twitter / X prevented the gathering of more data.

Thus, I could not obtain more data to determine definitive results from this

test. In addition, studies such as Abraham [34] who focused on Google Trends

and Cryptocurrencies, and Janetzko [246] who also used Twitter / X tweet

counts to model the Euro – Dollar exchange rate, provided insight into future

NER based analysis as these are both assets I had analyzed before. Another

area would be an analysis into Lithium and Cobalt which are metals used

in renewable energies manufacturing and primarily mined in the Democratic

Republic of Congo (“DRC”) which has been a geopolitical flashpoint for decades.

One potential analysis could involve looking into changes in mentions of the

DRC with NER and comparing the trend to the change in the stock prices of

renewable energy companies or electric vehicle companies like Tesla.
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Chapter 9: Conclusion

Section 9.1: General Future Research

With the overall research, there were a few places that I identified would

have rich research potential. If I had infinite time, I would have included Russian,

German, Indonesian, and Turkish to the analysis languages as they have large

user bases [175]. The map of Figure 47 in Appendix L shows that there is a lot

of potential growth for the geopolitical risk index. Tangentially related to this is

the lack of African Languages that make up the Filter Stream API. I obtained

good coverage in Africa, shown by Figure 46 in Appendix L. According to

Wikipedia [135] around 250 million people in Africa speak either English, French

or Portuguese, which is about ¼ of the continent. And approximately 17% speak

Arabic out of the 1 Billion total African population which is around 200 million

and another roughly 50 million people speak Amharic. Altogether, the Filter

Stream API language options covers only roughly half of the African population.

This means in the fastest growing continent, I will only receive half the potential

sentiment. In the future, Twitter / X could improve the languages incorporated

in tweets into their APIs like Swahili (East Africa), Fulani (Senegal), or Yoruba

(Nigeria, Benin, Togo) which millions speak and are currently overlooked.

One research area with room for growth could be an analysis of sentiment

analysis of longer texts related to geopolitics. Perhaps the RNNs and VADER

would perform worse when they are used on non-optimized text lengths for them,

while the transformer-based models, like BERT would perform better given

their ability to still function well on longer texts. There also exists room for

improvement for the RNNs we constructed and the BERT models we implemented

with increased data for creating and fine tuning these models, respectively. Also,

an analysis that combined all the individual datasets together and applying the

multilingual BERT model or training an RNN on multiple languages might have
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better results than just the individual datasets and models. Additionally, a study

could be done with the more modern, more computationally heavy sentiment

analysis and machine translation methods such as ChatGPT, XLNet, or T5. As

Rodríguez-Ibánez, et al [366]. showed, these more recent methods outperformed

our models in sentiment analysis accuracy. However, their implementation can

be difficult [366] and GPT has been known to perform worse in non-English

context (Dave, 2023) [147] . Thus, it would be interesting to see how these newer

systems perform comparatively.

Another potential area is taking the geopolitical risk more locally, similar

to Engelberg and Parsons [157] study into local media, who found that local

media coverage strongly predicted local trading (Engelberg and Parsons, 2009,

Pg. 1). A more specified study of geopolitical risks focusing on regions such

as Latin America, or East Asia, and looking into financial markets and assets

traded in these regions could yield more specific regional results for the combined

geopolitical risk analysis.

Also applying the concept of network centrality to the tweets gathered

could lead to valuable insights into the most influential Twitter / X accounts

who discuss geopolitics. Network centrality aims to find the key and central

nodes of a network [145] this process can be applied to social media networks like

Twitter / X as well. As a Twitter / X user has the ability to retweet a post, it is

possible to build out a network that links back to specific accounts. For example,

using a network centrality process called k-shell decomposition analysis [263] , it

would be possible to work backwards through the collected tweets and retweets

finding their connections and allowing the discovery of the "super-spreader node"

(Das, et al., 2018, Pg. 7) [145] of the geopolitical tweets. While this would be

possible as the usernames and texts are collected, this network centrality analysis

falls outside the realm of my research and would require a new ethics review to
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implement.

Outside of the geopolitical risk arena, my research can be applied to

various other areas. The way my programs are designed it would be possible to

monitor and evaluate other markets fairly easily. By replacing the keywords used

to collect the data, one could collect different historical and real time tweets on

anything from the spread of diseases to a comparison between different cars or

the popularity of TV shows over time. The emerging topic modeling program

could identify when a disease or disease symptoms start to be tweeted about.

With the multilingual aspect of the programs, it would be also to be possible to

identify the specific global regions were the disease was first spreading. Since my

sentiment analysis program were not trained specifically on geopolitical data,

it can be easily applied to other domains, for example, it would be possible to

analyze the response to different weekly TV show and see how people on Twitter

/ X are responding each episode or even during the episode itself with the real

time data analysis. With the ease of replacing the keywords with my program,

the range of possible inquiries is quite vast.

Lastly, the advent of AI, especially transcription AI, potentially could

incorporate audio and visual data into the data analysis process for geopolitical

risk. Especially TikTok, that as of writing boasts 1.677 billion users [369], which

provides mainly audio / visual discourses could be a potentially fruitful research

space.

Section 9.2: Summary of Research

My thesis has met the aims set out during the Introduction and are

summarized here. My first aim of the evaluation of the current attempts to define

and monitor geopolitical risk were described through the Literature Review.

Defining geopolitical risk and how to monitor it came from a combination of
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computer science techniques, such as Sentiment Analysis, Topic Modeling, and

Named Entity Recognition, and the various theories and tests designed by the

international relations and political science fields. The interdisciplinary nature

of my research was the only way to obtain an accurate picture about how to

monitor geopolitical risk. The second aim was the evaluation of data sources

and NLP advances for an improved geopolitical risk monitoring tool. My thesis

went through many iterations before I landed on using social media, specifically

Twitter / X exclusively as the main data source. Initially, I had created a list

of at least one news source from every country in the world and planned to

create a program to scrape the articles from these daily news sources to build the

measure of geopolitical risk at a global level, similar to Caldara and Iacoviello

[105]. However, as the need to investigate at smaller time intervals grew, I needed

a different approach. With the research of Sankaranarayanan [377], Marcus, et

al [296], and Yu, W, et al [459], among others proving that Twitter / X is a

viable alternative for research into real – time events. Also, as Rill et al. [362]

showed, Twitter / X reacted sooner to events than traditional media or Google

Trends. Additionally, with the Twitter / X Filter API, I could get data more

specifically on geopolitical events and in multiple languages which allowed me

to evaluate the advancements in NLP outside of English as well. I found that

research into non-English NLP was robust, but for my research, I had to develop

my own algorithms to employ sentiment analysis, topic modeling, and NER to

get the best results I could for creating an improved geopolitical risk tool, one

that could measure changes in risk at multiple time intervals, including real –

time.

This brings me to aims three and four, which were the development of

topic models for the monitoring of geopolitical risk, and methods to monitor

for emergent geopolitical topics, respectively. Similar to the evaluation of the
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data sources, the development of topic models for the automatic evaluation of

geopolitical risk took various directions before the method I settled on was chosen.

While Latent Dirichlet Allocation (“LDA”) was and still is the most popular form

of topic modeling, I tested various other methods such Correlated Topic Model

(“CTM”) and Structural Topic Model (“STM”) (Hill, 2020) [224]. However, for

the overall program compatibility, as everything else was coded in Python [368],

and LDA was the topic modeling method with the most interoperability with

Python, it made the most sense to use it to develop the topic models to monitor

geopolitical risk. This selection of LDA fed into aim four to develop emerging

geopolitics monitoring in near real time. Using Besaw’s [82] methodology as a

basis, who used LDA to track the development of topics over time, I was able to

develop a method to show how geopolitical topics emerge, grow, and disappear

as well. Thus I was able to fulfilled the aims three and four with these methods.

Finally, the fifth aim of finding methods for associating topic-based

geopolitical risk with selected metrics for best predictive performance, was

achieved through the coalescence of all the research that I had done before. The

research into geopolitics from the political science side, such as the “Goldstein

Index” [201] allowed me to develop the geopolitical topic areas to investigate.

Investigating the best ways to employ sentiment analysis with multilingual data

gave the foundation for creating a metric to measure the changes in a geopolitical

risk. This multilingual data expanded the purview of my analysis from just

geopolitical risks that affect the English-speaking world to also include risks

that effect different regions of the world that would never have been noticed if

only English was used. Using this change in sentiment across multiple languages

provided valuable information into changes in geopolitical risk which provided

insight into the predictive performance of how geopolitics affects financial markets

shown by my analysis of the Ukraine War in Case Study 1. Additionally, with
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the multilingual topic modeling research, I was able to get further context on

the specific geopolitical risks that were at play in the various regions around

the world, providing an awareness into factors that might affect the changes in

geopolitical risk in the future. Lastly, with the NER, geocoding, and mapping

research, I was able to provide visualizations to situate the geopolitical risks in

the world and show where the hotspots are developing, which could affect the

people and markets in these areas.

Unlike other commercial enterprises such as BlackRock’s Geopolitical

Risk Dashboard [9], Dow Jones Factiva [6], and GDelt [7], the methods I have

developed through this research are easily accessible to anyone who would want

more knowledge of geopolitics. With the current changes to the Twitter / X

APIs under the new CEO, Elon Musk, this research process might become more

difficult. However, with the rise of Meta’s Threads app, and other microblogs

such as the Mastodon app, it is possible to transfer this framework over to one of

these other apps to continue this research. As our world becomes more perilous

as tension grow between US and China, conflicts in the Middle East, coups in

West Africa, and as Russia continues to invade Ukraine and threaten the wider

East Europe, I believe the ability to receive timely information and create an

automatic evaluation of geopolitical risk, is invaluable.
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Appendix A: The Geopolitical Key Bigrams
This is the Appendix for the Geopolitical Topics and Key bigrams table

in English.

Topics Source Key Bigrams
Goldstein
Negative

Goldstein
Paper

"military invasion", "military attack", "military clash",
"military assault", "seize position"

Goldstein
Negative

Goldstein
Paper

"seize position", "nonmilitary destruction", " nonmili-
tary injury", "force mobilitization", "force exercise"

Goldstein Pos-
itive

Goldstein
Paper

"diplomatic recognition", "substantive agreement",
"economic aid", "military assistance", "grant privilege"

Goldstein Pos-
itive

Goldstein
Paper

"suspend sanctions", "call truce", "material assistance",
"endorse position", "verbal support"

Cyber War-
fare

Geo-Econ "cyber attack", "cyber capabilities", "cyber defense",
"cyber warfare", "cyber terrorism"

Oil Supply
Shock

Geo-Econ "oil crisis", "oil price", "petroleum exporting", "crude
oil", "oil production"

US-China Re-
lations

Geo-Econ "China sea", "China relations", "China trade", "Thucy-
dides Trap", "Taiwan sales"

Terrorism Caldara
Paper

"state terrorism", "counter terrorism", "terrorist at-
tack", "political violence", "global terrorism"

Geopolitical
Risk - General

Caldara
Paper

"geopolitical risk", "geopolitical concerns", "geopoliti-
cal tension", "geopolitical uncertainty"

War Threats Caldara
Paper

"war risk", "war fear", "military threat"

Nuclear
Threat

Caldara
Paper

"nuclear weapons", "nuclear weapon", "ballistic mis-
sile", "nuclear conflict", "nuclear attack"

Table 28: This table contains the Topic, the source of the Key bigrams, and the bigrams
themselves. Note that “Goldstein Positive” and “Goldstein Negative” have ten key bigrams to
capture more potential emerging geopolitical events. “War Threats” and “Geopolitical Risks”
have less than the typical five key bigrams as Caldara and Iacoviello [105], only included this

amount terms in their topics. These key terms were translated for Spanish, French,
Portuguese, Arabic, Japanese, and Korean.
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Appendix B: Data Analysis Procedure Diagram
For Geopolitical Risk Change Over Time Program

The procedure of the Real – Time Twitter / X Analysis program

Step 1: Twitter / X Filter API activated with the different Topics and Keywords
in the 7 languages, Filtered Tweets start coming in and stored in json files, as of
now, they are stored in 100 tweet batches

Step 2: The Call5min file is activated, and the storage csv files are created. The
functions for the analysis are called by this file and the tweet json files start to
be processed.

Step 3: The most recent json file is taken and converted to a Pandas data
frame. Each tweet in the json file is first labeled with a language and a date-time
variable is added.

Step 4: The remaining tweets are then separated into the different language
data frames.

Step 5: Each data frame is then processed by the language analysis functions
for each language. The sentiment analysis, and the coordinates of the locations
mentioned in the tweets are added to the language data frames.

Step 6: The separate data frames and then brought back together into one
complete data frame.

Step 7: Any tweets that have the same id number in the complete data frame
are removed, creating the "no dups" data frame

Step 8.1: First the "no dups" dataframe is processed

Step 8.2: The tweets in the same topic are grouped together and counted,
creating a topic count data frame

Step 8.3: The tweets in the same topic are grouped together and the sentiments
per topic are calculated, creating a topic sentiment data frame

Step 8.4: Topic Count data frame and Topic Sentiment data frame are outputted
to the output csv files

Step 8.5: The output files are then imported back into the program and the
change between the previous row and the current row is calculated. The changes
of topic count and topic sentiment are then also outputted to the change output
csv files.

Step 9: The full complete data frame from Step 6 is then mapped using the
folium python package and a HTML map is output with the topics color coded
and the locations geotagged on the map
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Figure 48: Work Process Chart for the Language Analysis Section of the Automatic
Evaluation of Geopolitical Risk
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Appendix C: Data Analysis Procedure Diagram
for Topics over Time

Step 1: Run the Filter Twitter API and create the tweet json files

Step 2: Based on a chosen time scale, import all the files in the tweet json folder
and create a full dataset out of them

Step 3: Create the Year, Month, Day, Hour, Minute, and Second variables so
that change over time can occur

Step 4: Split the data frame by language into the seven separate data frames

Step 5: Remove the stop words from each of the tweets in each language

Step 6: Send each language data frame through the LDA topic modeling
functions, which will dynamically get the optimal number of topics for the data,
and then dynamically get the optimal parameters and run the topic models for
each language and get the topics over time based on the time scale chosen.

Step 7: Take the results from the topics over time from each language and send
them through the different language visualization functions

Step 8: Rerun this process for the next time scale using the sleep function in the
implementation function in the CallTM program so the next topics are created
and compare the visualizations over each time-frame to see what topics have
changed
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Figure 6: Work Process Chart for the Topic Modeling over Time Section of the Automatic
Evaluation of Geopolitical Risk
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Appendix D: Computational Resources and Data
Set Sizes

This appendix covers the computational resources and the data set sizes
used in the training of the RNNs. Table 42 details the computer I used to
train the RNNs and run the program collecting and analyzing tweets. Table 43
contains the sizes of the datasets used in the training of the RNN.

Computer System Description
Computer 2019 MacBook Air, Retina, 13-inch
Processor 1.6 GHz Dual-Core Intel Core i5
Graphics Intel UHD Graphics 617 1536 MB
Memory 8 GB 2133 MHz LPDDR3

Table 42: Computational Resources used for training and data processing.

Language Name Size MB
English IMDB Movie 66.2
French Gamebusterz /

TheophileBlard
139.1

Arabic Motazsaad 19.2
Japanese Darkmap 7.36
Korean Park [316] 4.67
Portuguese Augustop / Dias 20.3
Spanish TASS 2020 / Kaggle 2.2

Table 43: RNN Training Data Sizes for Each Language
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Appendix E: The Neural Network Structures of
the Sentiment RNNs for the Analyses

These tables are the various neural network architectures I used for the
RNNs I created, in addition Table 9 contains the architectures for the BERT
models I implemented as well. The first layer is the wiki40b [142, 210] embeddings
from the TensorFlow Hub for each language. As stated by Géron [194], using pre-
trained embeddings can greatly improve the effectiveness of neural networks as
the word embeddings used to build the network would have hundreds of millions
of parameters as opposed to an embedding built off the training data which would
have significantly smaller number. These were constructed in Python through the
TensorFlow package which each layer shown below. These RNNs were designed
to only return a positive or negative result, with no neutral option. Through
testing we found, due to the lack of verbiage of short text, the RNNs defaulted
to a neutral option unless the text was extremely positive or negative. This
resulted in us missing a large number of potentially significant sentiment scores
which were incorrectly labeled as neutral. By removing the neutral category, we
forced the RNNs to choose if a tweet was positive or negative, thus achieving a
greater number of responses which allowed us to make the most out of our data.

Layers Output Shape Params
wiki40b-lm-en (None, None, 768) 116,768,000
Dense (None, None, 128) 98,432
Dropout (10%) (None, None, 128) 0
GRU (None, 128) 99,072
Dropout (10%) (None, 128) 0
Dense (None, 1) 129

Table 1: English RNN Architecture

Layers Output Shape Params
wiki40b-lm-fr (None, None, 768) 116,768,000
Dense (None, None, 128) 98,432
Dropout (10%) (None, None, 128) 0
GRU (None, 128) 99,072
Dropout (10%) (None, 128) 0
Dense (None, 1) 129

Table 2: French RNN Architecture
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Layers Output Shape Params
wiki40b-lm-ar (None, None, 768) 116,768,000
Dense (None, None, 128) 98,432
GRU (None, None, 128) 99,072
Dropout (25%) (None, None, 128) 0
GRU (None, None, 64) 37,248
Dropout (20%) (None, None, 64) 0
GRU (None, 32) 9,408
Dropout (15%) (None, 32) 0
Dense (None, 1) 33

Table 3: Arabic RNN Architecture

Layers Output Shape Params
wiki40b-lm-ja (None, None, 768) 116,768,000
Dense (None, None, 256) 196,864
Dropout (10%) (None, None, 256) 0
Bidirectional GRU (None, None, 256) 296,448
Dropout (10%) (None, None, 256) 0
Bidirectional GRU (None, 256) 296,448
Dropout (10%) (None, 256) 0
Dense (None, 1) 257

Table 4: Japanese RNN Architecture

Layers Output Shape Params
wiki40b-lm-ko (None, None, 768) 116,768,000
Dense (None, None, 128) 98,432
GRU (None, None, 128) 99,072
Dropout (25%) (None, None, 128) 0
GRU (None, None, 64) 37,248
Dropout (20%) (None, None, 64) 0
GRU (None, 32) 9,408
Dropout (15%) (None, 32) 0
Dense (None, 1) 33

Table 5: Korean RNN Architecture
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Layers Output Shape Params
wiki40b-lm-pt (None, None, 768) 116,768,000
Dense (None, None, 128) 98,432
Dropout (30%) (None, None, 128) 0
GRU (None, None, 64) 37,248
Dropout (25%) (None, None, 64) 0
GRU (None, None, 64) 24,960
Dropout (25%) (None, None, 64) 0
GRU (None, 32) 9,408
Dropout (20%) (None, 32) 0
Dense (None, 1) 33

Table 6: Portuguese RNN Architecture

Layers Output Shape Params
wiki40b-lm-es (None, None, 768) 116,768,000
Dense (None, None, 128) 98,432
Dropout (25%) (None, None, 128) 0
GRU (None, None, 64) 37,248
Dropout (20%) (None, None, 64) 0
GRU (None, 32) 9,408
Dropout (15%) (None, 32) 0
Dense (None, 1) 33

Table 7: Spanish RNN Architecture
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Language Total
Params

Data
Count

Layers Batch
Size

Epochs Data
Balance

English 116,965,633 50,000 4 4 5 50%
Spanish 116,913,121 5,764 5 2 7 50%
French 116,965,633 415,702 4 128 7 50%
Portuguese 116,938,081 200,000 6 4 5 50%
Arabic 117,012,193 102,196 6 4 5 50%
Japanese 117,558,017 20,000 5 5 7 50%
Korean 117,012,193 150,000 6 5 5 50%

Table 8: These are the hyperparameters for the RNNs models that I constructed. The Total
Params are the number of parameters from wiki40b-lm layers plus the additional parameters
specified by each RNN. The Data Count is the number of data points used to train the RNN
models, Layers is how many neural network layers were used to train the models, Batch Size is

the number of samples sent through the model during training at one time, Epochs is the
number of times the data was cycled through in training the model, and Data Balance is the
percent of positive sentiment values (in this case a 1) compared to the total data set. While
the data size varies for each of the RNNs models this was done to make sure that most amount
of data that could be used to create the most accurate RNN model with a balanced data set.

Language Total
Params

Vocab Fine
Tuned
Count

Batch
Size

Learning
Rate

Layers

English 110M 30k 11.8k 128 3e-5 12
Spanish 110M 32k 8.4k 2,048 0.0001 12
French 110M 30k 140k 128 3e-5 12
Portuguese 110M 29.8k .5k 16 2e-5 12
Arabic 110M 30k 23.3k 32 3e-5 12
Japanese 110M 30k ? 128 3e-5 12
Korean 102M 20k 50k 32 5e-5 12
Multilingual 550M 150k 24.3k 8,192 0.0001 24

Table 9: These are the hyperparameters for the BERT models that I implemented for my
research in Chapter 3. Total Params is the number of parameters each BERT model was

constructed with, Vocab is the size of the vocabulary for each BERT model that is used to
tokenize the text. Fine Tuned Count is the number of sentiment analysis data points used to
fine tune the BERT models for sentiment analysis, Batch Size is the number of samples sent
through the model during training at one time, Learning Rate is the rate at which the models’
weights are updated during the training process, and Layers is how many layers were used in
the BERT model construction. The question mark under Fine Tuned Count for Japanese is

due to the creator of the model not specifying how much data was used fined tune the
Japanese sentiment analysis.
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Appendix F: Financial Assets and Markets Inves-
tigated in Case Study 1

Table 20 below lists the various financial assets and markets I analyzed
for this study. The Caldara and Iacoviello, and the Amen financial assets or
markets come directly from their respective papers. My Own assets or markets
come from a few different sources. I was interested in expanding on the assets
listed in the other papers (such as Gold Futures and Oil Futures), I also wanted
to look at smaller international markets or emerging markets (such as the Sensex
or the USD-MXN FX Rate). In addition, I wanted to see if different crypto
currencies outside of bitcoin reacted differently to geopolitical events. Lastly,
since the study involved the Ukraine War, I wanted to see how the Natural Gas
markets and Wheat Market responded to the crisis, as both Russian and Ukraine
are two of the world’s largest producers of Wheat, and Russia is the main source
of Natural Gas for Europe. Table 21 is a reordering of the assets based on asset
class.

Source Financial Asset or Market
Caldara and
Iacoviello
(5)

Defense ETF, Metals and Mining ETF, Crude Oil
Price, 2 Year US Treasury Yield, Steel Futures

Amen (19) S&P 500 Index (US Stock Exchange), Morgan Stanley
Capital International Index (“MSCI”), CSI 300 Index
(Chinese Stock Exchange), FTSE 100 Index (UK Stock
Exchange), Nikkei 225 (Japanese Stock Exchange),
Bitcoin, USD vs. EUR, JPY, AUD, CNY, RUB, and
ZAR FX Rates, VIX Index (Volatility Index), MSCI
Futures, Bitcoin Futures, US High Yield (HY) ETF, US
Investment Grade (IG) ETF, Gold Price, 10 Year US
Treasury Yield

My Own (15) Gold Futures, Crude Oil Futures, 10 Year US Treasury
Yield Futures, S&P BSE Sensex (Indian Stock
Exchange), 10 Year German Bond Yields, USD vs.
GBP, MXN FX Rates, EUR-GBP FX Rate, Ethereum
(ETH), ChainLink (LINK), Ripple (XPR), Binance
Coin (BNB), Algorand (ALGO), Wheat Futures,
Natural Gas Futures

Table 20: The Financial Assets and Markets I analyzed and their sources.
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Asset Class Asset or Market
Commodity (7) Gold Price, Crude Oil Price, Gold

Futures, Crude Oil Futures, Steel
Futures, Wheat Futures, Natural Gas
Futures

International Markets and Assets
(5)

CSI 300, Nikkei 225, BSE Sensex,
FTSE 100, 10 Year German Bond
Yield

U.S. Based Markets and Assets
(12)

S&P 500, MSCI, VIX, 2 Year US
Treasury Yield, 10 Year US Treasury
Yield, Defense ETF, Metals and
Mining ETF, US HY ETF, US IG
ETF, 10 Year US Treasury Yield
Futures, Bitcoin Futures, MSCI
Futures

Foreign Exchange Markets (9) USD vs. EUR, JPY, GBP, AUD,
MXN, ZAR, RUB, CNY, and
EUR-GBP

Crypto Currencies (6) Bitcoin, ETH, Link, XPR, BNB,
ALGO

Table 21: The Financial Assets and Markets I analyzed grouped by Asset Class
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Appendix G: Hourly Emerging Topic Modeling
Analysis for Case Study 2

Figures 10 and 11 display the second example, while Figures 12 and 13
display the third example for the Hourly Emerging Topic Modelling Analysis.

Figure 10 depicts the topics created and monitored from French tweets
in the three-hour window on June 6th, 2023. The lime-green line shows the
emergence of another “Iran” topic, this time around the debut of its hypersonic
missile28. The Reuters article was published at around 18:00 GMT, which I can
see the “Iran” topic emerging before this article was published.

Figure 10: French Topics generated and tracked for June 6th, 2023, from 14:00 to 17:00 GMT

Below, Figure 11 shows the Google Trends for Iran on June 6th, 2023. As
the orange trend line shows, interest in Iran as a search term starts increasing at
17:00 GMT and spikes after 18:25 GMT, which is after the topic had emerged in
the French tweets.

28Hafezi, Parisa, "Iran Presents Its First Hypersonic Ballistic Missile, State Media Reports."
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Figure 11: Google Trends tracking of “Iran” from 14:34 – 18:25 on June 1st, 2023

Figure 12 exhibits the topics created from Japanese tweets for June 6th,
2023, from 14:00 to 17:00 GMT. There are no major spikes in the any of the
topics, which are generally clustered around the median value for average weights
of the topics. This indicates that these topics were generally discussed equally
throughout the time period. That said, the green line topic representing “Macron”
stood out from the rest around 15:00 GMT. This small spike is in reference to
the French protests that were occurring in this period, and an increased police
presence for protest scheduled on June 6th, 202329.

29Reuters. "France Plans Major Police Presence for June 6 Day of Protest."
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Figure 12: Japanese Topics generated and tracked for June 6th, 2023, from 14:00 to 17:00
GMT

Figure 13 presents the change in Google Trends for “Macron” from 14:36
to 18:31 GMT. As the figure shows, the increase in search activity about Marcon
did not peak until around 17:00 GMT, which is nearly two hours after it had
peaked on Twitter.

Figure 13: Google Trends tracking of “Macron” from for June 6th, 2023, from 14:36 to 18:27
GMT
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Appendix H: Daily Topic Modeling Analyses for
Case Study 2

This Appendix contains the other Daily Analysis charts

Below Figures 14 – 19, detail the emergence of “North Korea” as a topic for
the other six languages (Spanish, French, Portuguese, Arabic, Japanese, and
Korean).

Figure 14: Spanish North Korea topic emergence comparison

In Spanish, I saw a similar trend as I saw for English, with North Korea
emerging as a topic around the launch of missiles on Twitter / X, and sometimes
before they became trending topic on Google or even picking up on some tests
that English did not have such as the March 16th test [148]. However, unlike
English and Google, a topic for North Korea did not emerge for the March 19th

tests.
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Figure 15: French North Korea topic emergence comparison

French also followed similar trends as English and Spanish, as North
Korea also emerges as a topic on Twitter usually a day before it does on Google.
In addition, it also picked up on the March 23rd test [148], which the other
languages and Google did not.
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Figure 16: Portuguese North Korea topic emergence comparison

With Portuguese, the Twitter / X emerging geopolitical topic modeling
program did very well, capturing seven out of ten missile launches in the research
period [148]. In line with the other languages, Portuguese tweets captured these
emerging topics roughly a day before they were trending on Google.
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Figure 17: Arabic North Korea topic emergence comparison

However, with Arabic, only two missile tests emerged as a topic through
Twitter during the research period. While the ones that did still proceed the
Google Trends data, there are significantly less topics created for North Korean
than in other languages. I believe this is due to an increased focus in Arabic
tweets on regional geopolitical issues and the greater diversity of geopolitical
issues discussed as detailed in Appendix H.
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Figure 18: Japanese North Korea topic emergence comparison

Unsurprisingly, geopolitical topics that emerged from Japanese tweets
had a large focus on North Korea. As seen by the large spike on the missile
launch on February 18th, nearly every topic that was created for that day of
Japanese tweets related to North Korea, as the missile landed in the waters close
to the Japanese Mainland. Like other languages, North Korea also emerged as a
topic in Japanese tweets before Google Trends.
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Figure 19: Korean North Korea topic emergence comparison

As explained in the Discussion section, unfortunately, topics generated
with Korean tweets were less easily interpretable than in other languages. While I
speculated that this could be from machine translation error or the complexities
of the Korean language, I can be certain that North Korea does emerge as a
geopolitical topic at around the time of missile launches and generally predated
the Google trends.
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Appendix I: Additional Topic Modeling Analyses
Examples for Case Study 2

Daily Topics Examples:

I wanted to also include some further examples of identified topics at the
different time scales to illustrate the effectiveness of the Twitter / X Emerging
Topic Modeling program. While I will not go into as much detail as the main
examples from Chapter 6, Appendix G, and Appendix H, these cases display
a wider range of topics that were investigated during the study periods. The
first is an example of combining all the count of the topics generated by each
language together, unlike the North Korean missile launches example were I kept
the languages separate. Like the North Korean missile launches, the Ukraine War
was discussed in all seven languages especially since the study period happened
to include the first anniversary of the beginning of the invasion.

Figure 20: Ukraine War - All Language topic model comparison

While the individual languages had different days and times for when the
Ukraine War emerged as a topic, when put together, the overall Twitter / X trend
(in blue) matches the Google Trends (in orange). Also the combined language
Twitter / X trend line also spikes roughly of March 23rd, 2023 (the black line),
which is slightly before the peak of the trend line of Google Trends, indicating
that Twitter / X emerging topics trends occur faster than the emergence on
Google Trends.

I also wanted to show a few individual daily topics for certain regions.
Below are the trends for South China Sea for English. This was the second most
generated emerging topic in English, so it warrants study. The South China Sea
has been a geopolitical hot spot for most of the last decade as China started
to project more of its power over the region. This has created worries for the
United States and its allies, especially Taiwan and the Philippines.
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Figure 21: South China Sea - English topic model comparison

As the chart above presents, there were three major spikes in the Twitter
/ X Emerging topic model trend and two in the Google Trends. These spikes
coincide with minor conflicts occurring in the South China Sea. The first spike
was on February 13th, 2023, the Philippines accused a Chinese Coast Guard
ship of harassing one of their Coast Guard ships[346]. This event created the
emerging South China Sea Twitter / X topic for that date and was the major
spike without a corresponding spike in the Google Trends data indicating that
Twitter / X Emerging Topic programs can pick up more information than Google
Trends alone. The second spike relates around February 26th, 2023 seems to
also relate to this incident, which was the highest spike for Google Trends, but
there was a similar spike in the Twitter / X data. Finally, there was the report
of the Chinese naval command warning off a US Navy ship in the South China
Sea on March 23rd[45]. While this event caused a spike in both the Twitter /
X trends and Google Trends, the Twitter / X spike occurred a day before the
Google Trends, further illustrating my previous findings in Case Study 2.

Lastly, another major geopolitical risk that was discussed during this
time was the Iranian Nuclear Program. While I discussed this issue in Chapter
5 for the Hourly results which were in June of 2023, however, this is a major
geopolitical worry for the Arabic speaking world and emerged as a topic quite
frequently in both the Twitter / X trends and Google Trends.
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Figure 22: Iran Nuclear Program - Arabic topic model comparison

Similar to the South China Sea, the emerging topics correspond to events
surrounding the Iranian Nuclear Program. For example, on February 17th, Israel
announced that "all possible means on the table" (Irish, 2023) to stop the Iranian
Nuclear Program [244] which caused multiple topics to emerging through the
Twitter / X trends program, while a corresponding spike was since on Google
Trends a few days later. A contemporaneous spike in both Twitter / X trends
and Google Trends on February 26th relating to the CIA director discussing
the worries of the growth of Iranian Nuclear program [72]. Lastly the bunch
of small spikes around March 8th - March 12th, is related to the US Treasury
Department putting sanctions on Iranian’s UAV program and its collaboration
with China [418].

These additional three examples show the Twitter / X Emerging Topic
model program works in discovery emerging topics either quicker or at the same
time as Google Trends, and potentially more emerging instances than Google
Trends, which makes the Twitter / X program an effective tool in monitoring
geopolitical risk.
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Hourly Topics Examples:

In addition to the Daily Topic examples, I wanted to include a few further
examples of the hourly emerging topics, displaying that on specific topics that
the Twitter / X trends spike a few hours before they appear through Google
Trends.

Figure 23: French Twitter / X Emerging Topics for June 1st, 2023
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Figure 24: Ukraine - French Google Trends for June 1st, 2023

Like the other examples, Ukraine as a topic in French Twitter / X program
emerged and spiked as a topic roughly three hours before the topic spikes on
Google Trends, as indicated by the orange trend line in Figure 24, with the most
search volume occurring for this period roughly four hours after Ukraine had
peaked as an emerging topic on Twitter / X.

Another hourly example is the Portuguese Twitter / X program emerging
topics on Russian Nuclear fear.

Figure 25: Portuguese Twitter / X Emerging Topics for June 6th, 2023
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Figure 26: Russian Nuclear - Portuguese Google Trends for June 1st, 2023

The spike in search volume is closer to the spike in the emerging topic of
Russia Nuclear on the Portuguese Twitter / X program, however, the topic has
seemed to emerged before the collection period which would explain the closer
time difference than the average. Nevertheless, the Twitter / X program still
spiked before the Google Trends search volume. This topics seems to have been
generated by Russia claiming that U.S F-16s could be equipped with nuclear
weapons if they are sent to Ukraine [359].
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Appendix J: The Topics Generated for Each Lan-
guage in Case Study 2

The Tables 29 – 35 display the topic labels and counts across all 7
languages for the Daily Analysis.

Table 29: Count of English Topics that Emerged from February 4th, 2023, to March 23rd,
2023
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Table 30: Count of Spanish Topics that Emerged from February 4th, 2023, to March 23rd,
2023
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Table 31: Count of French Topics that Emerged from February 4th, 2023, to March 23rd, 2023
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Table 32: Count of Portuguese Topics that Emerged from February 4th, 2023, to March 23rd,
2023
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Table 33: Count of Arabic Topics that Emerged from February 4th, 2023, to March 23rd, 2023
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Table 34: Count of Japanese Topics that Emerged from February 4th, 2023, to March 23rd,
2023

Table 35: Count of Korean Topics that Emerged from February 4th, 2023, to March 23rd,
2023
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Appendix K: The Financial Markets and Assets
Analyzed for Case Study 3

These are when the markets assets I evaluated in this case study were
active. The Two-Year Treasure Yield data came from CNBC [129], the Gold
Spot Price came from Goldhub.com [200], the Crude Oil Spot Price came from
LiveCharts.co.uk [291]. All other financial data came from Yahoo Finance30

[174] through the Python package yfinance developed by Aroussi [58]. Table 44
below shows when each market was active. Note: only Cryptocurrencies were
actively throughout the entire time frame including weekends, all other markets
had periods where they were closed.

Time (US
Eastern
Standard
Time) Market Active
12 am – 6am Commodities, Forex, FTSE 100, CSI 300, Nikkei 225,

Indian Sensex, FTSE 100, Crypto
6 am – 12pm Commodities, US Markets, Forex, FTSE 100, Crypto
12pm – 6pm Commodities, US Markets, Forex, Crypto
6 pm – 12am Commodities, Forex, CSI 300, Nikkei 225, Indian Sensex,

Crypto

Table 44: When each market in the study was active

30https://finance.yahoo.com/
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Appendix L: World Map Figures

Figure 46: Map of countries that my programs can get tweets from in one of the national
languages used by that country.
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Figure 47: Map of countries: A) Blue: The country’s language is available in Twitter / X
Filter API selection but not used in my programs. B) Red: where Twitter / X is blocked. C)
Purple: where a second language is available in the Twitter / X Filter API, but the country is
already covered by my program. Note: A country that is gray on both Figures 46 and 47, for
example, Mongolia, means that country allows Twitter / X, but doesn’t officially speak any

language covered by the Filter API
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Appendix M: Ethical and Legal Considerations
This appendix covers the ethical and legal considerations I undertook in

conducting my research. As this research revolves around social media, I have
implemented safe guards to protect the identities of the posters whose data I
have collected which I detail below.

Participants:

The participants were any Twitter / X user that post publicly using
the keywords I’ve defined for the research, and I will not be interacting with
them. As the University of St Andrews Social Media Research page states, it is
impractical to obtain informed consent for this research. As this is passive social
media research, the research will be conducted completely online.

Data Categories Collected:

As defined in the School of Computer Science Ethics Application Form,
personal data is information related to a person which can be directly or indirectly
connected back to them. Special category data is personal data relating to a
person’s race, ethnicity, politics, religion, etc. My research does not collect special
category data, but it collects the bare minimum in personal data. Later on, I
will describe how I handle this personal data.

Ethical Considerations:

According to the University of St Andrews Social Media Research Ethics
Concerns page, the three Ethical Considerations for passive research are: 1.
Ensuring the rights of the social media users, 2. What Social Media users might
think about repurposing their tweets, 3. Protecting the identities of the social
media users. While the data I collect contains the tweet text and the tweet ID
initially, I will be anonymizing the data by removing these identifying variables.
I will also only be analyzing public tweets, which are public posts online, not
private messages. The users know that these public tweets can be seen by anyone,
and according to Reuter et al. 2019, most Twitter / X users don’t find monitoring
Twitter / X an “inappropriate surveillance or a violation of privacy (Pg. 2) and
thus my research will not violate their privacy, satisfying Considerations 1, 2,
and 3.

Citation: Reuter, Katja; Zhu, Yifan; Angyan, Praveen; Le, NamQuyen; Merchant,
Akil A.; and Zimmer, Michael, "Public Concern About Monitoring Twitter Users
and Their Conversations to Recruit for Clinical Trials: Survey Study" (2019).
Computer Science Faculty Research and Publications. 29. https://epublications.
marquette.edu/comp_fac/29
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Data Lifecycle: Collection

This section describes how I will collect the data required for my research,
how I make the initial data I collect pseudonymized (i.e. meaning only indirectly
linked to a person), and finally how that pseudonymized data becomes full
anonymized.

Initially, I will be collecting Twitter / X data including the tweet’s text, the
time it was posted, and the tweet’s internal Twitter ID. However, I have modified
my code so that the tweet ID is removed and replaced with a generic “ID” tag
from the incoming tweets json file. Also, in accordance with the “Passive” section
of “Types of social media research: active vs passive”, I have pseudonymized
the tweet text by replacing the text with another generic “textpseudo” variable.
These two variables must be pseudonymized as it is possible to use them to trace
the tweet back to the original poster, thus revealing the user and violating the
ethical standards of the University of St Andrews.

This new data will only have the time the tweet was created, a label for
the Geopolitical Topic the tweet relates to, and the two new pseudonymized
variables for the ID and Text. This pseudonymization process will take place
on the University’s One Drive. These new data files will also be the data that I
will store and disseminate, while the original data files will be deleted once the
analysis is complete or any related paper that requires the raw data to be sent
to the publisher is complete. With the deletion of the original files, there will be
no way to track the pseudonymized data back to the original poster, making the
new datasets fully anonymous.

Before deletion, I will be transferring and storing these data files on the
University’s One Drive to safely secure the pseudonymized data.

Data Lifecycle: Sharing and Publication

Many journals require the raw data as well as the manuscripts for paper
publications. However, I will not publish any of the raw data and only disseminate
the data that had been pseudonymized, and without the original data files, the
pseudonymized data files become fully anonymized. Any publication that requires
a deviation from this plan will first be discussed with my supervisors, and the
Ethics Committee before going forward. This will be in line with the Ethical
Considerations described on the University of St Andrews Social Media Research
page.

Data Lifecycle: Retention and Destruction:

As described in the University Guidance, the data will be retained by me
on the University’s One Drive to secure it in the pseudonymized format, at least
until I complete my PhD. If I stay in academia, I will retain the data for the
standard 10 years and its deletion will be subject to periodic review every year.
If I leave academia, I will transfer the data to my supervisor, Dr. Tom Kelsey.
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Data Access Statement:
All code and data related to my thesis that can be made publicly available

within the guidelines of the University of St Andrews School of Computer
Science Research Ethics Board can be found on GitHub, through this URL:
https://github.com/jb370/Automatic-GR/tree/main

In the Github page, only the anonymous Twitter / X data is stored,
however, access to the full data will require the approval of the Research Ethics
Board. Please contact me at jb370@st-andrews.ac.uk or burnsjack45@gmail.com
if you would like copies of the full data subject to approval.

Additional Questions from the Ethics Committee:
Question 1: “Is the use of social media the most appropriate method?”

Answer 1: Yes, social media and the data it generates are the source for my
research, there is no alternative.

Question 2: “Can you obtain informed consent? If not, are you safeguarding
people’s rights? Are you inferring or using special category data?”

Answer 2: No, I am not obtaining informed consent as this is passive research
and as stated under the “Passive” subsection of “Types of social media research:
active versus passive” that “if there is no interaction with participants, then it
may not be practical to obtain informed consent”. However, I am safeguarding
people’s rights, addressed in the Data Lifecycle: Collection subsection, and any
issues with special category data are addressed below.

Question 3: “How will you protect the identity of your participants during data
collection, analysis and dissemination?”

Answer 3: Addressed in the Data Lifecycle: Collection subsection. In addition, I
do not collect any Twitter / X geotagged data (i.e., location data that the user
has authorized to attach to their tweets) further protecting their identity.

Question 4: “Are you making assumptions about whether people would be willing
to let you use their data?”

Answer 4: After reviewing Reuter et al. 2019, who find that most Twitter users
don’t find monitoring Twitter / X “inappropriate surveillance or a violation of
privacy” (Reuter et al. 2019, Pg. 2), thus I believe that users would be willing
to use their data for my research. The Reuter paper is regarding clinical trial
recruitment, while my research is focused on the user’s public opinion expressed
in tweets. Thus my research is less invasive than monitoring the users to recruit
them for health studies, which the majority of users expressed they were already
okay with.
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Question 5: “Are you following any subject-specific codes or guidance?”

Answer 5: In addition to the University of St Andrews Ethical Guidance, I also
reviewed the Internet Research: Ethical Guidelines 3.0 by the Association of
Internet Researchers (AoIR 2019) to make sure that I am following an overarching
ethics guide, not just my own opinions. For example, I made sure that the existing
datasets that I use for the machine learning aspects of my project address all
the questions with the Existing Datasets section (AoIR 2019, Pg. 39), likewise
for the new data that is collected in the New Data Collection section.

Citation: franzke, aline shakti, Bechmann, Anja, Zimmer, Michael, Ess, Charles
and the Association of Internet Researchers (2020). Internet Research: Ethical
Guidelines 3.0. https://aoir.org/reports/ethics3.pdf

Issues with Special Categories:
Unfortunately, there is no way for me to know if the data is coming from people
in special categories. The data coming from the Twitter / X API has only the
createdat variable (i.e., when the tweet was published), the tweetid variable (i.e.,
the ID of the tweet) and the text variable (i.e., the text of the tweet). I have
addressed the issue of the tweetid and tweet text in Data Lifecycle: Collection
subsection, which will remove any possible identifying characteristics from the
data. This will ensure that nobody will be able to identify any user, including
those of special categories.

Additional Legal Questions:
Data Usage Agreements:
The Twitter / X data was collected through the Twitter / X Filter API and
the Twarc package both of which used the Twitter Academic Track v2 which
I obtained from Twitter / X. All data was collected before the changes to the
Twitter / X API came into affect which removed the free API system in 2023.
There was no illegal data scraping of Twitter / X conducted for this research.
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Appendix N: Collection of BERTs
Many researchers into the BERT algorithm [155] have created version of

BERT for different languages. Some of these researchers have taken the Muppet
character, Bert, from Sesame Street as their mascots. I deem it necessary, nay,
vital that I include these mascots here:
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